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TABLES OF 1SENTROPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARAMROGEN AND REBATED TRANSPORT
PROPERTIES FOR TOTAL TEMPERATURES FROM 25 K TO 300 K AND
FOR TOTAL PRESSURES FROM 1 ATM TO 10 ATM
°
By
Richard C. Haut* and Terry B. Adcock
NASA Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
The isentropic expansions of parahydrogen at various total pressures
and total temperatures were numerically determined by iterating Mach
number and by using a modified interval halving method. The calculated
isentroptc values and related properties are presented in tabulated fora..
INTRODUCTION
b
T'ie wind-tunnel has been the primary tool for experimental.aerody-
namic research and development for many decades. Because of the increase
in size and speed of aircraft in recent years, a need has developed for
an increase ground testing capEtbility ir terms of Reynolds number. This
need has been well documented, for example, in reference 1 and 2. The
need for a higher Reynolds number testing capability than presently exists
is particularly apparent in programs aimed at the development of efficient
transport aircraft or maneuvering fighter aircraft designed to operate at
transonic speeds. A major problem in the transonic region, is the effect
of Reynolds number on shock boundary layer interactions, and in turn, on
the aircraft stability and performance characteristics.
Graduate Student, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Old Dominion
University, Norfolk, Virginia.
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At a given Mach number, the Reynolds number may be increased by
using a heavy gas rather than air as the test gas, by increasing the
size of the tunnel and model, by increasing the operating pressure of the
tunnel, and by reducing the test temperature. The method chosen to
increase Reynolds number wall, in general, also affect dynamic pressure,
mass flow rate, and the power consumption of the tunnel per unit run tithe.
The use of a heavy gas is a well-known rrethod of achieving high Reynolds
number. However, the differences in the ratio of specific heats becomes
important when compressibility effects become significant, thus making
Freon-12 a questionable transonic test medium. The more common approaches
of increased size and increased stagnation pressures involve serious
problems related to such questions as construction and operating costs,
model and support loads, and the possibility of providing continuous-
flow capability. The fourth method, that of reduced test temperature,
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appears to offer an attractive solution to the preceding problkMns.
Hoy,*ever, as the test temperature is reduced, the properties of the test
gas will begin, at some point, to deviate from the properties of an ideal
gas. At cryogenic temperature real-gas effects may become appreciable
and these effects on the aerodynamic test results must therefore be
analyzed in order to determine if a particular gas is acceptable as a
wind-tunnel test gas at cryogenic temperatures.
A cryogenic wind-tunnel concept has evolved at NASA-Langley Research
Center in which liquid nitrogen is sprayed directly into the tunnel circuit
to cool the tunnel structure, remove the heat input from the drive fan,
and.
 balance the heat conducted through the tunnel walls. Nitrogen is tae
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resulting test gas using this cooling procedure. Throughout the evolu-
tion of the cryogenic wind--tunnel concept, at NASA-Langley Research Center,
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experimental and theoretical studies have been made to access the suit-
ability of cryogenic nitrogen as a test gas. After analyzing real-gas
isentropic and normal shock solutions, and performing two-dimensional
airfoil pressure tests, Adcock, Kilgore, and Ray in reference 3 Foncluded
that the real--gas effects of nitrogen pose no problem as far as its use
in a transonic wind tunnel operating at cryogenic temperatures and at
stagnation pressures up to 5 atmospheres,
Nitrogen is, of course, not the only gas which might be considered
for use at cryogenic temperatures. However, in order to assure similarity
between the flow over the model in the wind-tunnel and the vehicle is
flight, it is essential that any candidate test gas behave, for al l-
practical purposes, like an ideal diatomic gas.
In addition to nitrngen, one of the most promising diatomic gases
is hydrogen. Due to its very low vapor temperature it is possible to
achieve even higher test Reynolds numbers at a given total pressure by
using cryogenic hydrogen rather than cryogenic nitrogen as the test gas.
Alternatively, for a given size tunnel it is possible to achieve a
required test Reynolds number , at a lower total pressure in hydrogen than
in nitrogen thus reducing model, sting, and balance loads.
As a part of a larger program aimed at determining the suitability
as well as the practicality of using cryogenic hydrogen as a wind-tunnel
xtest gas, the various ratios describing isentropic expansions of para-
hydrogen's at various total pressures and temperatures have been determined 	 F
up to Mach 2 and compared with the corresponding values for an ideal
diatomic gas. In addition, the local isentropic expansion coefficient,
viscosity, thermal conductivity, and Prandtl number have also been
determined for the various combinations of pressure, temperature and Mach
number.
The purpose of this report is to present in tabular form the various
isentropic expansion ratios and the corresponding transport properties of
parahydrogen.
In order to expedite the publication of the tabular ;results no
analysis is made in this paper.
3"MOLS
A	 area
c	 speed of sound
H	 enthalpy
M	 Mach number	 1
-F'Equilibrium hydrogen consists of ortho- and parahYdrogen molecules.
The difference in the direction of spin of the protons in the hydrogen
molecule results in the two forms of hydrogen; ortho, in -which the spins
are in the same direction, and Para, where the spins are in opposing
directions. When liquid hydrogen evaporatas, the equilibrium condition
is essentially pure parahydrogen. This ste.ble condition can even be
















increment (i.e. AT increment of temperature)
local isentropic expansion coefficient
density
iteration value	 i
value used in subroutine TSENT
total conditions
REAL--GAS ISENTROPIC SOLUTIONS
A computer program giving the thermodynamic and related properties
of parahydrogen from the triple point to 300 K at pressures to 1000 bar
was obtained from the Natiorial Bureau of.Standards (NBS). The NBS program
is an updated version of the one used by Weber in reference 4. Although
the NBS program is slightly different from the one used by Weber, the
uncertainty in the results are the same in each 'program and are discussed
in the report by Weber. In order to make us- of the NBS program, it was
modified into a subprogram form (subprogram THERMO), The inputs to this
subprogram are temperature and pressure, and the outputs are the thermo-
dynamic and related properties.
Besides the main program, a subprogram (ISENT) was also developed
that Made use of THERMO. By using a modified interval halving technique,
ISENT calculates pressure and other thermodynamic properties for a given	 o
temperature and entropy. i
n
The main program basically centers around ISENT. By iterating on
Mach number and employing a modified interval halving technique, the 	 ?
isentropic expansion of parahydrogen at various total temperatures and
total pressures is calculated.
Other converging techniques, such as the Newton-Raphson and Muller i
methods were considered along with the interval halving technique. But,
because of the additional calculations involved, which would mean calling
i
THERMO more often, and due to the fact that a good first approximation
could be made through the use of the ideal gas equations, the interval




Since the only region under consideration is in the gaseous phase,
the saturation boundary was considered as the lower temperature and
pressure limit and the calculations were stopped when the static pressure
was within l0% of the saturation pressure at the particular static
temperature. From a temperature point of view, this means that the static
temperature was within approximately 1 K of the saturated condition.
Generalized flow charts for both the main program and subprogram
ISENT are given in figure 1.
For the main program, the values of the total temperature and total
pressure are initialized in step 1. The resulting total conditions
(density, sound velocity, etc.) are then computed in step 2 using subprogram
THERMO. In steps 3 through 7 the sonic conditions are determined using
the interval halving technique. Step 8 is the start of the Mach number
iteration and in steps 9 through 12 the conditions at the iterated Mach
number are determined by using the interval halving method to converge
on the corresponding static temperature. The ratios to the ideal gas
values are computed in step 13 and the values are then printed in step 15.
ADDITIONAL FLOW AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
Local Isentropic Expansion Coefficient
The pressure and density relationship for the isentropic expansion
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where ^ is defined as the local isentropic expansion coefficient. For
ideal gases this coefficient is constant and equal to the specific heat
ratio: For real-gases, the coefficient of isentropic expansion is, in
general, not equal to the specific heat ratio, and may vary. In this
report the local isentropic expansion coefficient is defined as:
Pi
Pi
The values of this coefficient are listed on the second page of each table
in the second column.
It was previously stated that to assure similarity between the flow
over a model in the wand--tunnel and the vehicle in flight, it is essentle.1 	 e
that any candidate test gas behave, for all practical purposes, like an
ideal diatomic gas. In addition to this requirement, the transport
properties of the test gas should vary approximately the same as the
transport properties of the atmosphere. In particular, for heat transfer
studies the variations of the thermal conductivity and Prandtl number are
of importance. Similarly, for the study of viscous effects, the variations
of viscosity and Reynolds number should be considered.
The program supplied by the National. Bureau of Standards does not
calculate the transport properties. The viscosity is determined using the
equation given by McCarty in reference 5. In his report McCarty discusses
the development by Diller in obtaining this equation and the estimation of
the error involved.
8
Roder, McCarty, and Hall give a linear interpolation subprogram
for thermal conductivity in reference 6. Reference 6 also contains a
discussion of the sources of the data and an estimation of the error
to be expected.
USE OF TABLES
The tables are separated by total pressure conditions and subdivided
by total temperature values. The divisions are as follows:
3
Table	 Total	 TotalSubdivision 
number	 pressure, atm	 temperature, K
i
	





































number	 pressure, atm	 temperature, K







An explanation of the column headings is given in the section entitled
Computer Output Dictionary, which immediately precedes the tables.
The last rive columns of the first page of each table give the values
of the various isentropic expansion ratios relative to the ideal diatomic
gas values. For example, table IS F at a Mach number of 1.0 gives a value
of 0.9513 for the relative pressure ratio. This means that the real gas
value of the pressure ratio necessary to expand to Mach 1.0 differs from
the ideal gas value by 4.87%.
Some tables, for example table I A, have the statement "saturation
boundary reached" printed on the last lane. This means that at the last
Macke number listed the static pressure is within 10% of the saturation
pressure at that particular static temperature.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The isentropic expansions of parahydrogen at various total pressures
and temperatures were determined numerica?ly by iterating Mach number
and using a modified interval halving technique. These basic real--gas
solutions and comparisons with the ideal diatomic gas solutions are
10
i	 +
presented in tabular form for a range of total temperatures from 25 K
to 300 K and a range of total pressures from l atm to 10 atm. Also
included in the tables are the corresponding values of viscosity,
thermal conductivity, Reynolds number per unit lengths Prandtl number,
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	 COMPUTER OUTPUT DICTIONARY
A*/A	 ratio of critical area (where the local speed is eqial to
the local speed of sound) to the local area
CP/CV	 ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure to the




PT	 total pressure, atm (l atm = 101.3 x 10 3 N/m.2)
P/PT	 ratio of static pressure to total. pressure
RR /M 	 Reynolds number per meter, m
i
RHOT	 total density g/cm3
i
RHO/RHOT	 ratio of static density to total density
SVT	 sound velocity at total conditions, Al/sec
SV/SVT	 ratio of the sound velocity at static conditions to the sound
velocity at total conditions
TT	 total temperature, K
T/TT	 ratio of the static temperature to the total temperature




Using subprogram THERMO 2
calculate total conditions
Ht) St) ct, Ft
3
Assume T*, AT*
Using subprogram ISENT	 4
calculate H*, c*, p* at	
T* T* .. AT*
constant St
	











A* = 1/(p*c*) 7
S	 Iterate Mach number, Mi 	 8
9
Assume T. AT
Using subprogram TSENT 10 T=T-DT























Calculate real gas and
	
13
ideal gas values to
be printed
14Last M i ?TTes
15










P = P + ©P
calculate S
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1.100 1.6389 .26162E-04	 .10430E-03 061147
ID, rd t8150 1.6469 .27589E-04	 .10155E-03 .6860
1.200 1.6471 926996E-04	 996690E-04 9.6885
10250 1.65 8 .?641?E-04	 .96162E-04 96891
16300 1.6570 .25629E -34 	.93709E-04 •6699
19351 1.656t .?52511E-04	 .91276E-04 .6918
1.400 1.6611. .24676E-04	 96,8695E-04 96919
1,450 1.6601 *24107E-04	 .116562E-04 .6931
10500 1.6647 .23544E-04	 .64273E-04 96944
1.550 1.6613 .22990E-04	 .6Z023E-04 •6960
TOM 1.6664 .22443E-94	 .79792E-04 06976
16650 1.5665 .21906E-04	 •77677f-04 06992
10700 1.6651 .21377E-04	 .75622E-04 .7005
11750 1.6656 .20856E -04 	 .73.625E-04 07016




19900 1.6697 .19360E-04	 •6T97"Z--04 •7'050
10950 1.6660 .18!!x0€-04	 .661911=-04 0?060




Tn$L c 	I.	 R_:AL - GAS ISENTR4¢ IC _XPAN';If)NS . OF PARANYOROGEN
r.	 TT	 iR0.0 K	 PT =	 1,0 ATH	 RHOT =	 .246E-03 G.'CM3	 SVf	 772.508 M /SEC
HACH	 4rtM	 Z	 CP1CY	 5V/3lIT	 Pf^T	 T/TT	 RHOfRHOT	 A01A	 54f/5YT	 PIP?	 T/ TT	 TsHOIRFFGI	 A^ 1A:	 .
-------#RELATIVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES-----+t-
0x000	 00	 00997.	 1.4470	 1.0000	 1.0000	 1*0000	 1-,11000	 060000	 100000	 110000	 144009	 100080	 100000
0050	 .225E+07	 09997	 t.4 ,0017	 .9998	 99982	 .9994.	 09987	 *0857	 1.0000	 09999	 .9999	 1.0000	 09931
,100	 .448=+07	 .9997	 1.4457	 4.99.9?	 09978	 1,997:•	 09953	 .1706"	 : 1.2!00?	 69995	 09996	 100000	 09933
0 150	 *669f+97.	 09947,	 1.L+,?9	 0990	 .98:13	 •99573	 .9881E	 .2540	 1.0006	 99994	 09999,	 09999	 09934
9200	 .886E*137	 09997	 1,4515	 09969	 09716	 .9911	 ,9803	 03354	 160008.	 09991	 09990	 10 0000	 •99.39 .
0250	 0110E+08:	 0 9947:	 1.4538	 09950	 09569	 .9861	 x9694	 04138	 1611012	 *9984	 09985	 100000	 09943
0300.	 .130E+OA	 09997.	 104562	 49928	 99372	 .9601	 ..:09563	 04687	 100017	 09975	 09977	 69999	 0994E
* 350	 ,.15f?F+001 . 	 .999:1	 1 .4.593	 694132	 .91E7	 09730	 *9412	 05598	 100023	 09966.	 *c'968	 09999	 09953'
.400.	 21691+OA	 09996	 1.4620	 09P.713	 08915	 09648	 09241	 .6262.	 1*0029	 09954	 09957	 .9996	 49450
..450	 ..166E+08	 .9946.	 104671	 998.39	 •8.6-f9	 .9556	 0052	 .66741	 1.00;7	 0 9939	 09943-	 .9996	 .9963
.$00	 .203E+05	 19996	 1.4111	 ,980?	 08364.	 09455	 .8647 	 *7441	 1,0044	 899121	 09927	 09995	 69970
0558	 e21,3µ +0 fl:	 .9g96	 80 4.7Eg	 .'9.'.61	 •811E0	 .934=	 .8678	 *T948	 169152. 	09699	 09900.	 19992	 +9975
1600	 0734+09	 09905.	 10is827	 .97.16	 .7741	 *9222	 08396	 26399	 1.11060	 09874'	 09866	 09989	 .9900
.650	 . ,247E+1}8.	 0.9995.	 1 *4891	 .9668	 97412	 09093	 .8153:	 66792	 1.0068	 09845	 09361	 09966	 09985
0 700	 .260E+0A	 .4995	 1.4960	 .9616	 07975	 68954	 07903	 99129	 .1,0076	 .x3813..	 *9831	 09984	 .9991
.750	 .271E +08:: 	 .9994	 1.503:4	 09560	 26131	 *.8807	 -07644	 .9426	 1.0084	 097T5	 09796	 099T9	 *9993
:09114	 .?81E +1)H 	 09994:	 1.5114	 .95111	 .6385	 .865	 e7382	 .9623	 1004291	 09733	 09760	 09975	 09996{	
.850	 .290E+08:	 09994	 145 1921	 .9435	 *641 0	 08491	 *7116	 09795	 1 .0097 	 096217	 .9710	 lr9971	 09996
0900	 .297E+08	 *4993	 1.52A8	 39371	 .5596	 .0323'	 e6849	 .9912..3.0101	 09637	 09671	 99969	 190000
,950	 .394E+08.	 .9993	 105381	 .9300	 05361	 .8149	 06582	 •9979..	 190105	 09563	 .9620	 09966	 100000
1:..999	 a31OF+n8	 .9991	 1.5477	 0912c	 05932	 07`970	 06116	 100009	 1.01116	 •.9525	 09564	 09464	 100000
s; 16950	 .315€+4ft	 .999+	 115575	 .9148	 .4712	 .772!6	 06455	 .99719	 f * 0106	 •9464	 09503	 *996+	 190600
10100	 *"3195+08	 .41992	 105674	 •g666-	 .4404	 60P	 05799	 09923	 1.0103	 .9404	 *9439:	 09969	 1.0002 :	l----
10150	 .322='+08.	 09992	 1.5173	 98940 	 04106	 07410	 055147	 *9631	 l0p0:^8	 99341	 09370.	 09974	 1.0002
1.200'	 93245+014:	 .9991	 1 *5670	 ..8691	 03877	 .72?0	 .5304'	 09711	 1000943	 99261.;	 * 9299 .	09966	 160006	 i
1.7511	 .:0-326'.+08..	 19991.	 1.5964	 011798	 63560	 .7079	 0506.8	 .9564	 1.0879	 .9221	 .9225	 3.0002	 100011
1 * 300	 0327.+98	 09991	 1.60F4	 .06702	 .3308	 96838	 0411+01	 0939?	 10106E	 *9165.	 *9149	 1.0024	 100020	 s14 1+350'	 0327:+08	 09990	 1 *6136	 *8693	 .3071	 *6649:	 04622	 •9212	 100049	 *91.14	 99072	 1.0093	 300032
1.400	 .327E+08:	 .990	 1.67":16	 08501.	 0.2650	 *6462	 .4413	 09013...	 100030	 *9066	 .0995	 1.4060	 !*0049.	
f
1.450	 .;27E+n 8 .	 * 99913	 1.00 _:801	 ,:8'198	 .264:	 77.8. 	 .4 3 7 :	 6.	 0804	 1.0 .99	 •90311	 ,,8916.	 1.0133	 L00072
1 *.500	 0321 :+08	 *99x}7)	 1.635.?:	 .8292	 11?.4.51	 060911	 .4023	 08586	 0-9965	 *8998	 .042	 1,01:84	 1.0099	 i
10:5x0	 *325E+08:	 .99019	 1.214080 . im-96	 *2273	 .5922	 0841	 08363	 *9960	 08974	 .6767	 100244	 1*0133
10600	 ►'324 809.	 .9949	 1.6458	 4 aTh	 02108	 $750	 •3669	 061,36	 09933'-	 06960.	 * 8694'	 100315	 1*1117$
_ 10650	 .3220+736::	 .9989	 1:r65^3:1	 .7970	 .19ti5	 .5591	 r^51► 5	 079111..	 0990$	 *8953	 .6623	 !00391	 1.O2
- 1..?00	 ,-e%I `+08	 *9949	 1 * 6 V33 7	 .7:862	 •1814	 05401, .	 .3349	 *76'1Ir .	 *9376	 00954	 .b594	 1.6477	 1.0275
10750	 •31BE+0a..	 ..9989	 1.ti568	 .7754	 *1.684	 05263	 . 3202	 .7455	 •9646	 06964	 .4467	 1.0572	 1*0337
10800	 •31$:.'+08.	 .9988	 1.5544	 .7641'	 01563	 .5111	 .31161	 *7231	 .9616.	 08902	 .8423	 108673	 100405 . 	`-^
1:0asa	 .314E+06.	 .9.,9	 to6613	 *7540	 .1462	 .4963	 .2926	 *7010	 .9766	 .9009.:	 083.61 . 	1.0765	 1..0.!►4t1.
10, 900	 .;lIE408	 ...'39$8	 1.663?	 .7435	 .13.9	 04421	 Mt?	 .6791	 .47511	 *9641.	 06341	 100.902	 10 0562
1.950	 .;;;f1 9F'« 09.:	 .99.88.	 1066 .46	 .7.330	 *1254.	 04683•	 .7.6AI	 .6577	 1,9126	 ..9062.	 .8244	 1.1027	 1.0651j :





TAPL = 	I.	 R-AL -GAl, . TS = NTROPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARAWYCROGEN
4
F.	 (C ONT.INIUSO4 .
T1A H LCCAL "ISENTROPIC VISCOSITY THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY PRANDTL
EXPANSION CflEFF, G/CM -SEC CAf.CCl1 -SEC- K .:: NUMBER
0.'i'"" I 4216PE-04 .1915IE-03 .7065
5D 1.4467 1.^► ;1E-0'4„42____^T.191kflE-03 •r064
a 194516 *42092E-04 0191QOE-03 97063
0`15.0 1* 4412 •42QQEEQIr .19034E-03 97060
.2qq 1045x8 .41'889E-.04 .i894`1E-03. 07057 i
?59 1..4518 :4173 FE -44 .1867,3E-03 .7053 t
,3110 1.4508 .41552E-04 .18678E-03 •T048 9
r 10 104599 .41334E-A4 .1 509E-^3 .7042 } -=
.408 1'.46694'108`3E-04' .18314E-0 .7035
.450 1.4627 48799E-84 .1afl95E-^3 '..7928r 5fl1l. i,.4597. 49 0 4E-1}.^. .i7A53E-03. 07020
. 9:5fl l x"4729 .4013eE-04 175l1:?`E- 03 0 7012
.500 1*4784 .39758E-0=4 47299E-03 .7204
i .65:Q 1..48fii 019349E-84. 016989E-03 .5996 ?
.700 1.4942 i'399iOE-0'4 016659E-03. .'6989




195144 0,37423E-24 01,5595E-03 •6'9563..^--A
.41f9 , 1.5?47 .;68T5E-04. .15211E-113 96951
trd .,959 1:53? 2 .36302E-04' 01481..3E-03 06.946
1.006 105410 .357081=•04	 : .1.,440 41=-03 .6.946
. 1.050 105566 .35093E-04 .. .139855E-03 .695.0
^l 1.1011 1.5634 0,34461E-04 .13634E-03 06922 
1.15n 11.5 697 . 38i^►f-04 .t3282E-03 .6495




1 030 1.5992 .31815E-04 .12216E-03 .6644
1 ,3511 1.611 an .311411E-n4. . It 86TE-03 06637
1.4nn f.,b15^ .30464E-g4 .11531E-03 .6829
.. 1.450 1.6249 .29T91c-94 .11201E-0'3 *6627
t 1..500 1.6293 r ?924E-04 .10876E-03 .6.836
1.550 1.63611 .116463E-04 .1.0560E-01	 - .6638
i .601E 1.6433 .?781?E-0 4 . iQ?5QER03 .68s0
1.650 1.06449 *PT1r0E-04 .9949TE-04 06467
141700 1.6493 .26539E-04 .96642!=-04 .68.62
1.7+Sfl 1.6541 .25921E-04 .94009E-04 96690
x 11800 1.6555 .75314E-04 .91460E-04 06699 €.
10850 106604 92471gE-04 .88992E-04 06911
1.960 16 6,599 .74137E-04 .66605E-04 .6923
1.950 1.6624 .23568f-04. 064290E-04 06937
?,fl0fl 1.6615 .?Tili?E-o4 .82036E-n4 06952
z
MnIGNAIL PAGE
TAPLE I. 4= A1: -GA': ISF 'ntTQCPIC EXPANSIINS OF PA4"AFtV`[litOGEN
G..	 TT 201 . 0	 K. PT 1.0
	
ATM P 140T = .123E-03 GIC113 SVT- =105.. .285 "/SECT'
MACH RE/M Z CP1CV SV/SVT P/PT T/TT RHWRHOT ^A'</A. " , SV/.SVT PYPT T/TT a RH0/91107
----..-RELATI.VE .TO, IDEAL: GAS VALUES----^-^
0.000 0. 100007 1 1 3459 1,00109 1.00110 1.0000 1.111300 0'40200 140`000 1.0001! i'0000 1.0000 i DACO
.050 •948= +06 140007 1.34F7 .9998 99962 09996 49996 ;0!!59 1..00 11.0 .9999 1.030"1 .9999 r995iU1 0
 .7189E+07 1.0.007 1.	 456 09991 - .4473 09983 699-30 .171 6 " -	 1.11601 1000,03 1.000.3: i i0 6 300 :9953
.'. 0150 .?.62E407 4 .0697 1.^:+.54 .9979 .qnz°a .9961 .9888 .254:5:.. 1	 O "002 1.11006 1*O'0"106. i.ESdOD, :9954
.200 .373E.+:07 V.00a7' 103452 @9963 .9735 09931 @9603 03359 . !.0,003 1 .0011 1,00!1.-. 1.0000 .99550250 0461E *107 1. 0007 1.3449 .9943 09589 .9893 ,9693 •414.3'' ]. a  'D5 1.4015 1111.217. +9996 .9955
.3.00 .546E*07 1.0006' 1.3445- .9918 .9416 «9847 .9562 .4893' 1.:00117 1.0027 !.0024`' 09996 .9957
.15.9 .627E+07 1.11106 1:.3440 .9889 @9218 .97,93 *941; .5603:. 1.001:0 1.0033 110433 °"" 1.0000 19962
.1400 .765Ef:07 1.0. 006, 10435 69856 .8993 @9732 .9242 .6265:: "	 1.' .0013 1.0042 1.0.043 .9999 .9963
.460 .777tr07 1.00Db 1.3430 09819 .871+7 .9663 ,9052 ..68791 1.00.16 1.0051 :1.0055 •9997 : 09965
....: .500 : . 645£iOT 1.0006 1.3424 .9779 68483 0958P .6848 .744.11: 110.029 1,0063 to 0068 ..9996 *9969
.550 .998E*n7 1.i1R S16 103418 .9735 .82A4 @95117 .9631 ..7 947 1.01125 1.0:076.' 110082 09996 09973
*600 .9155E+107 L.Qnt+5 1@3412: r:9E67 •79.11! .941? ,8399 .8395' 1.120'30 1.00'89 1..'11097' •9993 .9975
.e54 .102E+ OR 1.0. 005 1 . 3405 ..9637 .7607 ..932E .8158. .8786!..: 1 : 0@36 1.0104 i.4114' .9993 .9450f 070 . 0	 :> .106E+08 1.0011 5 1.3400 09584 67294 09227 179117. 91.,LM 1.0042 1.0118 ', iti-0131 ,9904 19963
.750 •1iDE+08 1*0095 1. 3=9,5 095?7 .Fg78 .91 ?4 .76.50 .9401.."1•11"49 3001 :35	 ''160150' 09967 0988
.800 .114E#08 1.13RR5 1.x389 .9469 .660) .901E'. 07398 .9625' -1.0057 1.0152 Is-017.0 99984 .9993
" .850: .117E+08 1.0004 10 . 138to .941301 ,6134 08904 .7121 .97,93" 1.0865 140166 1.,0191 .9979 .9995
..900 .1i9E+08: 1.0004 . 1.3380 .9345 06020 ,8789 .6852 .9911.-. 4 . 0074 1.0182 1.0212' .9973 09990
.950 .121E+06 1..0004 1.3-377 :.92811 @5704 «86715 *6581 •99"78= 1'.0063 1.0196 1'9235' -- LORlO
1.000	 ._ .123E*118 1.9641+.. 1: : x74 .9?14 .5393 98548 .6311 1.0 000:", 1 4094 100109' 1402'58` .9955 100000
1.05"0 .12450 8 1.41003 1. , 373 . '9146 .50P8 . . 6424 ,6042. . 9978. '.,.01 0 .+. 1002.19 1. 0Z.61 . 9943 :9999
1.1.00 .124"+09 1.0001 1.3174 0077 .4790 «8297 .5776 .9917.. :1,Oi16 1.0227 I.0385 .9929 ...9995
1.150.. _.124=+:08 1.0003 1.3376 49007 •4502 .8168 .5514. 69622,x'.1.0126 1.0236 1.0326 0.9914 0999310200. @1 ?4=: +na 1.960: 102384 89.145 .4777 66037 .5257 .964"1'- 1•0141 1.0241 " f... 0°352 .9097 .9988
1.?5R• .124E+nR 1 ► 0803 1.+385 ,:8863 .3954 .7985 .5004 .953b 1'.01.54 1.0242 ''f^03T5' *9676 :09960
1.300 .123E,+08 19'Q0O? 1-.3;9:3 .8790 .3697 .7771 .4759 :4352' 'Viot6E i•0242 0396'' •9855 0997210350 .'121 *06 .1.0002 ' 1:.3404 .6717 .3450 .7636 .4520 :91+4.. . ,:..; 1.0183 1.0238	 ` :.14.0420' .9830 .99621.400 .1201+.08 160092 1,3417 :8643 .3215 ,7501. .4?88 *+1924;-. 1..11198 1.0231` ,; :.7.0441 " .9804 999501.450:: .118E+08' 1.11002 1..*41` ....08569 .2991 .7364 .41164 .8684: 1 .671.3 1,0218 341-.0460 .9774
1450 .0 •116%+aS 1.00D? 1 * 3453' 08495 .2'779 •7226 93847 a 431` 1.111229 1.0201,.'I.0470; *9741 094161.550 .114. *08 19:0002 1..3476 •84?0 .2577 .7O'BP .3638 1.`0246 1.0177. '140 494 09703 098931.600: .. .112E+08 1.0+101 1.3503 .it	 a6 .?388 .6449. .;436 :7694 1'.026? i.Di41s " 1.0547 .9664 09669
10'650 : . .1119E+06 1..0 1101 1.353.4 .8771 . ??09 06810. ,3745 .7616` "1.0279 1.0114 1.4518 .9621 .9@421.700' .. •tO7^tQ8 1.110D1 1*35711 .8197 •2041 .6670 .3062 ,7336 10297 1.0074 1.0526 .9577 .9813
10750 4104;+:08 100001 10611 .8122 .1684 •6531. 02686 .7055 1.0314 1:0030" !.0530 .9530 09762
10800 a10?t+68 1.8001' 1.365E @6046 .1736 .5390 .2719 .6774 5.11331 ..9976 .1,:,0531 49460. .97470950:.. .991E407 160001 1.3707 .79T4 .1599 962511 ,	 •?559' •649? 1.43!+9 .9917' 1.0578 ,9425 097471.909.. ,464F+;07 1.0.9+11 1.3764 .7900 11470 061(!9 .	 4118 .6?16 1..0;+16 09 57 1.0520 09372 x96688.950. .937E+07 111 0001 1 . ,3877 .7926 013EI .596P .2265..' ►59141.' 1 .10364 119780 1610507 .9313 .9624
?0000 b<W15+07 1.00"1 193896 07752 .1240 .562". 921?9 ,5676 1.0401 .9701 1.8490 .9254 .9576
none"
- .37290E 93.
315? ..Srzgq lE-o; .7,022
too IL16 .:661101E-04 ;.37-2,66E- 03 022-
1 63462 , .067981E,	 4 • 37-2-25E-03 -2
3-7!1,6 ,9E-03 7 VIV
1.3417: . 67665Ei-0 4 37 09SE- 03 7922:
IQ .a t 0 34,56. -67450E-04: 370-0 91E ^.O 3 *7022
.3sm . 6°71 99E-0 i 	 4 1 7,.369	 ie 0 3 .7022
4'" 1*3431 03 OT02?
1. 3415 t6591E-44 *36662t-ft3 •7921
•580 1.3	 4,1 *6623SE-4%, 3652VE- 11 3 *71019,
1.3436 o 65 8 5 3E-O.-4 .036365E-03 o, ?QlF
6543.9E-114 036172E-03 41019
.650 to 3438 : .54996E- 04 .07035
1.34111 a 6415 26E L04 •356OIE-03 07050
.75 0 1*3417 •64833E -04 -035293E-03 070665.
goo 1: 3417. 6.3515E-04 034972E-43 07M
1o3391 34639E-0'l .7096
90:0 1.3400 ,6241 ,6E OU 0342958-153 071 L10
6183ME -04 .3394tE-03 .7123
1. 3375 ,6124,RE-04 -03•3357,9E. . T134
1..050 1,3373. •6Ob31E p 4 •.33296E-03 .7143
I w 3 1 6P 60 011 ^Re -04 032630t *?is*
I	 lim n 1*3384 •'5936 .2E'94 * 3?44SE -03 *7154
163375 3 2,0 5	 ow, a 3 Griss
1.337e , *31663E-03
1 3 1600 57 3 6 4E!*D 4. . 3 -1 2E-5E-11 3* .11107 W
1.35!1 IoSOI . 56677_-44 3 O'St 3 E-43 7135
t,. 3415 lb,55qaoE-04 -30459E-03 07120Tp 1.*45. .4 .1.3426 *552739-04 30!052f!- 0 3 •7100
1 * 3444 670?5
1.550
I P :34tJO .53099E-114 *2: 33FE-03 07126
1v-650 w27677E-03 a7I47
1.3610D *5085IE-04 *76357E-03 .07176
1 . 3636 *50IREE-04 *2568SE-113 *7164
11 858 103673 e493-04.1 2E *2'5022E-03 07169
A 900 1 * 3747 *48531E-0 4 o24356E -83 07168
10950 1*3793 *4?742E-84 *23ME-03 •7183
^11 .OL1F I.m 3 13 611 v461945E-04 .;PlomE-O's *7174
^, ^	
AL pAG
TABLE I. REAL-GAS ISFNTROPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARAWYCRO-GEN
W.	 TT = 39 1 *2 K. PT .= 1 * 0 ATM PHOT = . 838E-04 G/CN3 SYT =13096789 mnsc
,j:. 	MACH RE/ M -	 Z CPfCV SV/5VT PfPT .0 TT !tilt PRHOT AtfA .	 _	 ..	 Of P/PT  •TfTT ' RNO/KNOT #•/A 1-
-0	
---1KELATIVE TO 1BEAL 'SAS VALUES-^----- I
a6900 0. irDOl16 1.36 .97 160000. 100000 i. * 0Ott 190000 0 * 0000 1001100 1.0000 1.0040 , 100000 100000
i
.050 .597E+06 1;.0006 1.3849 09997 .991+2. .9995 .9987 .0663 1.fl$110 .9999 1.0009 .9499 1.0.004 i0100 .119E+07 1.0016 10648 .9997 09931 49961 09950 .1718 100400 1161.080 1.0001 1800.00 1 * 0004 -
•15'0 e178E+07 1.0006 1.3846 .9977 .9845 69957 09686 02556 1.9000 1.0001 140002 n 9999 1*0004
.200 .235E+07 1.`0006 . .. 1.3 .844 *9960 09728 .9924, .9603 .3376 .9999 140003 1:0003 100000 1.0004





























.400 .444E+O7 1.03106 1.3327 09642 .8966. 09702 .9242 .6240 .9996 1.0012 1'y6613
_
99999 i•.0 6z
F	 .45.9 0490Et07 1.0006 1.3821 .4[101 48716 .962E .9056 96905 .999? 1.0017 1.0016" 1.0001 1.0903'
1.1500 .5331'+07 1.0005	 ..1.3834 .. •9756 *8447 054* *8851 *746.4 .9997 t.0019 1.0021 1 * ODOO 1.0601
.5511.. .573E+117 1.0005 1.18116 *9707 .6t61 .945; 08634 *7966 .9996 1.0024 1 * 0025 •9999 1.0000
.600. .609E+07 1.0055 1.3797 .9654 .78E3 .935.7 . .840"4 06416 .9996 1.0030 '1.0031 1.0060 1.0000
.650 .642Ct67 1.0005 t,3 768 09596:. .7556 .9255 08165 96606 .9995 1.0036 1.00 .37, 1.0101 1.0000:.
.700 .671E+07 198005 1.3778 09538 .7240 .9147 .7916 .9137 0.9995 1.0:0042 100044 180800 89999
.75,h .697E+07 1.4005 1.3767 .9475 .6459 .9035 07659 09409 .9994 16 .0040 I.0.051 69998 *9997
,. 1600 .720E+07 1.00.04 1.3754 .9418 .6591 .8918 07399 09629 *9994 140057 1.0060 .9999 .9997 E
4850 .739E+07 1...0004 .1.3741 .9341 96277 .Q79r 07136 09795 09993 1.0866 160469 .999.9 09997
t	 .90C .7556+07 1.0004 1.3727 .9270 05959 .6674 .6872 *9912 *9993 100079 160079 1.0002 100000.
0950 .76TEffl?' 1.0D54 1.3717 *9t97 .'5644. .6546 •6605 *99TT .:9993 16 :0049 1 * 0090 i10001 •99.991.000. .TTTE+07 1.0004 10697 •9123 06337 '	 .5414 .6341 1.00.010 .9993 1.0102 .1,x.0103 1.0.002 L.00' .001.050 .7616E+07 i * 00'04 1.3660 019046 65.037 .0286 460.715 09981 *9994 1,0116 [.0116 1.4003 1.00.01
10100: .756E+07 1.00'63 1 * 3663 ,. 66966 *4744 .56:14 .9921 ,.9994 1.0.126 1.0130 100001 160060:
10150 .789E+07 1.0003 1.3645 losses .4,461 9802.3 05561 .9827 09995 1 * 0142 1.0145 .9999 .4999-
1.20:0 .766E+07 1 * 0003 10627.: .8808 .4188 .7890 05315 09104 ..99946 160157 160162 09998 .9499
1 1250 .765E+07 1 * 0003 1.3608 .8727' .3927'. 07756 05065 *9552 09.996 100173 1.0179 09497 09499 t
10300 .779E+07 '1.0003 1.3589 •8645 03677 .7622 .4625 .9376 1.0000 1.0188 1.0198 .9991E .9990
1.35:0 *7T2E+0? 1.5403 1.3570 . * 6562 .3436 .7468 04593 .917e 1.0002 1.0202 1.0117 99969 *9995
f	 10400 .763E+07 10,0002 1.3550 .$480. * 37.11.. 07355 .4367 .6963 1.0005 1.0216 5.0238 .9964 .9493 3
1.45.0 '.753Et07 1.[1007 1.3531 .6397... .2995 07222 .4146 08?32 16.0008 1 * 0231 t. 02S9' .9976 *9989
1	 1x500. .741E+07 100002 14512 .8314 .2791. .7091 63938 .6490 1.0012 1.0246 1.:0262 .9969 * 9985p	 1.550 0.726Et07 1,0002 1.3494 .6232 02596 06960 .3733 *6235 1. 0016 100256 1.0365 09957 09976
L 	 1.600 .714E+07 1 .0002 1.3476 .8149 *2416 .6631 .3538 *79.75 .100021 1.!!268 100320 4,9945 69971
106511 *699E+07 1:0002 .1 -3459 .8067 .2245 .6703- .3350 .7710 1..0026 1.0279 140353 .9933 .9963
10700 .663E+07 1.000? 1 * 3442 .?966 .2084 06576 *3170 07440 1.8032 1.0285 1.0377 .9916 09952
10754 .667E+07 140002 103428 97905 01933. 06451 .2998 .7169 1 * 0038 1 * 0291 1 044 .9898 .9040
101800 .650E+07 1.0001 1.3414. .7625 .1 91 .632.7 02633: .6897 1.0015 1.0293 1 *0426 *9676 .9925
1 850 *633E+07 i90691 1 * 7402 .7745 41.659. 06205 02675 .6627 1.0053 140294 -1.0433 .9653 09909k	 10900 .616E +07' 160001 1 * T392. 27667. 01.536 .6085 025.75 96359, 100861 1.00290 100477 .1}826 09590
1	 1 * 95 0. .598E+07' 100091 10 1 383 .7589 .1420. 05965 .23 82 06095
 1.0069 1. 0283 1,0502 014797 . 966 92.004. .58n+0.7 1.0001 1.3377 .7512 *1313: 05648 .2241 05835 1 * 00?8 100273 1.0526 .9765 09046
t
a}.?RSFAi4in. .	 ^M'.,"v{i=^n•.	 -;.^:.err...w.v,jC.F.,	 -a<.".+..^rr .. _ R..
_




F , MACW ti!7.C41 IS5NTROPM VISCOSITY TRER MAL - CONDUCTIVITY PRANOTL
EXPANSION COER~F.. G/CM-SEC CAL/CM -SEC-K Nu"BER
1  17 0 i .8950 3E`-9 4 .461'4iE- 0 3 .7096
1450 143616 • 89563E -94 .46MISE-03 06093
.1'00 1.389>#	 - .69496E-D4 .4609.1E-03 ..6993
. 150 163645 .89352E-04 15E- 113
0?00 113885 ,89151 -04 .459361: -e3 .6994
" 0250 1.31547 .86894E-94 .45'8.25E-03 06695
8300 1.38:39 .86563E-04 .45618SE-03 .6097
* 359 1.3 834 .68219E-t14 .4 5.5.2 9E- 0 3 :. .6 898
.40(1 . 1.3930 >57805E-04 .4534.esr-03 .6:900
.450 ' t' 1 186s ..87342E-04 .45147E-03 e6903
500 1.3794 ,86633E-.04 .44925E-03 116905
.55fl 1.380!1 .86200E -04 .44686E- 03` 06906
,bQO 1.3814 985686€"^04 .444'29E-113 •6911 i
.IS50 1.38716 ,.65053E-0.4 3 .5915
.7013 1.3774 ,P43.85E-04 .4388:6E -t^s 06-916
.750 1.3756 *63684E-04, ..3602E-03 . 69i.13
40100 1.3775 .82954E-04 .4330TE-03 96921
.851) 193753 .82196E 1M4 .43092E-t13 06924
.900 143762 .81.414E-04 .42669E-03 96928
.950 1.371a .80611E-04 .42360E-03 96931
1.004 1.3ILI . 79790E- 04 .42042E- 03 .6935
'
10450 1.3705 .'895?E-134 .417.12E-fl3 .6939
1.1on I.3665 .713It10E-04 .41377E-33 .6943
1.150 1.3651 •77238E-04 .41©4.1E-03 =.:. rfi90
I.2130 1.3644 .75366E-04 .407021=-03 .6952
1. P513 143627 . X54 87€•Ov 040356E-03 .6957
b y I * 38 q . 1.:603 a 74603E-114: • 3"997 bE-03 *5966
1.350 1.3574 .973715E- 04 .39599E-03 *61979
W 1.400: 1.3568 .72825E-04 .39223E-03. . ,"a
1.450 1.3535 .71934E-04 .3118411E- 03 .6997	 "Y
1.509. 163531 a 7t11 4 4E- 11 +t .38475E-03 071105
1.550 10349? *74154E-04 .3,6107E-03 :79Y1
1.600 1.3467 .69268E-84 .3T741E-03 07016
1.65fl. 1.3477 .68364E-04 .37379E-03 .7020
1,7D0 193445 «67504E-04 .37021E-03 •7021
1.750 1.344A •666281:-04 .36665E-03 47020
1.80fl .65756E-04 .36316E-03 07015
1.850 1.3420 •6488RE-04 .35622E-03 07637
1.900 1.3492 +6402EE-04 .35284E-03 .7965
14950.. 1.3396 .6316SE-144 .34752E-03 .7090
L
..
?.000. 1.3394 96231f*E-04 .34227E-83 07112
{
WGINAL PAM431
TABLF T1. REAL-GAS.IS .= NTR17P1C EXPANSIONS OF PARAHYOROGEN
A.	 TT. 30.0 K PT = 3 0 AIR RHOT = .275E-02 GIC"3 SVT
	
43301165 14/SEC
MACH REIM , 7 CPrCV SViSVT P/PT TITT RHOrRHOT AIFIA SV/SVt PIPT T/TT P+IOIRHOT AF/A
-------RELATIVE TO ICEAL VAS VALUES-------
00000 0, .8930 1.9215 . 160000 i-.DODO i.0000 1. 00009 000900 140500 160000 1.0000 1000Q0 160000
.050 .357E+08 66929 109?15 09995 09979 89991 09968 0089? 09996 09996 .9996 !.0000 f*0341
.1411 .Ti?E+06 .B4T9 169214 .948? 09915 .9966 09950 01775 09992 .9985 .9966 1.0000 1003 40150 .106E+09. .8928 10214 •9960 89811 .9924 , 09668 02640 .9962. 09967 09966 1.0000 1.03240200 .t4tE+09 .8927 1.9214 199.28 0967:0 .9665 09804 03479 09968 .9943 .9944 t..0002 1.0311
.250 .175?+09 .8926 1.9213. .9869, -91-89 .9791 09696 .4704 *9950 09911 .9913 2r000f 1.029303011 .2R..8Et09 089?5 1.9?It : . 09841. .9276
.9566 .5Q4s 09929 04573 .096.76 1.0003 1602721 350 .24:DE+09 .9973 1.9?10 .9766 0033 .9599 89418 .5765 09905 .9532_ .90;34 100006 1.:025Q
.400 .?7DE+139 .8921 1.9208 .9723 .8765 99462 .9252 .6431 09677 .9766 .9x"66 100010 !.02260451 .300E+89 .9919 1119205 09653 .8474 99354 .9069 .7041 -: *9647 09737 4i9733 100616 14029065.00 .3?BE +q9 .8417 1.9702 .4577 .8164 09215 .8872 .7593 *9614 09685 .9676 1.0023 '1:11174
.550 .355=+09 .8915 t.9198 .9495 .7841 .9066 eS662 .81185 *9778 .9630 09615 1.0032 1.0146
.698 .389'+09 68913 1.9193 09408 07509 08909 .8444 08519 .9?41. .9577- 69551 !.0047 1:O122
•65.0 0404E+09 06911 109i87 09316 .7168 .8744 66215 0891 .9702 .9522 09483 .,.1 * 0062 1.0096
.7 D0 .427E+09 08909 1.9180. .9220 .6877 *65.74 07941 99206 09661 .9469 09+114 1.0062 10 740750 .448E+09 .8907 109171 09119 .•6483 .8398 07740 .9461- .9619 .9416 .9343 100104 2.8952
.800 .467E+09 .8905 10161 .9016 .6145 .8211. 07'498 .9665, .9576 .9367 09270 105132 1.00390850 *485E+09 .8903 10 p t51 .8910 0,5511 0 S IP ;f6 07253 .9017 09532 *9320- .91-97 10.0164 1.0020
.900 .542E+09 .8992 10139 .8801 .5485 •1651 67008 *9921 .9481 .9277 .9123 f0020Q !.1.0094954 .5176+09 889110 109127 .8691 65169 07666 .6764 .9962 .09443 .9239 .9050 10242 1.00031.000 .531E+09 08699 109!13. 96579 .4862 .74811 *6522 1 0 0000 •9396 .9203 .0976 10268 1.116001.050 .543E+09 08897 109100 .8466 *4567 .7295 .62113 .9943 99353 .9114 .0904 L.0340 14'0'000310100i .555E+09 66896 1.9087 08353 04285 47111 .6048 19932 09309 .9149' .8632 1.0340 10911"1




_.,000. , 0000 ..	 .._
w
..	 -  	 c	 _...	 5::	 ,.	 ._.	 0000.. 1.ms.-.wr+na^. -....mayk-tan^^cin+wwayNi9wmcr..1*nxf ^n^.+Vrv^a!cs^YJ^F4yn^S!°!s,.7:.?^rcrF,ax.±=.'-`Hr^`y#Si'°"^^" 	 ... .,._ .._ _ .
TABLE
	
I..	 p=AL-GAS IS=NTP PTC EX PANSII- NS OF PARANYCROGEN
,.
As (CONTIADEDI
MACH LOCAL ISENTROPIC VISCOSITY
	
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY PRANOTL
EXPANSION COEFF. G/CM-SEC CAL/CM-SEC-K NUMBER
06000 Y .16676E-14 .611DDE-84 06029
005.0 10.6971 «t6662E-84 .6.1049E-84 .6029
01.99 106918 916622E-04 .60897E-04 `.5030
015ft 106954 .16555E-04 .60644E-04 06031
0200 107067 016463E-04 .60295E-04 08032
025.0 1.6890 9163#5E-04 .59647£-04 .8034
.38 1 1.6941 016203E-04 .59306E-fl4 .8037
6350 1.69711 .16038E-04 .5868OC-04 08041
0403 1#5965 .15653E-04 .579806.04 .8043
•450 1.6:929 .15647E-04. 95-7215E-94 .ew46
0500 1.6927 .15423E-04 ..56369E-04 68051
0550 i.b887 .15163E-04 .55453E-04 .8058t. 0600 1. 6947 01492SE-04 .54476E-04 .8066
9
.650 106812 .14659E-04 .53442E-04 .6977
9700 1.69 3 .14364E-04 .52P#SSE-04 .6076













0904 10-6605 .13103E-04 .47990E-04 08123
0950 106805 .12672E-04 .46745E-84 06153
l.4Dd 1.6757 .1255!!6-04 iy5460E-04 .0197 410050 1.6762
	
-
.1224:4E-04 .: .44147E-04: 06249
1 0 !00 1.6735 il931c -04 ..42977E-D4 08298
1
SATURATION BOUNDARY REACHEaO-
. :..:s. ...	 E:asrYg, .z-•c -°^,^E^ .^w u^ .^ r	 n	 rsv	 z^n,_	 .sue.	 ;..^cu-^.-.^.	 ^r ^.xt+
n ^/
I V
TABLE II. P £AL-GAS ISE1vTROPXC. £XPAHSIINS OF P.ARAHTOROGEN
B.	 TT =	 35.0 K P
.
T . 3.0 ATM RHOT.= .2?6E-02 GICM3 SVT _ 477.003 N/SEC
MACH RE IM Z CP/C11'. S11/SVT P/PT TITT RWO"HOT AIPtA SY/SVT P/PT r/TT 81410/RNOT AOoFA
----- -RELATIVE TO 'IDEAL GAS . VALUFS-------
0.00D 0. .9310 1.82&.9. 170080 1.OQ00 1:.0000 1.Ofi00 0.00.0Q 1.0000 1a01100 1..0000` 1.004'0 1.8D9d0150 ..284E+A8 .931." 1.8746 .9996 09979 .09991 09987 00691 .09990 .9996 .99% - c 1*.0000 1.03x'9-
.l00 .5.67E+08 .9'31Q 1.6248 .9982: 39927 .996E 09951 *1773 04992 .9987 *9986 1.0001 1*0324
.150 .84.7E +1011 .9309 1 * 6247 ♦9960 •9813 *9924 09889 .2634
-.9982 59966 . 9969 1*0601 1.0314
* Z^00 .i1ZE+09 .9346. ioRZ4.5 09929 .9670 .9866 .9804 *347S.. 09969 •9943 *9944. 1 * 0061 100300.
.250 .139E+119 .9317 1.M'5'4 7 .9891 .9491 09797 .9696 .4280 .9951 .9917 .9914 1.0002 1.021!3
.100 .165E+09 99306. 1.8249 ,984? .9277 .97`0'+ 69566 05043 .9931 .9875 ."9677'' -1.0003 1.92152
.350 .191E+09 .9304 1.8237 09787 09035 09600, .9417 *5759 09907 09834 09835 160805 100240
.400 .215E+09 .93.03 1.8234 .9725 .8758 .9464 .9253 06426 .988.0 .9790 097..87 180011 1.0210`
.4150 .238E+09 09301. 1.8233 49657 98477 09356 09069. .703'6 .9851 0974 0 09735 100015 1.0193
•500 .261E+119: .97.99 1.8730 .9567 *01.&8 .9217. .11!17.7 .75.88 •98'19 .9689 49678 1.0023 i•Oib74550 .282E+0`9 09?97 10228 4195D2 .7844 19069 08661. 68060 .9165 .9634 .96ti 1.0031 1.0141
.600 .302E}09 .9296.' 1.8225 .9416 1.7510 08911 .8441 .6514. .9749 .9579 .9553 1..0044 1.6116
.650 .320E+09 .9294: 1..5222 .9325 .71.70 .87'.46 .8212 .800.7 *9711 .9524 .9466 1.0059 1*0092
.700 *316E+09 *9?9? .. 1.8219 09731 *68 ?8 .8576 .79741 19+03 09622 .9412 o94-1 .6 1.01179 1.0072
..7511 .354E+09 .979fl 1.8?16 *913? 064P5 *8394 07738 .91561 .463.2 .9418 1.93,4±4 ! * 0101 1.6052
.8110 .36.9E+0:9 .9268 108211 49030 .6144 .8219 *7493 .9664' .959.1 .9366 19271 1.0126 1.9033 -
•850 .363x+09 .9287 1.8207 . *8926 *5809 .8035 .7248 •9816. .9549 09316 s9196 1410156 L.000 




AL -GAS ISENTROPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARAHMCFOGENw
Be (c3NTINUE'Oi
MACH LOCAL ISENTROPIC VISCOSITY
	
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY PRANCTL
EXPANSION COEFfs Go*CM-SEC CAL/CM-SEC-K NUMBER
O.ODD I . 18949E -114 . 6654. :1E-44 .7620
0959 1.6895 .18934E-9.4 .68463E-04 07620
4100 1.71.53 .18691E-0.4: .66314E-04 s7623
.150 !,6882 018818E-04 .66030E-04 .7624
.200 i, 6879 .18718E-Q4 .67637E-04 47627
0250 10 6.922 .1659DE-04 .6711SE-04 07531 f--•-
.3dD 1 . 6874 . 1 843 7E-04 .66537E-04 . 7616
..350 1.59Q2 .10258E-04 .65842E-04 .7641
.400 1+6'976 18.457E-04 .65060E-04 .7646
9450 i.6868 .17833E-94 .64236E-44 07650
.50 0 i.688fi *iT590E-94 .63318E-04 07653
0550 166857 .17328E-04 ..6.2367E-04 07653
s .500 11.68?3 .17049E-104 .61349E-04 .7453
.650 1.6864 .16756E-04 .60267E-04 07655
0700 1.6904 16450E-04 .59130E-04 .7659
75!1 1-6846 - . ! 6132E-Q 4 . 5 ? 93 8E-Q4 .7664
`'	 a i8ou 1.6822 .15806E-114 .56743E-04 .7670
.550 146824 .15471E-04 .55431E-04 07679
.900 1.681? .15130E-04 .5412fE-04 .7689
.. x950 1.,683D .1,4786E-04 . .52811E-94 0.1701
^. i tOflQ 1.6795 r1443TE-04. .51457E-04 1771.b
,{^^ 1 d50 1.6810 .14087E-04 .50134E-04 07726
10100 1.6`90 0137.37E-04 04886LE-04 .7.732
1.150 1.6757 .13386E-414 .47594E-04 07731 ------
¢. i * pu g 1.6761 .t303-8E .24 0 46329E -Q4 67744
1.250 106773 .12692E-04 .45871E -04 07753
1.300 1.6747 .12349E-04 .43623E-04 .7763
1.350 1s6733 .12811E-04 -425601`-04 07.776
t,404 1:.6644 . i 16 T6E-114 .+t 137`#E^O4 .7790
1 6450 1. 0 6724 . 11348E-04 0401T2E-04 07806 -`--
i.5fl0 1 6676 .11025E-04 .39021E-04 07819
1. ^s50 1.6702 .10T0RE-04 .38143E-04 .770.3
SATURATION BOUNDA RY REACHED. g
'	 ...	 -..,.n.....+-.a.r....vws... sa aw+,:.:fud•:»awri.:::fa..noiYCZbw: as :-. a..w ,^+w ..... r_ -	 _
ii ^f	 yo	 r4 .^ _i
T'APLE, II. REAL-605 ISENTROPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARAHWEROGEN' t'
C•	 TT	 4'0:.'0	 K PT 3'. R 	ATM P '940T	 _ . 1 93E-02 G/CM3 SIFT = 51 50384 HtSEC
MACH R £/ M r CF /CV SV/SVT Pi PT T/ TT RHO/RHOT A*fA SWSVT P/PT T/9rT RHOtRHQT A*/A
e
-------RELATIVE TO . IDEAL GAS VALUES -------
€.:
1.
0.080 as .9528 107759 1a DD-00 1.0480 1.0000 1.0000 0.0004 !08000 100000 1:0080 1.9090 1.00400050 .236E+08. 095x.8 107759 09.996 .0979' 19997 .99RT 00996 49998 09996 09997 1.0048 1.0323
.100 ..70E+0b< .95 1.7759 .998? 09917 .9966 .9951 .1772 69992 .9907 99966 1.0'001 100318
.150' . 7011+Q8 095:2'7 1.7158 •9964 •.9913 •9924 ..9899 02.636 .9983 •9968 44959 1.0801 1.0308
.200 .929E+0.0 :9526 107758 .9930 .9674 •9866 .9603 .3474 .9470 .9943 *9945 1.0000 1.02941 .250 .11'55+0.9 .9525 1.7757 .9h91 99441 09792 09695 94277 .9953 .9912 09915 198041 100277
.300 •137E+09 .95?4 1.7756 .9845 09279 .9744 49567 .504.8 .9933 •9877 99878 100003 1&0254
.350 .l58EtQ4.. .9522 1.7754 .4791 .9037 .960! .9418 65758 09910 •9836 .9636 190005 1.02370400 ..1716E+09 095?l 107152 99729 :9768 .9485 09251 .6423 .9884 09790 09789 1401109 100214 -
. .450 .1979:+09 .9519 1.77.50 .4661 48476 .9358 .9069 07034 .9855 .9747' •9736 1.0115 10190
.500 .?15E+09 .9517 167148 29586 .8tE19 99219 06871 .7567 .9823 .9691 .9680 1.01122 1.0166
.5511 .?33E+49 .4516 1 0 7745 19506 .7845 09078 .6661 18179 09789 .9636 .9619 3.0031 1.0138
t , :0600 .249E+09. .9514 1.'742 .9421 .7513 98913 08442 60513 .9754 0-9583. 09555 1.0044 100116
.650 .264E+09 .9512 107738 .:9338 .7173 .6749 68213 08886 09717 09529 .9468 1.0859 1.4092t .7'00 .279E+0;9 .9510 1.7734 ..9?35 .6830 118578 07977 .9701 09676 .9474 .09419 1.4077 1.10969
0750 .?9?E+09 .95198 1.77.351 69137 *6487 .8432 07716 .9459 .9638 99420 .9347 1.0099 200049
.84p .3n4tt09 .9507 1.7727 .9035 .6147 .6222 47492 .9663 .9597 .9369 .9274 1.0125 1800330550 .3i5E+09:' 09505 1.7723 :89
8126
+ 3+^ 2 .581i ..8039 .7247 •9816 .9555 .9320 .9200 1.0155. 140919090.0 .326E+09 9 9503 i.7729 0 .5483 07853 .7000 .9920. 19514 .9273 •9125 1.0186 1.0.008
' 09553 .335;:tA9 .950 107716 04718 .5164 97666 .6754 09988 .9472 .9230 09049 1.0227 1.0062
K
^.1r0051 •343+109: .9510 1.7713 .85^89 .4855 .7478 .6511, 100400 . •9429 09191 .8974 160271 1000001 . 050 .351E+09 09494 1 0 77409 .8497 04558 .7290 06271 .9962 09387 49156 6898 180321 100003
1.100 .358-+04 .9a-911 167104 .8385 .4x78 17194 .6835 .9931. .9345 49125 .0623 1.0314 1.00101.150 .364E+09 .9497 1.7700 08273 .459112 .6918 95803 09650 09303 09099 067118 1.0434 10.00221.2011 369E +A .9496 1.7695 981659 .*743 96735 :95576 0'9742. n 9261 09077 •8674. 1&0499 1.00391.2'50 0374E4.0'9 .9496 107690 .8048 .3498 .655.4 85356 .9613 09220 99061 •6602 1.0570 1000621.300 .3753' +09 .9495 1.7605 •.7936 .326+6 .6379; .5141 .9462 •9174 .9050 •8530 1.0646 1.009010358 .381E+0 .9495 1.1679 ..7924 0304T" .6200 .4932 09295 09139 .9044 .8460 1.0727 1001221`04051 93646+49. .9444 1.7673 07711 .784? .6024 04730 09113 69100 .9043 .6391 !.0614 1.511611.450 .387E+9:9 09444 1.7660 07691 .2649 ► 58'60 14536 98922 •9062 09049 .8324 1.0909 1&0206
^.
10500 •3539x. +09 .9494 1071062 .7494 .2468 .5696 •4348 •6720 •9024 09059 .8239 toles$ 1004256
t•.559 .390E+09 .9444 10.7656 9?386 42298 .5535 .4166 08511 08987 .9074 &8195 191112 1.03111.b00 0391E+09 09.94 167650 .7280 ,21+59 05379' 43992 .6797 •6951 09095 .8133 101?23 180373 t1,65{1 .393E+09 .9494 1.7644 .7325 "1992 .5226 .83625 .81179 68916 09122 0.8072 1.91348 !&04401.700 •393E+09 49495 107638 .7071 91855 05078 03665 TabO .6562 .9154. o8014 1.1464 160513' 'S1'.750 .393E+09 09495 107633 0.6969 01726 .4934 03510 .7634. 08849 8.9190 .7956 161590 1.0590 1
Ivaco .393x.+199 .9495 i07628', •.6866' :1607 94794 03363 "7438 06S1T .9233 .7901 161725 1.86741.0850 •39'IE+09 09496 1.76?3 06769 .149E .4654 032?? 07196 08766 .92T9 .7648 t•l665 1.OT631.9910 .343E+Q9 .9496 107629 .66721 .1393 04527 03087 06981 .6755 .9332 .7796 1.2010 10065710950 0392E+09 .9496 107616 .6576 •1297 •4408 02958 .6767 .53726 •9389 •7746 1.2162 !.0957
SATURATION BOUNDARY REACNE39
t
.:,.	 00,00..	 :...^	 ^Y	 ,00.00.	 ..,,....._,.
-





e T AeL^	 11.	 PE_	 -GAS ISENTROPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARAMYDROGEN
C. [CONT INUE131 .-
MACH LOCAL ISENVROPIC VISCOSITY	 THER"AL CONDUCTIVITY PRANDTL
EXPANSION COE
	
. GLCM-SEC CAl ACM -SEC -K NUMBEP
Q * .one 2 . X113 5f X04 .76359E- 124 .7301
.050 1.5841 .?1119E-04 .76296E-04 07382
* too 107997 .21072E-04 .76109E-04 .7383
.150 1.6433 .20995E-04 .25797E-04 07386
1.51!34 .208 87E-04 .75365E-04 07389
.250 1.6877 .2075RE-04 .74617E-44 .7393
0300 145925 .29565E -04- .74159E-84 .7399
h 050 166871 .20393E-04 .73397E-04 .7405	 - -
* 400 1.6 873 020 t r ee-04 .725160 E-124 07499
•450 176.908 .1993EE-94 .71630£-e4 .7414
.500 1,6857 .19674E-04 .70633E-04 07419
.550 1.6831 .19392E-04 .69555E-04 .7424
1600 106901 .l90-92E-04 .68414E-04 07439
.650 1.6839 .16776E-04 .67213E-04 .71736	 ^----
.700 10.6830 .16446E-84 .65966E-114 07443
.750 1.6923 .18103E-04 .64678E-04 07449
.900 1.6833 .17751E-04 .63356E-04 .7455
e' 0850 1.6821 . 1?389E- a .62008 -04 .7460
. 911 0 1.6755 .179'20E-104 .60623E-04 .7466
.950 . 106886 .16645E-04 .59206E-04 07474
16008 16806 .16267E-04 .57769E-04 w7481t
1.05 1) 1.6797 .15666E-04 .56314E-04 .7496
10lH 1.6779 . i5504E^-84 .517896E-04 *?SO2
1.150 106762 .15 2?E-A4 .53461E-84 47568	 A
1 .?!Q0 1.5751 14741E-04 .5208.9E-04 . 7514Q 10250 1.6715 .14363E-84 .50706E-04 .7519
_	 1.391 1.6752 e1396TE-04 .49341E-04 0523
10350 105735 .13615E-04 .47987E-04 .7529
! .4110 1. 6733 .132 47E -04 *46649E-04 .7535
1.450 1.6749 .128115E-04 .45338E-04 •7542












1 * 650 166709 .11497E-04 .40266E-e4 01578
1.700 106715 .11167E-04 .39994E-04 .7589
1.750 1.666? .10645E-04 0362TTE-04 .7570
1.9A0 1.6701 .1053"E-04 .37265E-94 .7516
i.d51^ 106677 .10222E-0, .36488E-04 .745.
1.900 106690 .99226E-05 .35745E-04 07397
1.950 1.6662 .96307E-05 .35033f-04 .7333
SATURATION 8OUMDARY REACHED.
t 
.." t IxlaGS..u,u: ix 	,.	 .a:.
-.	
.	 .,..xs	 -	 e.	 ,u.
-i763.IF.b'3^!Fw4s .iTW,If:K
..	 .,.:... ^	 "e.	 _ 	




_.__.w: _r._a.:..0--.._	 ...	 ...•a....s..:_:u..^^a..v..^a.as.i.^...ec-,..'.ti'Ju..a., 	 .,1'..... ^;V9 	 "-a.stl6.lulY.x.__...._	 .::-	 -	 .a,s..1.ew..>.a..	 -	 - -
	 --_
D.	 TT -	 6n00 K PT = 301!	 ATM RHOT = . 125E-02 G/CM3 SVT = 634*967 M/SEC §
MACH RE /!4z CP/CV SV/SVT P/PT T/TT RHO/RHOT Ar/ A SV/SVT P/PT T/TT RHURNOT A•/A
-------PELATTVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES ----- ^-
0.000 0. 14864 1.E746 1.1000 1, 000 0 1	 y aIt! 1*0008 0000ca 160100 100000	 ^'l00000 100000 l * acao ?---~~
0 45 0 41365+0 a e9864 1'.674 8 *99% 09979 09992 09987 *uses' .9999 099% 09997 .9999 160239
.%on .271E+08 *9863 1.6752 .9985 09417 09968 .9949 81756 09995 09967 09980. 09994 1.0235
r	 0150 .404E+08 .9763 186760 09967 69816 19928 69688 .2616 09989 8997? 09973 1 * 0000 1*0230
.201 •5,16Etaa *90162 t.677n .94^r1 09676 09472 ,9'803 .3449 49931 .99511 09951 L..0000 1. 0,21
0250 .664E*Ofl .9961 .:6783 ,9409 .9500 .9602 .9695 .4250 09970 99923 .99x4 1.0990 10,1211
0300 .7148E+08 09960- 1.6797 .9869 .9292 09717 09566 05812 09957 09891 .9692 1.0002 1.0204
0350 .908E+08 99859 10.6314 09322 091.53 0961+ .9417 .57'29 .9942 09653 .9554 1.0064 1.01446 -
0409 .102E+09 .9858 1 6 683? 09769 *871,46 .9506 797.45 66395 49974 .9ato 09810 1 * 0006 144169
.450 : .113'6+09 19857 1.6850 .9709 08496. 09382 .9164 .rose 09903 .9765 .9762 1.o0i0 160152
9500 .12454,09 *9055 1.686 9 .9642 .8190 *9246 *6666 vT564 09880 09716 69709 1.0016 1'0134
E'	 *55o .134E+09 .9654 106888 09574 07667 09101 08653 .8060 .9655 .9662 99551 1.0021 1*4114
0600 .143E+a9 .9A52 i *6907 .9492 17533 .6946 *8410 08496 09878 .9608 09590 1.4031 1.0095
F :	 .650 .171;+09 09850 1664?5 .9409 .7193 08781 16200 941874 09798 09554 64526 1.0144 101076
.700 .159=109 .9849 246941 09320 .68+8 0861 4 07962 .9192 7 9766 .9499 .9456 1 *0056 1004460 
0750 .167E+09 .9847 106957 09227 06503 0843°1 .7719 .9454 .9733 .9444 .9388 1000x7 100044
.80.0 .173E+09 .9845 1..6970 09130 .6161 .8Z59 .7474 99661 .9697 .9392 49316 100100 100030
.850 .179E+09 .9-A44 11.698? 991130 058,13 *8075 072?5 .9814 .9661 .9339 .9?42 160125 100017
;.	 1900 0185E+09 .9114? 10E9q? .8927 .5492 .7889 .6977 99919 .9623 .9289 .9167 1.0155 168007
.950 0190E+09 *9840 1071101 08821 *5172 07702 .6731 09981 09594 .9244 .51092 1.0191 l
'
 0003
1.000 .194E+09 .9839 1079 .08 .8712 .4661 .7514• .6446 10 10008" *95416 09201 .9016 1.0231 1*00'00
10050 0198=_"9 .9937 1.7013 .08603 6456? 67325 *6?45 69902 *951.4 *9164 .4941 100277 1.64231.104 .2111=+119 .9fi'% 167017 .849: .14276 07138 06096 .9930 *9463 09130 46665 1.032.6 1.$0091.150 *?n4r+09 .9R 35 107020 .8380 .4003 *6952 .5776, 09850 *9423 09102 6-8790 1.0365 1,pOtx
1.200 .206E+09 .9033 1.7x21 .8267 .3743 .676* .5548 09740 .9362 69077 ,0716 180446 1,01036
1.250 .2095+09 99U3? 1.7022 08154 03497 06565 05328 69610 .9342 69059 96643 500515 1.0059
E	 1.3011 .?1gF+09 19831 1.76?2 88042 932E5 .6406 .5113 .9454 09302 09045 •bS72 104568 17046$
1.350 .212=+09 .9830 107822 07929 03045 .6230 *4905 .4291 .9263 09037 68501 100667 1.6119
1.400	 .. .233E+09 .9829 1.7021 078iq *2639 06.057 04703 09110 .9224 .9035 .6432 190753 1..0157
1.450 .2136.+09 .9828 107019 .7707 .2645 .5868 .4509 08917 69185 69036 .6364 180043 160200
165DO .214=+09 09828 1.7018 07597 *?464 .57214 *4121 48714 *9148 *9046 0SZ9e 160940 100249
1 * 55Q .?14E+09 09927 t.70i6 07488 1 2?44 .:'5562 .4141 .6505 09111 09059 08234 1 * 1044 1.0305
1 * 6Q0 .214E+09 *9626 t*7014 673.61 *2136 *5404 63967 06290 09075 09078 66171. 1.1152 1.4364
t
t.	 10650 .?14E+09 09826 1.7013 .121"4 .1908 05251 .380i 06873 .9040 09103 vatic. 101268 1.043,2
'.16700 .2145}09 •9925 167011 67169 01850 .5102 .3640 *7851 *9086 *9130 08050 501366 100501 r10750 0713E#99 09,375 107069 .71166 .177? .4957 .3487 .7631 .8971 09166 .7993' 1.1513 1,0580
1.8.04 •213ct19 *98?5 1.7Ra7 06964 *1602 04616 .3340 .7484 08941 69205 .7936 1.1644 1.0661
1.850 .212E+119 .9124 107005 .6864 .1491 .4679 03199 07159 08909 .9249 o1682 1 * 1781 160749
1.900 .211E+09 *9624 107001 06766 *1368 64546 .3165 *6973 088744 .9348 01829 1.1927 100045
10950 02161E+09 .9824 1.7 1711i *6669 01292 .4418 *7936. •6757 .8849 .9354 07778 1..2875 100942
? * 0010 .209E+09 991424 1.6999 .6574 01203 14293 .2814 06547 .8620 09415 .7728 162232 i*1048
r
r
....	 -.::; 	 .-..,'.^ ':.:..	 -':...
0000	 ._ __ .. .., ._	 _	 ._	 ,^.._ 0000	 ..T.. .,..,<...	 ,.	 1,00,0	 =>,,. ...+*,:=un.-.n^^ «..,.^` .-^..,.,•y.
MACH LOCAL rSENTROPIC VTSCOSITT THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY PRAWDTL
E ,; PANSION COEFFP Glem-SEC CALIC"—SEC-K NU"BEP
.0.090 I .29071E-14 *11029E-93 a6835
0050 1e6234 479052E•14 611911E-03 eb88.5
l ion 1*6467 ,26997E-94 911984E-03 w6866
0150 1.6565 s26909E-04 *10940E-03 o6837
0200 106920 *26776E-04 o18679E-03 e6688
.259 1o6546 028613E-04 *10801E-03 06690
.300 1,66111 .7114.15E-64 10706E-93 16692
0350 106575 e26184E-04 ei0597E-03 06896
0409 1o6547 *27922E-04 e1047EE-03 06901
0450 106629 *276219E-64 912334E-03 06907
45110 1-06626 *27309E-04 .1-0099E-03 e6972
* 550 1*6599- *26962E-64 199467E-84 *6975
* 600 1*6650 026591E-04 e97865E-04 06979
* 650 1*6693 26109E-04 096200E-04 06983
0700 1*6667 *25787E-04 *94455E-04 46959
0750 1*6697 m25359E-04 .92647E-14 e6995
lacia 106727 524914E-14 e99196E-04 97803
0850 196678 924457E-04 56912E-04 .7911
0910 1 6714 *23990E-04 *86998E-04 grozo
* 950 106745 *?3515E-04 *85020E-04 07033
10 009 1.6718 * 231134E'-114 a 630-29f.-04 •704e.
1.850 1,6742 *22546E-04 *9077.4.E-04 07086
1.100 1,6127 *22059E-84 07682SE-04 17099
1615 10 1*6758 021563E-04 *76697E-94 s7112
1.71DO 1o6705 921884E-04 *74984E-04 o?124
le?50 1,6754 s20591E-04 *735,97E-04 s7136
16399 1*6727 .620186E-114 *71239E-04 07147
1.350 166731 o19624E-04 ,69413E-04 071ST
7..400 1,6731 01914EE-04 *67620E-04 o7166
10450 1,6721 016674E-04 *65864E-04 •7174
1 0 500 1*67211 *16208E-04 *64147E-04 elrial
10550 1o6724 *17148E-04 n 62469E-04 v718-6
io609 1*6709 *17295E-04 *60633E-114 07190
1v650 1*6735 e1655IE-04 *59171E-04 ??of
1.700 106677 *16413E-04 57531E-04 97212
1.750 1m6729 s15985E-94 e55934E-04 07223
1.860 1*6686 o15564E-04 o54362E-04 e?232
16850 1,67011 015153E-8-+ 052672E-94 .7241
1191111 t.6729 0147511E-04 a51406E-04 0724a
10950 1*6676 o14356E-04 049983E-04 *7254
2 * 000 196727 *131372E-04 46589E-04 97263
ti





TAPLE II.	 R---AL-GAS ISrNTROPTC EXPANSIONS OF PARAHTCM7OGEN i
E.	 TT =	 t0.0 K PT = 3.0 ATM RHOT = .925£-03 Gn M3 SVT	 714.525 "/SEC
tWij RE/ M 7. CP /CV SV/ SVT 10/4:'1 T/TT RHOIRHOT A411A 5V/SVT P/PT VITT 12HO/RHOT A*IA
-
------RELATIVE TO IDEAL. GAS VALUES -------
0.0011 00 .9957 165608 180000 160000 1.110011 1.0000 000000. 100000 1.0090 1.0000 1.0000 1.00000050. .9176'+O7 .9957 1.5611 .9497 .9980 9993 .9987 .0668 100000 .9998 .,"!998 1411000 1*0059
.100 .183E+08 .9956 1.5619 .9990 89923 .9973 .9951 .1728 1804017 .9993 .'1993 1011001 1000590150' .273€+08 .9956 1.5634 .9977 .9626 099,18 09887 02572 09499 9981 09983 .9999 1000576200 63617+08 .:9956 1.5655 09959 09696 .9691 .9804 03394 09999 09970 09970 146001 1000590250 04481+08 69955 1 * 56Rt 99936 .9578 4,9830 .9694 04166 .9998 09951 09953 1961000 100057
.306 .531E+08 .9954 1.5713 09908 69326 .9756 09563 .4941 49997 .9929 .993? isCV00 1.0055
.350 .612E+08' 099554 195750 .9875 .9100 .9669 69414 05655 19995 09905 0990.6 !.0001 100055
.4011 0690E+08 .9953 1.5''9? 09836 .8843 .9579 1.9?43 .6322 09993 .9874 *98T7 140901 *0052.1
.450 .764-E+08 .9852 165839 09793 .8563 .9460 0905? .6937 09989 09640 09843 !98402 100050
.500 .834E+08 .9951 1.5894 .974+ .8262 .9338 08853 .7498 99985 49801 09805 .100002 1.00-45
.55:0 .899E+08 49950 1.5945 .9690 .7945 .9205 98637 08001 .9979 09756 .9762 1 * 0003 1*011410600 .961E+08 .9948 t *6 M 49631 07614 .9062, .9409 .8447 09977 .9712 .9715 1.0006 1000343'
0650 *10?7- +09 09947 1.64164 *9567 •7274 08910 .8172 08833 49963 •9663 .9663 100009 1,04831
.70'0 .107E'+09 .9946 1.61?7 09-+98 .69?9 .8750 979.28 .9162 09952' 09612 09607 1* 0015 100026
	
j
.750 4112E+09 :*9945 1.6190 *94Z3 06581 98582 07678 .9432 89939 .9556 .9548 1000221 1.0020
4800 .116E+09 09943 1.6253 49344 *6233 .848# 67423 .9645 09974 .9501 .94114 * 0031.1 108014
0850 .120E+09 *994?' 1.6 : 16 09?64 *58BR 08228. .7t66 09805 09907 .9443 09417 1.•0042 1.0001
.900 .124E+09 .9941 1.6376 09172 05550 .8944 .6911 09915 09887 093387 *9347. 1,009 100003
0950 . ' .127E+09 *9939 .1.6434 .9079 65221 .7657 *6656 09979 09665 .9332 .9275 1.0131 0 3.0000
1.000 .i?9F+09 *9938 1.6488 .8983 *49112 .7668 .b405 106000 .9640 09279 .9201 1.0103 1.0000
1.050 .132E+09 .9937 1.6538 08883 *4594 .7477 .6157 *9981 09813 0927+8 .9126 1.81,32 100001
14100 .134;+09 *9915 1.6584 .8788 .4100 .7266 05914 99927 *9784 09180- 69050 10916'6 100006
10150 .135E+09 .9934 1 * 6625 .66?4 .4019 .709E .5676 09842 *9754 .9136 •11973. 190207 100014
1.200 .137E+09 109933 1.6662 .8566 *3753 .690'+ .5446 .9731 69722 .9101 8897 1.0254 140021	 f
10250 .138Et09 .9932 1.6693 .0456 83501 06721 052?2 .9594 .9698 69068 68621 .1.03416 100043
1.300 4t39E+09 .99,41 .1.67? A +8.346 *3264 6516 150116 .9445 .9654 .9043 .8746 100367 100067
16350 .139E+99 09930 1.5743 .8234 .3041 .6355 01+748 .9270 .96t8 .9024 .8672 1 * 0434 100095.
1.400 . 4140E+09 19929 1.6762 08122 .2832 .6178 .4597 .90655 .9563 69011 .8601 1.0500 100129
1045:0 .140E+09 *9x28 106778 .8010 62636 .69114 .4403 08888 .9547 .9004 08529 teOS 68 1*0167
	 S1 * 500 .140E+09 .99?7 1.6790 .7898 .7453 *5835 .4216 0858p .	 .4511 .9004 ,8460 100674 1*0212
t * 550' .140E+09 .gq?6 1.68044 .7767:. .2282 ,5664 .4036 08472 *9475 *9011 .0393 10770 1.02611'
10600 4144E+09 .9925 1.640? .7677 .2123 .55044 0386? .8255 .9439 09024 *8326 1.0879 100321
1,650 .139E+89 .9925 1.6513 *7567 *1975 .5351. .3703 *8036- * 9404 .9043 .8265 100970 1*0365'
14700 .139.E+09 .9924 1.6611 .7459 .1637 .5198: 03546 .7515 419379 .90.68 68203 3.1091 1.O453
1.750 .138E+09 .99?1 1.6820 .7352 0174'9 .5030 03395 07593 09336 9099 .0144 -1.1210 100528
1.800 .138E+99 .9923 I..6822 .7247 01590 *4907 .3252 .7373 *9303 .9137 *8086 1.1336 1*0610
16850 •1376+09 .9922 1.6823 .7143 *14814. *.4767: .3114 07153 .-9271 ..9179 .1030 1 * 147'0 140696.
1.904 .136E+09. .9922 1. .6824 .7041. 61377 ,4632 .2983 .6937 .9239 .9227 .7976 ImI609 100789.
1.950. .135E+09 .99?? 1.6874 .6940 .1282. .4501 . *2958 *6721 692139 .927'6 07924 1.1751 1.0685
2.900 *134E+09 69911 1.687.4 66841. 01193 94374 42?36 .65`11 .9179 .9336 •7873 101900 !*0987
.	 .-..
.	 001 0
0000.,	 +++,m jq.pr=-- -	 x	 Vtlrl_	 -	 uwz
-
•--i.^12>_.	 ie-=
+a.a'^uva>:m..:-x:.wi:a:v*uc-^A V bi'	 s.'ibdWi/::rtiixi6.aslinLe.?..UY!4AlfA?N"
e	 ...	
- 	 -	 ,..,..•var.^ca^..o-..s,-.1 ir,u'  	 "i.att•.:.1d#6!'_.12.r1twvdu' 	 -	 ^:.-.5-^1+:.i!I	 -.0.uswv=YaYS. a. s3x^, x a	 -
x
:.1^"'b'^^i.'.
 a,	 v	 z...	 ... ^	 .-







-, 	_	 :..: 46:46 4646.	 ^.	 '4646: 	 4646 4646	 4646 	 4.t .-_. 4646.:.
	 "4646.	 r...-4646:.. 4646 4646 . 4646. 	 ^sP?xa'^T..a^a°?arm"'t+?r lla:fw+'ttea..	 4646 	 4646




	 VISCOSITY	 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY PRANO-TL














.190	 1.5699	 35950E-04	 i 14491E-23	 .6981
	
.150	 1.5390	 *35857E-04	 .14538E-03	 .6981
	
11200	 1.5705	 .35728E-04	 4614445E-03	 .6961
	
.2511	 1.5583	 .45563E-04	 .1'433tE-03 	 .6982
	
0109	 1.5594	 .35361E-94	 .14194E-03'	 0690.4	 f
	
9350	 145715	 .35124E-0°4	 .14052E-03	 .6978
	
.400	 1.5671;	 934653E=04 	 .13903E- 03	 .6964
	
.450	 1.5T45	 .34547E-04	 .13737E-03	 06950













.330 tiE-2 4	 .12910E-03	 ..6694
€.	 . Too	 1.9037	 , s?5:56E-04	 .17fi6BE-03	 06883
	
.750	 1.6079	 .11211 TEE-0 	 .12415E-03
	
86674
.000.	 106122	 .31574E-04	 .12152E-03	 .6068
	
.'.	




.900	 1.6263	 .30513E-04	 .I bm-03	 .6853
	







r1.050	 166408	 026617E-04	 .141150E-03	 466854
	
1.100	 1.6450	 .26235E-04	 .10'523E-03'	 .6$b2	 Y
d	 0.	 10150	 1.6493	 .2.7649E-84•	 .111246E-0.3	 .6674
	
1.200	 1.6540	 . P78 61E 04 	.99325E-04	 .6916
,.	 102511	 1.6543	 .26474E-04
	 .96793E-04	 .6921
	
1.300	 1.661.6	 .25A814t-0.4 .	 .94298E-04	 .6924
	 a
	
10350	 106619	 25305E-0,4.	 s 91850E-94
	 .6938
	
1.400	 1.6635	 .747214E-94 .	 8949SE-04.	 .6949E	 1.450	 106633	 . 2415 8E -04	 9 6? 10.2E-94 	 .6.960
	
1.500	 1.6550	 .2302E- .84790E- 04	 .6974
	
109.50	 1..6685	 . 230 3 5E -04	 .825 t:3.E -04 	 *6996
	
1.6t10	 1.66 8	 .?2486E-04. 	 se9t72E-04	 .7051;
	





ie?50	 1.6605	 .2,0095E-04	 .7395.3E-04	 .7056
	











a	 20000	 1.6679	 .18440E-04	 .64734E-04	 .7106
E:
` 	 Orvy-.s,eu,rw+LL...-4646....--•.••.•.»•-••-•^ 	 ,.n=•^:iU-.:s.,yi.e'144'IXr+riss^tbN.tis.w.i:'.r's:.ke.:kYlaik'icf?G02\aiPi'C.kL'^Ff
	
Fk^'•w	 ^ri'^+	 _	 4646.	 4646
ru.xe:^,	 4611. -- ." 	4646 	 _4646	 ....v : .... 	 46_46-. 	 a.	 51ivYF: 'ea.k.: ,4646 ^ 	 46-_46,	 fir, 	 48...:2 u....wr-u.:: i sliud3w"e - 'sreSn.... 	 j 
Ale$ TABLE II.	 READ:-GAS ISEM1TVQPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARANYDROGEN
F.	 TT 7 104 . 0 K PT 3.0 ATM RkOT. = . 7336-03 G/CM13 SV7 .= -773 *711 M/SEC
.MACH Rt:/M Z CPICV SY/S1fT .. PZPT T,#t :l RHO/RHOT A*/A S0 0*s*j PfPT TITT RHOf1RH0T AI1N:, .
r'
-w-----RELATIVE TO;IOEAL GAS 46LUES- -^,
0.000 0. .9992 1.4538 1.0000, I'Doo11 1.bdOb, 1.0000 O.00dfl 1:00Q'0 1 * 0000 1.0000 1'.0000 1.0000'.:.0050 .6746+07 .9992 1.4540 .9994. 09982 !9994 .9988 .0857, 1.10011 1.0000 .9999 , 1.0.000 .9940`4,
s100 *134ctglt .9992 1.5547 69992 ,9927 ,997A 09949 .,70.7 140002 09996 •9998 0,9999 .994W
.150 .Pn0E+08 .999- 1.4559 .998? . 098,49 ;995^t .9589 .2543 : .to0
.
004.. 09995 .9994 4.0001 99946.
.?.O:0. .265E+08 .9991 1.1575 .9867::: 09715 .9911 .9694 03357" . 100007 .99;10 09990 .100881
.250 .321E+0A 99991 1.4596 .99w.9 09557 09861 99694 *4141 1.'0 .011' .9902 .9984 91999 09950. .x6300 .390E+08 *9990 1.4622:. . 9°26; .9370: .9800 .9563 .4:891 10'091.5 .4 74 .9976 1.0000 09954'.6350 .449:#011. .9990 1.4653 : . .990 !x.,. .9154. .9779 .9427 .5601 100021 09963 .9967 999.99 .999
.4(1R 8 .9989 104690 .9 .Tm 98931 .9646 .9241 06?66 1 OQLY6 69950 .9955: .9998 09964-
.45.0 .55'9'+09 .9988 1.4731 09936 686,46 .9554 09053 .6852 !,0033 69935 .9941 09996. .9970+,'•.
.500 .60;9 +Oa .9987 1.4778 09798. .83'58. .9452 .8847 .7444 ' 1 . 0042 09914 .9924.. .9994. *99T3'^6550 .657E+GR ..4987 1.4630 .9756 .6055 .93411 .6629 .795; : 2'.0047 .9694 .9905 .9994 09980.:060.0 .79;tlr+fl8 .4986 1.4088. .9710 077,96 .9249 .5397 e8401-' 101154 .9668 .9882 .9992 .99014.-
.6513 .741E+08 09ga- .1. 1.95? .91:61 .7406. .9088 .5155 .8796 1'.0061 .9636 .9856 ''	 .9988 .9986'`'
.7.0#1 .778£+08 .99+lu 1.5021 .9608: .7068 .391.9.. .7904 .9130.'. 1 :0.0066 .9804 .9526 :9905 .9992'
.750 .8! E+08 09983 1.5096 .9552" .6724 .8802 .7646 .9408, 1.0074 .4765 .97.93 69962 .9995;
.800 0l141B + 0,1f .995? ! * 5176
.9^► 9l..r sE379 .8647 07385 .92630 1 . 00080 .9724 69754 .9979 .9999.0850 .866E+0$ .99ff1 1.5'61 .9427:: * 60 x i ,6485 .7118 .9791''':1.0085 09677 09712 69975
,
099990900 0891£'+08 99980 1 * 5351 .9359 .569:1 .63:17 .6651 09912 1.0089 19625 .9664. .9972 1.0011009 .5.0 .912E+08 .9979 1.5444 69285 65365 .8143 06505 .9980 i.0091 •9572 *9612 : • 09971 10000,111000 *9296+08 .9971 1.5540 .9213
.51125 ..7.953 .63213 1*0.004:,
.1,009 ? 09513 .9556 .9969 1.6000,1.050 .943E+08 .9977 1.5639 .9134 .4706 .7780 .6059 .9960: 1 . .0491 09453 n '.9495. :9971 1.0001 ,,1.100 .955E+p8 09Q76 165736 .9051 .439'9 ,7593 *55.03 .9923 1.6087 .9342 .9430 .99 76 1 .6692'1015.0 .965E+08 09975 1.5837 .8965'': 64104 .7403 .5552 .9631 1.0081 .9330 09362 09903 1.0603::1.200 .972E+08 .9974 1.5930. .0615:' .382.3 .7213 05310 .9712 1.0072 09270 09290 09997 1.0006.:1.250 s97?E+118 •9971 1 * 611 ?e .8781; .355.6 .71?? 05074 .9566' 199060' 09211 ..9216 !.0.014 1a001310300 .964E+ft9 69972 1.6117 .86$5. irRF .6531 64847 .9399' 140046' •9156 .9i40
_1*0'038 100022`1 * 350 .982£+08 09971 1.6701 .8565' 03068 .6642 .4629 ...9215'. 1.0029. .91.05 0906+► :'.. 160067 1.0035`1.400 .982E+08 .9970 1.6279. .8483 .2847. .6456 94420 090i7-:. 1,0009. , 09061 .8986 : '.160105 1.01153'1.450 .951E+011 49969 106350 48379 .2641. .6271 342?1 08808'. 6998?' .9024 06.910 1 6 0151 1.007E1.5h0 0479£+08 09966 166514 48?74 .2449 *61197 s40:10 06591 9963 .8992 28634 1.8203 140104.:1.55tf 0976E+0Q .9968 1.64.70 .8167. .?272 .5916 .1849 06368 99937` 48969 08759 190265 1.0139_10600 .972E+08 09967 1 * 6519 68459.:: .2107 .5745 .3677 .8143 0909` .6955 190336 1.0160:1.650 .967E+08 99966 1.6562 .7951. *1955 0557e 03513 *7916'; * 9681' .8959
.a8^606
086!5 1.0416 1.02301.70 tt .962E+08 .9966 1.6598 .784?. .151!. .5416 0358 .`7690 0551 .98954 .8546' '. 1.9504 11002841.750 .956E+06 .9465 1.6628 07734 •1684 •5259 93210 •7463 .0,9821 .8964 .8480 1.0600 1*0341116800 .949E+08 *9964 1.6653 •7627 .1563 .5107 .03070 07238 09791 .8983 98416 100763 16041610950 .9426'+08 ...,9964. le6674 .7520 -1452. -04959 .2937 07017 *9761. .9010 98354 1.0815 1.049210900 .935E+1E18 *9963 1.6690 .7415 •1350:= .4817 62810 .6800 ,9730" 99044 .8295 1,0935 1.057616950 .9?.7F++16 09961 1.67114 673!1 03255 04679 0689 .6585 0.9700 *9064 *8238 1.1060 1.06632.OnR .440E+48 .99053 1.67i. 4 .7208 ,1167 .4546 *2575 *6375 0671 .9132 66183 191193 1.0758
TAPLE
	 Iz..	 REAL-GAS IS=NTROPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARAHYCROGEN
F..3CONTINUEO!
fifACN LC.CAL ISENTROPIC VISCOSITY THER"AL. CONDUCTIVITY PRANC}Tt
EXPANSION. COETF 9 GiCM-SEC CAL /CM! - SEC-K NUMBEF
O . v14Q Z . 42 30I E -04 .19268E- 03 07079
.050 1,4600 .422841-04 .19254E-03 07079
F .iQO. 1.4398 .42232E-04 .19213E-031 7077
0150 104669 .4214EE-04 19146E-03 ,.7075
s200
 1.45 66 .42026E-04 .19105 2E- 113 .7071
.?5D 1.4572 .41871 . E-04 .16931E-03 .7067
.301E 1.4611 .4.1683E-94 .187115E-03 .7052-"
0350 i.4616 .41462E-04 .186.12E-03 .7056
.400 1.4657 .41207E-04 018415E-03 07049
.450 1.4711 .40919E-04 918193E-03 07042
0500 1.4743 ,4115.99E-04 .17947E-03 17034
0550 1*482O
-40247E-04 .17677E-03' +'7026
.600 1.4832 039864E-04 .17385E-03 67016
0650 1.4891 .39450E-34 .17011E-03 4?010
.71#0 1.4958 .39015E-04 ..16737E-03' •7003	 j





4900 . 105266 .T6949E-04 .15274E-03 .6964	 i
.950. 1.5379 .3b372E•04 ..14673E-03 ;6960
r	 ^; 1 00 . 195442 .35773E-04 .14460E-43 A950	 ie 1.050 1.5560 .35154E-84 .14037E-03 -6965
..k 1.100 1.5659 .34517E-04 13667E-03 6,934
1.150 1.5.741 ..33866E-04 .13334E-03 06907
1, ,?Q0 105861 033204£-04 .19TSE-03 .6884
t. 1.250 1.5929 ,32533E-0 4 -12621E-03 .6057
L, 10300 106032 .31957E-04 .12264E-:03 .6855
10350 1061.08 -31178E-04 .11912E-0i>... 6148
1.404 1.6195
-305011E-44 ,1.1S"E-03 .6839
1.450 1.6275 .29826E-04 112*6E-03 .66361.500 1.6313: .?9156£-04 -10.921E-83 .5838
16550 106367 . -28490.E-04 .14603E-03 . e68461.5031 1.6436 .?7840E-04 .1029;E-03 ,60.8
1.650:.' . 1.550.1 .271.97E-04
-.99915E-04 06674	 d
19700` 1.6535 .26565E-04 ..96930E-04 •689?10750 1.6553 .25945E-04 ..94289E-04 .690:5
^: 1.8011 10Es57^! .25337E-04 .91732E-04 .6915
1.850 106605
-?4740E-04 ,6925?E-04 .6926
10900 1.6634 .24159E-04 .96865E-04 ,693410950 1.6615
.23589E-04 -,64541E-04 -6951
G 2.0fl0. 1.6643 .	 c^.23032,. 04 -.142274E 04 06'967





..-.-. fdAiiui4'^a%"4.3'i:5 MsNllJft....:.^ia •..-. -..... ._	 1 ., :-	 .,^.i'.::	 _1.s.
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TABU II. =AL-G4S IS'NTROPIC EKPANSIONS OF PARA.NYOROGEN
!;,	 TT = 200.0 K PT = 3.0
	
ATM RHbT = .368E-03 G/CM3 SVT _1956 * 041 14/SEC
MACH RE/" 7 CP/CV SV/SVT ..P/FT T/TT RHOIRHOT A•IA SV/SVT PIPT TITY RHO/ROOT A+/A:
! -------RELATIVE TO IDEAL GAS,VA1tUES---------
0.000 D... 190020 1.3467 t.10DOfl 180000 1.0000 1.0002 090000 1000100 1.0000 1.0002 1*0000 1.0000
t	 0050 .2645+07 1.0020 1.3466 .9998 .9982 .9996 .9906 00859 1.,0"000 140000 ' 1*0001 09999 .'995 7
.100 .566E+07 ton"17 1.1465 .9991 .9973 .9983 09951 .1710 1.0991 1.0007 1.0003'- 1.0000 .9958G	 :•150 .845E+R7 1.0720 1.3467 .9979 .9849 ..9961 098147 02547 100001 160005 1.0006 09999 69950
.200. 0112E+08 1.0020 1.3461 09963 .9735 .9931 09803 .3361 1.0003 160010 1.0011- 1o0:000 .99610
.250 .1382,+08 1.4019 1.3456 .9902 495110 .9893 0693 .4145 1.0024 16001.4 1400.17 .9999 09.960
.300 0164E+06 1.0019 1.3454 19911 .9416 .9947 69553 .4896 1011006 . 1.0022 1.0024 1.4000 .9.9836350 *168E+08• 1.11018 1.3449 19885 *9?16 .9793 6941? .5604. 1so all a irD030 1,0033 .9999 *9463
.400 .0211E+0a. 1.0016 1.3444 .9854 *9491 .9731. .9241 .6268 I.0D11 1.0039 1.0043 09996 09967'
0450 0233E+06 140917 1.3439 .9017 .8745 .9663 .9053 .6861 100014 1.0049 1 ► D054 .9998 699696500 .253E+06 14091' 1.3433 .9'76 041+2 .9567 .8850 .7443 1.0018 1.11061 12006? 09997 099724550 .27.2E+00 1.0116 103427 .473 8.8707 .9506 .8612 .7949 1.01022 1.0074 1.0061 .9997 099766600 ..289E+08 110"16 1.342t .9664 .79"? .9418 .8400 .6398 1.4026. 1.0066 1.0096 .9994 69970
.650 .305E+08. 1.0015 163415 4:9633 .7603 .9324 .n158 68799 1.0031 1.0099 100112 ".9992 49981
.700 .319E+06 1.001.4 1.3408 .9579 .7292 :9226 67909 .9124 1.0037 1.0115 1.a130 09991 .9916
4750 .331E+08 1.0014 1.3403 .9522 «6975 .917? 47651 .9401 1.0044 100129 1.0149 4.9967 .9958
08110 342E+28 1.0 11 1; 49463 .f6°6 19014 .7389 .9625. 1.0051 1.0146 1.0168 0985 .99931 850 8351E+06 1.0012 1.3392 .9+0? 0E3?5 06902 .7122 09793 140058 1.0161 1.0189 09960 09995
.	 .900 .35aE+08 100012 1.3388 .9338 06016 .8787 .6653 09910 1.0067 1.0176 100210 .9974 69998
.	 .950 .3611E+08 1.0011 1.3384 .9273 .57111 06668 .6593 .9978 100075 160190 1 * 0233 .9967 16008016008 .366E+08 1.00 . 1a 1.3387 .9206 .5390 .8546 .631; 1.0008 10085 1.0203 1.0256 .995.8 1.00001 * 050 0371E+06 t.0010 1.3380 69138 .5186 .8422 .06045 .9960 1*0095 169215 1.0279 *9946 1.O.M16100 .373E+08. 100009 1.3380 .9068 047"8 .8295 .5778 .9918 1.0106 1.0223 160302 .9933 .94961.150 .373E+00 1.0008 1.3382 68998 64500 .6166 .5517 09822 1.11118 1.0231 'x.0326 •_9919 69993,1.200 .373E+06 1.0008 103386 .8926 .4721 48036 05760 09695 160130 1.0237 1.0350 69903 #99901.752 03710+Q.8 104087 14319? .a R54 .3953 07903 65006 69537 140143 1x023.9 100373 .9684 699631.320 •360E+08 1.004 7 1.1416 .87a1 .3695 ,7768 .4762. * 9354 1.0157 1.0238 140396 .9662 04974
1 * 350 .364E+08: 1.1)40.6 1.3416 ..6707 .3449 .7635 .4524 69151 1.0171 1.0236: 1.0416 99840 099651.400 8360E+08 160006 1.3.23 .8633 03214 .7499 .4292 .6927 1.0166 1.2229 1.0439 .9813 .99531.450 .355E+0E. 1.09n5 1.3439 88559 .?990 .7367 .4068 .8697 1.0201 1.0216 1* 0458 69783 .99371.502 .34.9E+08 1.0005 1.3458 .8484 .2778 .7225 .3651 .8433 100216 1.0198 1, *
 4476 09750 099191 * 550 .342E+05 100004 103481 .8404 .2577 .7087 .3642 06169 14232 1.0176 1.0 .492 .9714 .96971.620 .336E+08: 1.00.04 10588 .8335 .2386 .6948 .3442 67895 1.024 1.0146 1.0545 .9676 .96741 * 650 .329E+08 1.0003 1.3544 .8?b0 87709 .6x0.4 .3219 *7619' 1.0?65 1.0113 1.0516 .9632 .98461.700 .321E+08 1 1 0003 163575 .8185 .2041 .6669 01166 .7340 1.0282 1.DO74 1 * 6S24 69569 098381.750 .313E+08 1.DOa2 1.3616 .8111 .1884 .6529 62890 .7059 160299 1 * 0030 100529 .9543 .976710600 .305E+06 140022 163661 .8036 .1737 .6389 02723 .6777 1„0317 .9978 1*11529 *9494 .975310850 .297E+0.8 1.00.02 183712 .7962 $1599 06249 .2563 .6497 2. 1l3:A 4 69919 1.0526 .9441 697141 * 9100 ..789E+08 1.00"1 1.;769 .7883 .'1471 061011 .2417 .6229 10351 .9654 1.2518 69366 .96741 6 950 .261E+98 t00R01 1.383? 87814 .1351 .5968 .2268 .3948 1.0366 09782 1.0506 .9329 .9631
2.000 .273E+08 1.OQOt 1.3901 .7741 .1240	 .5627
	 +2133	 .S681 1.0385 49705. 1.0488 .9271 .9567







MACH LOCAL	 !SENTR OPIC VISCOSITY THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY QRANOTL
EXPANSION COEE1= , WGM-SEC CAL/CM-SEC-K NUMBER
0 ,089 I .66231E-04 .37355E-93 .7025
.050 1.3223 .68213E-04 63734?E-03 .7025
.100 1.3638 .66153E-04 .37322E-03 .7025
0150 1.3E-1fl .68.052E-04 03?ESIE-03 .7025
.200 1.7530 .679L3E-04 .37224E-03 .7025
.254 !;3445 @67734E-04 .3TISIE-03 07025
.300 1.3514 .6751SE-04 .37063E-03 07025
.350 1.3472 .67265E-0 4 . 36961E-a03 07025
.400 193461 .66976E-114 .36644E-03 .7024
.450 1.3460 •66653E-04 .3671.3£-03 .7023
0500 1.3470 .66296E-04 .315570E-03 47021
0550 1.3458 *659111:-04 .36414E-03 .7019
9600 1.3432 .65494€-04 .36216E-03 97021
.651 1.3436 .65049E-04 .35939E-03 97037
.7110 1.3447 .64577E-04 *35644E-03 *7053
4750 1.3421 .64061E-04 .35335E-03 07068
.600 1.3431 ,63561E-9 4 .35013E-03 .7064
.650 1.3415 .6302"E-04 .34678E-03 .7096
8900 1.3410 6245!1 - 04 .34333£-03
• 
7112
0950 1.3403 .61877E-04 33978E-03 07125
1.000 1.3393 s51260E- C 4 *33614E-03 *7136
1.050 1,3399 .60665E-04 .33242E-03 .7145
10100 193360 .60123EE-04 .32862E-03 ..T151
1.1512 1.3393 *5939'3E-04 93247 7E- 03 67155
1.200 1.3397 .51273 @E-04 .32067E-03 .7156
i.250 1.3397 .56069E-04 .31691£-03 .7153
1.300 103401 .57i911.E-04 .31291'«-03 9?147
1.350 1,.3424 .56701E-04 .306-69E-113 .7136
19400 1.3420 .56002e-04 .30463E-03 07121
1 * 450 1.3436 .55294E-04 .30074E-03 07101
10500 1.3449 .54577E-04 .29664E-03 .7076
1.550 1.3472 .5385tE-04 .29017E-03 07103
1.600 103501 .53116E-04 .26353E-03 47128
11650 1.3516 .52374E-04 .27693E-03 97146
1.71111 1.3566 .51623E-04 .27030E-03 .7164
1.750 1.3608 .511665E-114 926366£-03 07177
1 .9110 1.3642 .501299E-04 .257110E-03 .7165
1.850 1.3686 .4932SE-04 .25034E-03 67189
16990 1.3741 .48543E-04 .24367E-03 67189
1.950 1.38,24 .47753E-0+r .23699E-03 .7164
x .01#11 163875 .46956E-04 .23031E-93 .7175
H.	 TT =	 300.0
	
K PT = 3.0 ATM RHOT = .245E-03 G/CM3 SVT =1311.496 M/SEC
MACH RE/M Z CP/CY SV/SVT P/PT T/TT RHO/RHOT A.w/A SV/SVT P/PT T/ TT RHO/RHOT Aw/A
-------RELATIVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES---R---
0.000 0. i dols 103699 1.0000 1.0040 1.00011 1.010013 0.0000 1.0900 180000 190000 t en sed 1.00011
9050 .179E+07 140018 1.3852 09997 09982 89995 09987 94863 10n400 100000 190000 09999 1.1004:.0
9In0 .357E+07 140018 1.3851 19990 .99x0 .9981 .9949 61719 1.O0fl0 160000 100001 .9999 1.10007
,150 .332E+07 i * ooi8 103850 .9977 09645 09957 69888 02559 09999 1.0001 100002 1.0000 1.0006
.200 .704E+07 1.01117 1.3847 .9959 .9727 .9924 .9402 .3377 09999 100002 1.00'03' 69999 160007
0250 .871E+07 1.001 7' 1,3844 09937 .9578 89881 .9694 .4165 19999 1.0004 .1.11005 1.0000 160007
.34141 .103E+08 190017 1.3840 09909 .9399 .963n ,9563 .4916 09998 100005 1.0007 09999 160096
.350 .119E+08 140017 1.3836 .9877 .9194 897741 •9412 .5627 09997 1.0007 160009 09999 160005
.480 .133E+08 1.0016 1.3830 .9840 08967 99702 99244 .6293 09996 1.0012 180012 160001 1.0006
.450 .147E+08 L60416 1.3824 .9799 98716 .9626 .9056 .6907 09996 190015 1.0016 L * 000i 160006
4500 .160E+08 1.0016 103817 .9754 .841.6 .9543 9885; .7467 09995 1.0019 1.0020 190001 1.0004
.550 .172E+08 I.ORi5 1.3809 19705 .8160 .9453 .4634 17970 ..9994 100022 190025 100000 190002
1600 .183E+08 1.0015 1.3801 .9651 .7862 .935E 08405 .8418 09993 140028 1.0030 1.0001 190002
0650 .192E+08 1.0014 i.37'71 .9595 *7553 .9254 .8164 98806 .9992 110032 1.0036 160000 160001
0700 .201E+08 1 * 0014 1.3781 .9535 .7237 .9146 .7916 99137 .9991 140038 1.0043 180000 69999
.750 .209E+08 1 * 0 1.31.1 1.17711 .9472 66916 .9434 .7663 .9410 .9990 1 * 0044 1.0050 .9999 09998
.800 .216E+08 190011 1.3757 .9405 9559E .8917 .7401 .9631 09969 1.0054 1.0059 1*0001 69999
9850 .222E+08 1.0012 1*3744 .9337 .6275 *8797 .7138 *9797 29989 1.0064 1*0068 190002 .9999
•900 .226E+08 100012 1.3734 89266 .5957 .8673 .6673 09912 09989 1.0175 1.0078 1.0003 1.0000
4950 .230=+08 1.0011 1.3715 69192 .56&.3 .8547 .66117 .9979 49988 1.0086 100089 1.0004 110000
1.000 .233E+08 I.0nI1 1*3699 .9117 .5335 *841 8 .6342 1.00.00 .9987 i.0098 L901o1 190004 1.0000
1.050 .235E+08 1.0010 1.34'x83 0904.0 .5034 18287 96980 .9981 1998? 190112 1.0114 190005 1.0001
14180 .236E+08 114009 1.3666 .8962 *471.2 08.155 858?0 .9923 *9988 1.0125 1.0129 1900055 190001
1.150 .237E+08 100009 1.3648 .8882 .4459 68022 65563 *9828 89968 100138 190L44 1.0003 100000
1.200 .?16E+08 100190 1036?9 .8802 .41P7 07889 .5312 .97113 .9989 1.0152 140161 190001 09999
1.250 *P'35E+08 i.0A08 1.3611 .8720 03925 .7755 85067 .9552 09990 1.0168 180178 100000 *9996
10300 .234E+08 1 * 0007 183.591 .8634 03.576 97621 .4629 09379 69992 190186 1.0197 1,0000 190000
10350 .232E+08 1.0007 1,3572 .8555 03437 .7y 67 .4596 09169 .9994 100200 1.0216 •9995 99997
1.400 .229E+08 190007 1.3553 .8473 *3210 .7354 .43711 98965 .9996 1.02!5 160237 99998 09995
1.450 .726E+08 190005 1.3533 *83911 .29°15 .7222 9415i ,8734 09999 190230 1 * 0258 *9984 .9992
10500 .222E+08 160006 103515 .5307 .2790 .7090 .3940 .8491 100403 1 * 0243 1110281 09976 49987
10550 .218E+138 1600115 1.3496 .8224 .2597 .69610 93737 98238 160007 1.0256 1.0304 .9966 09961
1.600 .214:+08 100005 1.3478 .8142 .2416 .6830 .3541 417978 19ooii 1.0267 1,0328 49955 *9974
10650 .?10E+118 1.04	 5 1.3461 ,8060 .?245 16703 .3354 97713 1.0016 140278 100352 99942 .9967
1.700 .705E+48 1.0004 1 * 3444 .7978 •2084 .6576 .3173 .7444 1.0022 190287 190377 .9927 99957
1 * 750 .200E+08 1.0004 1.3429 •7897 .1933 96451 *3000 *7171 1.0028 1.0290 1.0402 99906 .9943
14800 .195E+08 160004 1.3416 17817 *1792 .6327 .2836 .6900 1.0035 190294 190427 996a6 09929
1.850 .194E+08 1.0004 1.3104 .7737 07659 .62115 .2675 06630 1.0042' 1.0294 1.0452 .9863 *9913
1.900 .185E+08 1.0003 1.7;93 .7659 .153.6 .6084 92526 96363 160050 1.0293 190477 *9838 99896
10950 .179E+08 1,00113 1.3385 67581 .1421 05965 .2385 .6096 1.0058 1.0286 1:0502 09809 09675
20000 .171.E+04 110003 1.337E .7504 61313 .5648 .2249 05837 1.0067 160275 1.0526 *9776 99850
:.	 ,,. 	 9,999...-
	 R	 w	 9999
l .^
TAPLF
	 11.	 0--AL-GAS 1SENTROPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARAHYDROGEN
H.	 1C ON TINUE OW + _
MACH LOCAL ISENTROPIC VISCOSITY THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY PRANDTI.
EXPANST0N COE'Ef. G/CM-SEC CAL/CM-SEC-K NUMBER
0.D11R I .99634E-04 .4616 0E-03 .7098
.050 103681 aE9632E-04 9461471=-03 06896
.100 1.3842 .89545E-04 .46109E-03 .6896
.150 1.3923 a8940DE-114 .46045E-03 96897
0?00 103838 089198E-04 .45956E-113 96696
.750 1.3903 ,869411E-04 .45843E-03 .6699
0300 1038-38 .88629E-04 .45106E-03 .6900	
-
4358 1.3860 .88263E-04 .45547E-03 •6902
0409 1.3891 a87847E- 114 *45365E-13 06904
.450 1.3855 •87383E-04 .45163E-03 .6906
0500 1.3833 .86872£-04 .44941E-03 .6908
1550 1.3814 986318E-04 .44701E-03 06911
0600 1.3834 9 8572?E-114 .44444E-n3 .6914
.650 113797 9195038E-04 .44174£-03 .6917
4700 1.3791 04418E-04 9439112E-03 16919
.7511 1.3777 083716E-04 943617E-03 .6921
.800 1.3797 9 829841-04 .43322E-03 96924
.0850 1.3775 a82225E-04 *430i7E-n3 .6927
.901, 1.3761 .81442E-04 9427.04E-03 •6930
0950 1.3740 a90637E-04 a4.238SE-03 96933
1..000 1.3721 .79814E-04. .42057E-03 96937
1.058 103715 078974E-114 041726E-03 95941
1.101 1.3	 #16 0781??E-04 a41392E-03 06945
r'	 1.150 1.3660 97725 9E-04 .41054E-03 .6949
1.2110 1.3643 *76385E-04 .40715E-03 .6953
1.250
^;
1,03633 *75505E-04 .40369E-03 *6959
^:""	 1 .3R0 t .3033 974620-114 039991E-03 .69711
1.35a 1035811 073732E-04 0396.12E-03 05980
_	 1.400 103571 *72841E-04 •39235£-03 06990
1.450 1.3549 .71949E-04 .386611E-03. .6998
1.500 163527 .71058E-04 .36486E-03 97006
	 "--"
1.5511 1.3511 .713168E-04 .38519E-93 •TC12
10500 1.3491 .69281E-04 037752E-03 070iT
1.650 1.3479 .68397E-04 937390E-03 .7021
1.700 1.3461 067517E-04 9370321E-03 07222
1.75n 1.3428 .66640E-114 936677E-03 17020
10800 1.3431 06576FE-194 936327E-03 07016
1.850 1*3419 064900E-64 035832E-03 07037
1.900 1.3416 *6403TE-04 035293E-03 07065
1.950 103391 .531:79c-A4 034762E-03 0.7090
1 0000 1.33918 .6?325E-04 034236E-113 97112
T APL z III.	 ;LAL-'r AS ISEM*QOPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARAHYCPOGEN
TT = 35.11 K	 PT = 5.0 ATY	 PHOT = * 398* -92 G/CM3
	 SVT = 467.4€5 14/SEC
CP/CV SV/SVT P/PT T1 TT RHCP1 t4OT AK / A SV/SVT P/PT T/TT RHO/RMOT A"/A
-------RELATIVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES-------
9	 1.49133 1.01100 1001100 1.00011 1.0000 000000 140009 100000 1400.00 1.00011 1480008	 1.9 "t ? 0999=1 .9919 .9991 .9948 10895 69998 09996 99996 190000 1603.72
7	 10073n .9991. .9914 09955 09950 .1780 09991 09984 .9985 190004 190364
6	 1.9729 .9957 09839 09923 69A88 .2547 .g979 .9964 .9967 160000 1.03524	 1.9 7 2 7 .9924 .9504 19864 .9603 43468 .9963 .9938 .9942 1.OD00 1*03316
1	 1.q'?4 .9?82 .9485 .9780 .96 q 7 .4294 099*3 .9906 .9911 i*OD03 1.0318
9	 1
 09x31 04?68 09691 .9566 *511511 .9919 09865 19873 1.000.3 1.0293
5	 1.9715 .9772 .9024 .9595 .9419 .5775 09891 .9822 09830 160006 1.02682	 1.9712 .4705 . P754 .9474 .9254 .6441 .9.860 ..9775 19781 140012 1.0242
1.9716 09535 .8Y=9 .9349 .9079 .7049 09828 .9721 09726 189916 140212
4	 10717 0955' .8149 .97n? .8874 17601 19793 .9666 99670 190025 1941849	 1.9719 .9473 078?5 69061 .8665 /P094 .9755 09611 *9606 1.0036 1.01575	 169719 .9'184 .7489 18902 08445 .8524 .9715 09552 .9542 1.0046 1.0128
0	 109721 09290 .71+-9 .8736 08219 08696 .9674 .9496 09474 1.0067 1.0103
6	 1.9`21 09191 *EBP5 18565 .7995 *9?09 0631 •9440 .9404 locos? 100079a	 189'?1 19189 .646?_ 18360 .7745 .4465 .9587 .9364 *9332 160110 100056
1.9 7 29 ,8994 95122 .6207 .75113 .966? .9542 .9332 09258 1 * 0139 1.0037
3	 10 4 71 08876 65798 .8024 •7259 09919 09496 09283 .9183 1 * 0173 i.D022
9	 1.9712 .8766 .5462 07839 07016 99522 .9•r50 09238 ..9108 So0211 1604105	 1 .97116 *8654 .51r6 07652 0677:5 0998'9 .9403 99198 .9033 164? r56 1.00041	 100698 .16541 .49^-0 .746E 06533 100402 .9356 .9162 98959 160395 1400028	 1.9687 .8426 *4545 *72811 .5294 .9982 09309 .9129 98685 160358 1.00035	 1.9674 683i1 .4264 17090 06060 .9932 *9262 .9104 ,8812 100418 1400112	 109GED 68196 63996 66912 *5832 09851 092.16 09065 o8?40 160485 160025D	 1.9645 18980 .37+.1 0673? 15608 1974? 091711 09072 08670 160558 190044 .
7	 1.9621 .7965 135110 .6554 05389 .9619 .9125 99065 68602 1 * 0636 1*0066
5	 1.99611 67951 .3271 .6379 .5176 .9471 69081 09063 .8536 .	 1o0720 160099






00511 .4891 _+ 0,s .RBA




01nn .9714E +19 +470








. 759 659 0*: + n 9 .BTE
6809 .624r+0$ .R 7;
.850 .647*+110 .9`^
.900 .669E+09 .87•+
0950 .684E+119 . 1174





11259 .774c +119 *872
1139a .783=+09 .872




LOCAL IS = NTROPIC	 VISCOSITY	 T4ERMAL CONDUCTIVITY	 PRA1NOTL
EXPANSION CO5FF.	 G/CM-SEC	 CAL/CM-SEC-K	 htUMER
!1.004
	
I	 .19442E-04	 .72465E-04	 08131
.050	 1.7253	 .19381E-04	 .72223E-04	 .8133
.144	 1.71389	 .19335E-14	 .72035E-94	 91135
1150	 1.7153	 .19258E-04	 ..71725E-04	 18139
.200	 1.7171	 .19152E-04	 .71293E-04	 .8144
0250	 1.7271	 .19017E-04	 .70745E-04	 .8152
.300	 1.7043	 .18854E-04	 .70075E-04	 68161
.35t1	 117170	 .18666E-04	 .69297E-04	 .8174
0400	 1.7175	 .16454E-04	 .6841.4E-04	 .838.9
.450	 1.70!7	 .18219E-04	 .67423E-04	 08206
0500	 107119	 .17963E-04	 .66344E-04	 .8223
0 550	 107112	 .17689_-04	 .65364E-04	 08221
.6AR	 107431	 .17397E-04	 .64307E-04	 96219
0650	 1.7096	 .170.91E-04	 .631113E-04	 08219
.700	 107040	 .16772E-04	 .61994E-04	 (18221
.750	 1.7005	 .16441E-94	 *6074@E-04	 08226




0900	 1.6975	 .15402E-04	 .56750E-04	 08256
0950	 1.6971	 . i'504(-F-04	 .553901=-04	 03270
Joann	 1.694?	 .14688E-04	 .54010E -114 	 .8266
1 0 051)	 1.6871	 .14328E-04	 .5280 3E-04 	.8276
1.100	 1.6890	 .13969E-04	 .51551E-514	 08277
1.150	 1.6869	 .1361iE-04	 .50239E-04	 .8299
16240	 1.6835	 .13256E-04	 .48883E-14	 .8316
1.250	 116799	 .129115E-114	 .47492E-04	 98354






SATURATION . sOUN©ARY 4EAC4E %
A r AL-GAS ISEN*ROPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARANYDROGEN




-------RELATIVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES-------
1 * 0000 1.0000 1.0000 1 * 0000 1.0000
09998 .9996 09996 .108000 1.0360
.4991 .9984 .9986 69991 140352
09981 .996E 69968 100001 1.0343
.995E .9940 .9943 1.0001 160327
.9947 .9906 09912 ! * 0001 1*030e
.9924 09869 09674 1.9=40 3.028809898 69626 99631 1,.0 G Z 7 1.026409869 69777 69702 140010 100236
.9836 09725 .9729 1.0016 1.0208
09801 69677 09671 190025 1*0181
.9164 09616 09609 1.Q034 1*0152
.9725 .9560 .9544 100048 100125
69684 .9504 .9476 100065 110100
.9641 *9448 .940E 160065 100074
0959$ 99396 .9334 100110 100055
.9554 .9342 .9261 1.0137 100035
* 9510 99292 .9146 1.0168. 100020
.9465 .9246 09110 1.0206 100010
.9421 .9203 99934 1.0247 1.0002
19376 09164 48959 1.0293 1.0000
.9331 09129 06883 i.O345 1.0002
09287 09100 68808 1 * 0403 100010
.9243 09015 04734 1.0465 160023
09199 09057 .6661 1.0535 1.0042
09156 .9043 06589 1.0609 1.0065
99113 09036 88518 1.0691 100096
.9072 .9034 .8449 1011777 1.0130
.9031 09038 .9382 1.0870 180171
08991 09047 *8317 100967 140217
08951 .9064 08253 191074 160271
08913 .9083 .8191 1.1183 1.0328
09876 .9111 98132 1.1300 10393
.9840 9143 .8074 1.1422 1*0462
68805 49182 08.018 101551 160538
	
5.O ATM	 RHOT = .334£-02 G/C"3
	














.7155 .873 E 08218
.6811 .8567 .7983
.6470 48390 .7745















* 2301 .5533 94193










































B.	 TT =	 49.0 K PT =
"ACH RE/" 7 CP/CV SV/SVT
O.0Q0 on 99199 1.6676 160000
.05D .315E+08 .9196 10676 .9995
610.0 .7.88E +11 8 19198 1.8675 0908:1
1150 .it8F+09 .9196 5.8674 99958
.200 .156E+09 .9195 1.8673 .9926
.250 .193E+09 .9193 1.8671 .9885
1300 .229E+09 .9190 168670 .9036
.350 .265E+09 .9187 108667 .9779
.400 .298E+09 .9184 1.8664 .9714
.450 .331E+09 99181 108660 09643
.500 .361E+09 .9I77 1.8656 69565
0550 .1190E+09 .91'4 168651 .9481
.600 .418E+09 49110 1.8646 19192
.650 .444E+09 .9166 1.8641 69299
6700 .468E+99 09162 i.8fi34 09201
0750 .490E+09 19156 148679 091`99
.800 .510_+1!9 .9155 1006?4 .6996
.85'0 15c?9Efo9 0P151 108621 08889
.900 .547E+09 .9148 188618 08781
0 1950 0563C +09 .9144 1.8614 08671
1.000 .577F+199 .9141 108611 *8559
1.050 .590=+09 691 i8 1 .1696 .844E
1.i00 .602E+09 *9136. 109601 .8331
1.150 .612E+09 .913; 1.8595 08219
10200 .621F+09 69131 1.8589 681146
1.250 .629c+09 191?9 1.8501 .7992
1630ff .636E+09 .9127 1.8572 07874
1.350 .142E+09 .9126 1.0562 .7166
16400 .648E+09 .9124 10552 .7654
19450 .657E+09 691?.3 1.8541 .7^4;1 6 500 9655F+09 .9122 118530 67434
1.550 .658F+09 .9122 118516 .7325
16600 .661E+09 99121 118507 .7219
1.650 .662E+09 691?0 1.8496 0711'
1.700 .663E+09 0911pq 1.84M15 .7109
SA TURATIIN BOUNDARY REACHER.
TAEL = III.	 REAL-GAS IS°N TgOPTC EKPANSIONS OF PARAHYOPOGEN
6/	 (CONTI*UE01
"EACH LOCAL ISENTRIPIC VISCOSITY THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY P-RANOTL
cYPANSION COSFF. G/CM-SEC CAL/CM-SEC-K NUMBER
17 10 .0 .^ . I .215531:-04 .79421E-194 .7683
10 150 2.7137 .21489E-114 .79158E-04 .7685
.100 1.6975 .21440E-04 .78955E-0.4 .7687
0 150 1.7263 .21359E-04 .78623E-114 .7690
. ?R0 117168 .71246E-44 .T8159E-04 .7694
.^50 1.7045 .2i1fl2E-04 .77570E-0,- .7699
€ .300 107170 .20930£-04 .76664E-04 17706
.350 1.7093 .20730E-04 .76043E-04 .7714
.400 1.7112F1 .?0504E-114 .75158E-114 .7718
.450 1.7139 .?_0253E-114 .1'4174E-04 o7725
.500 1971188 .19981E-04 .73093E-04 47733
e .550 1.7004 .196811E-04 .71953E-04 .X740
1600 1.70.23 .19377E-04 .70742E-04 .7748
.65 rl 1.71125 .190511E-04 .69464E -44 17757
6700 116965 .18704E-04 .68127E-04 .7768
0750 1170111 .16355-E-04 .66743E-04 117760
0800 1.6924 .1799?E-04 .65315E-04 .7793
.851 1.6939 .17619E-194 .63669E-04 07803	 -	 -
1990 1.6941 .17239E-1+4 s62466E-04 .1605
` 0950 196913 .16855E-04 .61072E-04 07603
1+000 1.6904 .16466E-04 .59646E-04 07604
10050 1.6892 .16976E-04 .58194E- 114 .7408
10 tip 0 216A91 05685E-04 .56723E-614 .7814
j° 1 1150 1.6862 .15295-E-04 .55238E-04 .7824
11200 116869 114906E-04 .53749E-04 0 ?836r	
^, 10250 106838 .14520E-04 -52260E-04 •7451
16300 1.6840 .14137E-04 .00657E-04 .7857
1 .358 1,.6799 ..t3759€-04 .49427E-04 .7671
1.400 1067799 .13386E-04 .47973E-04 47895
1.450 1.6767 .13019E-91* .46559E-94 .7917
1 .500 1.6791 .1.26519£'-04 .45249E-94 .7930
1.550 1/6727 .27304E-04 a43955E-14 .7945
1.600 1.6741 .11957E-04 .42687E-04 .7963
16650 1.6714 .11617E-04 .41444E-04 .7984
10700 1. 670 .112!95£ -04 .4022SE-04 . son@
SATURATYON BOUNDARY REACHED,
TAAL-- TII-	 P - AL-GAS I+=NTROPIC EXPANS114'S nF PARAHYCPOGEN
C.	 TT =	 E0.0 K PT = 5.0	 ATM PHOT = .209E-02 G/C103
MACH RE/M 7 CP/CV SV/SVT P/PT T/TT RHO/P.HOT A*/A
06000 0. .97-4 1.7017 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 190090 4.0000
0050 .??EE+nP .9774 t.7il?z .994E 499'9 0999 P 09987 .0885
1 100 .45?5+n6 .9773 1.7Tt78 .94,15 .9916 .9968 09949 .1761
1155 .E74E+08 0 773 1.7035 49966 .9815 .9927 69885 02621
.200 .893E+08 9 9771 11 713 46 .9940 .9674 09871 09603 .3455
0250 ,111E+09 .9779 107059 19906 .9498 0980" 09696 .4558
0300 6131F+n9 .9769 1.7 11 7 1 09865 .92P7 .9714 .9566 .5429
.359 .1.51E+Og .9766 10 7 13911 19817 09047 09615 09417 •5737
9400 .171E+09 -9764 1.7108 .9762 .8780 .9502 01249 .6404
.450 .189E+09 .9762 1. 7 126 -9700 .84F9 .9377 .9064 07015
6500 .2061=+09 697139 1 .7145 09637 *BIRO 89241 -1!866 .7571
0550 .223£+09 .9756 I.TtE5 .9559 .78:6 .9094 .8654 .8966
.600 .238E+09 44753 16 7 183 .9478 .75?2 .8939 .8433 .8503
.650 .252E+09 .9750 107201 .9392 .7189 .1t775 08292 08879
.700 .266=+09 .9747 1.7 ?1.7 .9302 .E83E .86,15 .7955 .9t96
6750 078=+139 .9744 167237 . 9?Oq •E4q1 .R43n •7774 .9457
6890 .289E+09 097+.1 117?1:5 .9109 .E148 .8248 97476 09662
6850 .299 +09 49738 1.7256 .90a? .5412 .81165 .7232 49817
.900 .30RE+09 .9715 167?E5 .9907 .5+p2 .788-9 .6944 69921
0950 .316:+49 097,91 1.7 7 7" -8794 IF .769" 06749 09982
11000 . 324=+09 .97 it 1.7178 08685 04851 OTSO4 06494 160009
101150 .338E+09 .9'27 1.7?82 .8574 .4553 07315 .6254 19982
1.100 .336=+09 .97'4 1672P5 .81462 .4268 .712$1 .6018 •9931
10150 0341-+09 .97?? 1.72PE .8349 03995 .694? 05786 .985111.?ft0 .745=+fig .9Y°9 t.7?151: .8?;5 .3747 06751 -5560 .9?42
1.250 .348=+09 .9719 I072 R h 08122 .3492 .6577 05340 .9612
1.300 .351=+09 .9716 1.7? p4 611908 13260 .639P .5127 .9463
1.350 -3537+539 .9714 1.7282 .7996 .3042 .6222 .4919 .92961.4nQ .155_+09 •971 1.7 ?Rn •7184 .?816 -64515 .4718 19115
4.4x0 .3575+09 .9711 1.7 7 77 .7672 .2643 6580.11 .4524 98923
11590 .358=+09 •9749 1.7"74 47762 .2462 .5716 64336 .8721
1.550 .358E+09 09708 1.7270 .T453 .2?93 .5555 04156 .8513
1.60,1 .31,31E+09 .9707 1.7268 .7345 .2135 .5398 03983 08?99
1.654 .158=+139 .9716 1.7765 .7?39 .i9Ee8 :5245 038th .8182
1.700 .398E+09 69705 117762 .7134 01850 05096 .3656 67862
1.750 1357:.+09 .9744 1.7259 07031 91722 .4951 03593 67642
1.800 .356E+09 .9794 1.729E 46929 01$03 .4811 .33555 .7421
1.854 4,955E+119 .9701 1.7751 .64?9 0149? .4674 6 .9?t5 1120?
1.900 .354E+09 .97+13 1.7749 .6731 013P.9 -454? .3080 06984
1.959 .352E+09 -971,9 1.7745 .6635 812x3 .4-014 .?972 .6771
2.000 .351^+09 .971? 1.7243 .6540 01205 .4290 .7829 66560
SVT = 634.456 M/SEC
SV/SVT	 P/PT	 T1TT RHO.OPHOT	 AV/A
-------FELATIVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES-----,--
11000.0 100000 1.0000 100000 1.0000
.9999 .9996 99997 09999 100259
09995 49986 09987 09999 100254
.9988 09970 .9972 160000 160248
09979 .9948 69950 1.00'00 1.0239
.9967 69970 .99?3 1.0002 190229_
09953 69886 69869 190003 100215
49936 .9647 99851) 160095 149200
.9917 19603 09506 100007 1.0183
19894 .9750 .9757 1.0010 10163
.987" .9703 19703 100111E 1.0143
.4842 .9649 .9644 160023 140123
0 ,9813 .9595 09582 100034 1.0103
99781 09538 .9517 1.0946 1.0063
.9747 09462 .9449 160053 100064
09712 .9427 49376 1.0083 190047
09674 .9372 .9305 100i0E 110032
09636 09321 09$31 1.0134 1.0919
.959E 09271 09156 160166 160009
69555 09225 09060 160243 1.0004
.9514 o9182 .9004 1.0244 100000
09472 .9145 08929 1.0292 1.0003
09430 09112 .8353 10D345 100010
09188 09084 .8778 1.0404 160022
.9346 .9062 08705 10468 1.0039
09305 .9044 011632 1.0539 160062
.9264 .9033 08560 160$716 160091
09223 0902E .8490 100697 i0n:^3
.9183 69925 06421 1.0765 1.0163
•9144 19430 08354 100.879 1.0208
.9106 09038 08.286 160976 1.0257
091169 09055 08224 1.1084 1.0314
090x.? .9075 018162 1.1195 140376
0894 7 09101 •Slot 16).313 160443
o6962 .9131 *8042 1.1435 10 45f E
00928 09168 9T984 1.1565 1.4595
.8896 4.9208 .79?6 1.1699 1.0678
.8864 .9755 .7674 161839 149768
..8533 ,9306 ,7821 161985 1.0663
68803 .9364 .7771 102139 1.0965
08774 69425 .7721 1.229T 1.1070
TARL_ III.	 PEAL-GAS ISFNTROPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARAHYCR OGEN
C- [CONTINUEDI
MACH	 LOCAL IShNTROPIC	 VISCOSITY	 THERMAL CONOUCTIVITK PRANOTL
EXPANSION COEFr-7 .	 G/CM-SEC
	 CAL/CM -SEC-K	 NUMBER
k4
7
0.0110 I .29364E-04 .11279E -03 06931
.050 1.6368 .24287E-04 .11242E-0 3 .6931
.1110 1.6554 .29230E-04 .11214€-03 •6931
.150 1.6718 .79135E-04 .11169E-03 06932
020n 1.6664 .29004E-94 .11106E-03 .6933
.250 1.6740 .28836E-04 .11026E-03 .6934
0300 1.6651 .28633E-04 .10929E -03 .6936
.35 10 1.6705 .78397E-A4 .10817E-03 06939
. 4011 10669? .?6128E-114 .106 89E -03 .6943
.450 1.6679 .27829E-04 .10547E -03 .6949
.500 1.6738 .27501E-04 .10254E-03 .7850
.550 1.6718 .27147E-114 .101DOE-43 107052
.6Rn 1.6774 .?6764E-04 .99351E-04 .7056
965+1 1.675H .26369E-04 .97622E-04 07060
STUD 1.6786 .251949E-04 .95639E-04 .7065
.750 1.6801D .25513E -04 .93993E-04 97071
1800 1.6786 .25061E-114 .92104E-R4 07078
1850 1. * 6808 .74598E-04 .90185E-04 67085
. 900 1.6793 .24124E-104 .8 0234E-04 .7093
.950 1.681? .23642E-04 .86195E-04 07189
10000 1.6781 .23154c-94 .84145E-04 .7124
1. n 5R 1.6'g1R .22662E-04 .81713E-04 17175
1.100 1.6811 .22168E-114 .79727E-04 67188
10150 1.6795 .21672E-04 .77752E-04 .7201
1.200 1.6797 .21177E-0,# .75795E-04 •7214
1.250 t.6800 .20684E-04 .73862E-04 .1227
1.300 1 .6807 .70194E -n4 *7195 SE-04 .7240
1050 166769 .197DRE-04 .70095E-04 .7251
1.400 1.5778 .19226E-04 .68264E-94 .7261
1.4511 1.6775 .18750E-04 .66474E-04 07270
1 .51v n 1.6747 .1 82811 E-04 .64738 E- 04 .7277
10556 1.6777 .17817E -04 .63027E-04 •7262
10600 1.6744 . t7361E-84 .61365E-04 .7286
1.650 1.,6757 .16913E-Ow .59688E-94 .7296
1 . T110 1.6733 .16473E-04 .581135E-G4 .7306
1.75n 1.6753 .16041E-04 .564311E-04 .7316
1.900 1.6717 .15618E-04 .54864E-04 .7324
1.850 1.6'33 .15203=-0w .53339E-04 .T332
16900 1.b771 .1479PE-0* .51859E-04 97338
11,959 1.674' .14402E-114 .50421E-14 .7344
'.non 1.6715 .14015E-04 .490311E-04 .7351
V"I A P LE III. G=AL-GAS ISPNTROO TC EXPA4SIONS OF PARAHYC?OGEN
Do	 TT =	 80.0 K	 PT = 5.11	 ATM PHOT = .155E-02 G/CM3 SVT = 715.337 M/SEC
MACH PE/M 7 CP/CV SV/SVT P/PT TtTT RHO/RHOT A•/A 5v/SVT P/PT T/TT RHO/RHOT As/A
-------RELATIVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES-------
11,00D 0. .99?9 1.571E 16011on 1.0000 t.0004 1.00(10 t16OD00 160000 1.0009 1.0000 100000 160000
0050 .153E+08 .9979 1.5771 .9997 .9981 19993 .9988 60869 Ito-ODD 9988 09498 160000 100071
.100 .304E+08 ,9929 1.5739 .9989 .9922 n9972 .9950 .1730 09999 .9992 09992 160000 100070
.150 .454E+08 .49?8 1.575++ .9975 69R2E .993P .9889 .2575 .9999 .9982 .9983 160000 160070
0 200 .602=+08 .9927 1. 774 19958 .9694 09890 .9893 .3398 09998 ,9964 .9969 1.0000 1.0069
0250 .745E+08 .99,36 t.5A n 1 .9934 .95?6 09829 .9694 .4190 19996 .9949 .9952 100000 1.0067
.300 .685E+08 09925 1.5833 .94D6 .9326 .9754 09565 .4947 .9994 49927 49930 1.0001 1.0067
050 .102	 +09 .992k 1.5970 .9871 09096 .9667 .9414 .5661 .9992 .9900 .9904 190001 1.0064
.400 .115E.+09 .9922 105913 .9832 08838 .956P .9244 .6327 09988 .9868 .9974 !.0001 1.OQ6O
.450 .127E+09 09921 1,5960 .9789 .8557 .9456 99057 .6942 .9984 .9633 .9839 140002 1.0057
.540 .139E+09 49914 1.601 7 .9738 08256 .9334 18855 .7503 99978 .9794 .9600 1.0004 160053
.550 .150E+1)9 99917 1.6063 69681 479?P 09200 .R639 .8006 09971 .9750 69757 110005 1.0047
0600 .160_+D9 .9915 1.6126 99622 .7607 49057 .4411 8451 .9963 69703 .9709 160008 1.0042
.650 .169E+09 .9913 1.6188 .9557 97?66 .8904 .8174 08837 09953 9965?. .9657 1.0012 160035
0700 .178E+09 .991n 1.6251 19486 .E921 .874= .7930 .9164 .9940 19601) .9600 100018 100029
0750 .186E+09 099QB 1.6314 .9411 ,6571 .8575 •7679 .9432 99926 .9543 .9540 1.0025 i.0021
0800 .194E+09 .990E 1.6*79 .9330 .6224 .8401 ,7426 .961, 09910 .9487 .9476 1.0035 1.0015
9850 .200=+09 .9903 1..`440 .9243 158?0 .8221 .7171 .9807 09891 .9436 49499 190049 100010
.900 .206E+09 .9901 1.6501 .9156 .554? .8036 .6916 .9917 .9869 .9373 .9338 1.0066 1.0005
0950 .?11E+119 09899 11E5F9 6906? .,?12 17849 66661 09979 .9646 .9316 .9266 k.0085 !.0000
1.000 .716E+09 .9B96 1.6613 .8964 .4894 .7660 .6410 1.0000 .9820 .9264 .9191 1.0112 1.0000
'	 1.050 .220E+09 .9B94 1.6663 .8863 .1.587 97469 96163 .9982 .9792 .921!• .9116 140143 100002
¢.	 1.1110 .223-+09 .9892 1.670E .9759 *y?93 67274 059?1 0997.8 .9762 99167 .9640 160179 190007
16159 .926E+09 .9440 116749 .8653 64013 .7n8P .5694 .9843 .97311 .9124 .6963 1.0220 1.01315
1,200 .228'+09 .9888 1 1 6785 .8544 .3747 06899 95454 ,9732 419697 99088 08887 100269 1.0028
16250 0230;7+09 09886 1.6816 .8434 .?497 .671= .5231 .4x96 .9662 09057 0.8811 1.0325 1.0047
18300 .231E+09 .988Y 1.6842 98322 63260 .6529 05015 .94r3 .9627 .9032 98736 1.0366 100069
1.350 .232E+09 .9892 1.6864 .821D .7n36 .6349 ,48n8 .9273 .9591 09015 .8663 1.0456 160099
1.400 .233E+09 0988D 1.5882 08098 .2829 .6171 94606 .91)88 .9554 09002 06591 1.0530 1.0132	 -^
1.450 .233E+09 ,48T9 16689 7 07486 92633 .5998 .4413 88892 09518 .8996 08520 190613 i3Oi72
i.5D9 .234E+09 .9877 106909 .7873 42451 .5829 .4227 .8667 091.81 8997 .6452 160701 160219
1.550 .233E+09 .9876 1669k8 .7767 .2281 .5661 .4849 08478 .9445 09006 08385 1.0799 100272
10600 .733E+09 .9875 1 1 E9 7 5 *76551 .?122 .5503 6;878 98263 .9409 09021 .8320 1.0902 1.0330
10650 .232E+09 09874 1.6929 ,7547 .1974 05346 .3714 .8043 09373 99041 69257 1.1011 1.0394
1.700 .232E+09 09872 106933 .7434 .1837 .5194 83557 .7822 99338 49066 .8196 1.1125 1.0463
1.750 .2316.+09 .Q871 1.6935 .7327 01709 .5846 .3407 07602 .9304 .9099 68137 !.1249 1.0544	 --ter---
1.800 .?30'_'+09 99971 1.6916 .771?7 41590 .490P 93263 .7381 9271 .9137 18479 1.1376 1.0822
1.850 .229E+09 .9870 1.69 4 7 .7119 .1480 .4763 631?6 97162 09238 09181 .8024 161511 190709
1.900 .?27E+09 69869 106437 .7Dk6 .1377 .462A , ?994 .6946 .9206 19229 .7970 1.1651 100902
1.950 .226,+09 .9868 1.6936 ,64k5 ^1282 .449 ^ .2869 96733 99175 .92 F4 07918 141798 1.0902





R--AL-GAS I SENTROPTC EXPANSIONS OF PARAHYOROGEN
Do [CONTINUED$
MACH LOCAL ISENTROPIC VISCOSITY THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY PRANQTL
EXPAN TON COEFF. G/CM-SEC CAL/CM-SEC-K NUMSEP
06000 I 636269E-04 .14835E-03 67009
.050 1.5680 .36182E-04 .14775E-23 07049
.100 1.5576 *16125E-04 .14736E-e3 07009
1159 105683 .36030E-04 .14671E-03 47009
.200 1.5654 .35899£-04 .14581E-03 07010
.250 1.5663 .35730E-9 4 .14465E-03 47011
9309 1.5749 .35525E-114 .14325E-03 .7013
.50 1.5729 .35284E-184 .14181E-03 117006
0400 1.5753 .35007E-04 .14030E-03 .6992
.450 115808 .34697E-04 .13862E-03 x6977
.500 1.5876 .34353E-04 .13676E-03 *6%1
0559 195903 .33977E-04 .13473E-9* ..6946
1600 115965 .33572E-04 .13255E-03 .6932
8650 186010 .33137E-04 .13023E-03 .6919
0700 106097 .32676E-04 .12778E-03 .6907
0750 1.6113 •37190E-04 .12522E-03 06898
6809 1.6204 .31681E-04 .12255E-93 .6891
0850 1.6272 .31153E-04 .1'; 990E-03 96883
0900 1.6312 o39608E-04 L".1°23E-03 ,6874
.950 1.6344 .30049E-04 , i 1+.,51E-03 06870
10 ,000
 106435 . ?9478 E-114 .11174E-413 .6869
1.050 1.6477 .28897E-94 .10895E-03 .6872
1.100 1.6502 .28311E-04 .10616E-03 ,6879
16150 1.6536 .27721E-04 110336E-03 ,6891
10200 1.6583 .27129E-04 .99962E-04 .6946
1.250 1.66213 .26537E-04 .97407E-114 ,6954
1.300 1.6628 .25948E-04 .946924=-04 •6961
16350 1.6671 .25363E-04 .92425E-04 .6970
1.400 1.6652 .24182E-04 .90009E-04 06960
1.450 116684 .24208E-04 .87646E-04 96991
1, 500 1.6685 •23641E-04 .65312E-04 07005
1.550 1.6727 .2301S1E-04 .63007E-04 67021
1.600 1.6713 .22531E-94 .80556E-04 .7056
1.650 1.6699 .?1989E-04 .7840.6E-04 07070
11700 1.6698 . Z145EE-04 .76316E-04 .7584
16750 1.6732 .20934E-04 .74286E-04 .7096
1.809 1.6708 .2114.21E-04 .72315E-04 07108
18850 1.6717 .19918€-04 .70404E-04 67119
2.900 116706 .19425E-94 .6054RE-14 071?9
1.95n 1.6728 .16943E-04 .66749E-414 17138
2.000 1.6694 618472E-04 .65005E-04 .7146
^s^esr+e- â . y«:„.. 	 1«11:4 :=.., •.N 0,0,00_...:	 -...	 _.	 ._..	 0.000 0000.	 .. ..	 ..-.. _.	 ... _..	 -	 -.	 _. ..	 _.	 0000..	 ...-. .,	 ...	 ..	 _	 _	 .,	 ,
i
TA^L= Ii2. REAL-GAF T4ENTROPTC =XPANSIONS OF PARANYOROGEN
_.	 TT = 1000 K	 PT = 5.0	 ATM RHOT = .12 7E-07 G/CM3 SVT = 774.990 M/S=C
MAC44 G=/M Z CP/CV 5.V/SVT P/PT T/TT RH0/RH0T Aw/A SV/5VT P/PT T/TT RHO/PNOT A+/A
-------PELATIVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES-------
11.0+1' 0. .9987 1.4544 1.4100 t.00nfl 1.00011 1.9fl40 fl.Ot1104 1.0000 100000 1.0000 100008 1.0000
.050 .112E+08 .9987 1.4600 09998 .9943 09991, .9988 90658 100100.0 1.0000 09999 160081 99948
.t00 .7?4T+0R .8987 1..4697 09992 .9928 09977 09951 61709 1.000.2 09998 69997 1.0001 .9949
.i50 .334=+08 .9987 1.4518 69961 .4838 .9949 .9989 92545 100003 .9994 .9994 i.nVol 69951
.2110 .447^+nM .Q986 1.4635 09966 0971-R .991n .4843 .3359 i.40t16 .998 .4989 140000 .9953
.250 .C;4,7=+n8 .9985 104+656 .9947 .95:7 .98611 .8645 94144 160009 9983 1.0881 099570300 .649E+flR 99484 1.&68? .9925 .93E-7 09799 .9563 40894 1.0013 09971 • 9975 .9999 99459
.350 .747=+08 09983 1.4711 09998 .9151 99727 .9411 .5604 1.0018 89960 69965 09999 .9964
4400 484+1=+08 09987 1.4758 .9967 .89V9 0644 .9?47 06?69 1.00?3 49947 09957 89999 19969
0 450 .9311E+18 19981 1.479? .983? .8641 .955? .9105 .6884 1.0029 .9929 .4939 .9997 .9972
0500 .101?+09 19940 1.4839 89793 98354 .9449 .1849 97447 1 * 0035 49910 0992.2 09996 .9977
.550 .t0Q+09 .9978 164891 .9750 98069 ,9337 .8629 .7954 1.0041 09887 .9902 .9994 09982
.604 .117 :7 +0 9 .91177 1.4950 .9704 47731 .9215 08399 08405 1.0047 .9861 419876 .9993 .9987
.6511 .123E+09 .9975 1.51114 .9654 .7.+00 .9184 414156 .8797 t.0453 .9834 29852 09990 .99910
.7fl0 .179E+119 .9973 1.51183 09500 .70E-1 .8945 .7905 09131 119059 .9795 096.21 09987 69993
.750 .135	 +09 .9472 1.5158 .9542 .671a 08797 07648 .9408 1,4565 .9756 .9787 09964 .99950800 .14GE+09 ,09970 1.5?39 .1481 .6372 .4642 .7386 09630 i.00T0 09713 .9748 09982 69998
.850 .1455+09 .9968 1057?4 .9416 .611?E .8481 57171 9796 101174 09565 49705 04978 099960900 .148E+49 .9966 1.5414 .9x48 .r6Ai 0 9311 .6854 0991? 120076 .9614 .9657 .9977 100000
0950 .157E+09 ,gQE4 1. x 54 7 .9275 .5349 0813f +6589 69979 1.0078 .9560 09605 09977 1804181
14000 .155E+09 09963 1.5804 .9199 650?0 .7957 .6324 i.0004 1.4077 99502 .9546 .9976 1.0000i.050 .157E+09 .9961 105703 99119 .0700 .7773 .6463 .9979 1011075 .9441 0.9487 09976 09999i.in0 0159E+n9 .9959 1.49 11 ? 99136 .4xAi. .7586 65809 0992; 1.044 T1+ 1 938.1 .9422 09985 18080216150 .161--+09 .9957 1.5401 .8949 .»489 07397 45558 .9832 i.0363 09320 09353 ,9994 i.8041416200 .162;+09 09956 1.G 69° .88511 .3818 .7206 05315 19711 1.0053 09258 .9281 1.1:087 1.00061.250 .161.+09 .9954 10609? .8764 835=2 .?U15 95091 .9567 1.0.040 09281 .9201 1.01127 1.00141.300 0163=+R° .9953 16E1P? .8667 .?3111 .68?5 .4854 .9441 1.0025 .9147 ..9131 160052 1.00241.350 .164-+119 .9481 I.F765 08567 .x455 .6636 .4636 .9215 1604fl7 99096 .9055 1.0082 1.0036
10 400 .164E+09 09950 1v63J.? .8465 .?84c .6450 .4429 .9018 09987 99053 8978 1.0122 1.00551.450 .164_+09 .9948 1.E414 .8360 .2639 .626E .4229 08811 .9964 .9016 .8901 160169 1600x9
1.500 .163E+119 .4947 1.6v77 .8254 .2,#48 06086 04076 .8594 09939 .8987 .88?5 10224 1.10708
10550 .163-+09 .9946 1.6533 .8147 .?271 .5911 0858 08373 .9913 .6966 .6751 1010289 1.01.451.600 .162F+09 .9944 1.6582 .8039 .2107E .5749 03685 .8148 09085 ..8952 68678 140360 1.0187'1.650'
.161E+09 .9943 1.6624 07931 .1954 .55 73 03521 .7920 .9856 *8947 68608 1.8440 1.023510700 .t60_+09 .9842 1.6659 .7822 .1613 .5411 .3366 07694 09826 .8950 685*9 1.4529 1.029110750 .159E+09 .9941 1.6609 .7714 0168.3 .5255 03219 .7469 09796 .8963 :8473 1.0627 1.83551,600 .158E+09 .9944 1.6714 .7607 ,1563 4,5103 .3078 .7'245 .9765 68983 08409 1.0733 1.0425
14850 .157F+09 .9940 1.6734 .7540 .1453 .4956 .2445 .7024 .9735 69011 .8348 1.0846 18050215900 .156E+09 09939 1.E 7 :0 .7	 95 .13FO .4813 92616 .6806 .9704 .9046 .8209 190%7 1.05861.950 .1555+09 .9948 1.6763 .7?91 01755 .4676 0691 .6593 .9674 .9088 .8?32 101095 1.46762000 .1547-+A9 .9a-r7 1.6'73 67188 .11eB .4547 0?5R3 06183 .9644 .9137 .6177 !.1229 1.^772
TABL =
 I II.	 ?r AL-GAT IS r- NTROP IC EXPANSIONS OF PARANYCROGEN
	 --^
F. (CON1' I1+ ED1
MACH LOCAL IS:NTROPIC VISCOSITY THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY PRANDTL
EXPANSION CO =-FF. GfCM- SEC CAL ./CM - SEC -K N-UMRE1r+
0.000 i .42529E-D4 .1.9456E-03 .7092





.200 1.4573 042163E-04 .1916 2E-03 .?086
.250 1.4667 .42006E-04 .19040E-03 07082
. 8011 1 .46113 441815E,-114 .18691E-13 07076
.350 1.4'661 .41590E-04
-116716E-113 07070
94011 1.4737 .41332E-04 .113516E-03 .7064
.450 1.4720 .41049E-0-. .18290E-03 .7056
.5R0 1.4791 .471715E -04 .18048E- 113 .7048
0550 1.483.5 .40195.RE-04 .17767E-03 .7040,
060'0 1*4909 .79970E-94
-17471E-03 67032
.650 1.4932 .39551E-04 .17153E-03 .7024
.700 105995 .3910?E-Ow .16615E-03 .THT
0754 1.5079 .38 62 t --114 ,16466E-93 07047
.800 1.5162 .38117E-04 .161.06E-03 -6995
9850 1.5224 .37584E-04 .15729E-03 16965
.900 1.5328 .3702LZ-04 .15337E-03 016978
.950 1.5,+20 - ;6443E - 04
-149;2E- 03 .6974
1.000 1.5189 .3583 9E -04 .14516E-03 •6.974
-3 1.050 1.5584 .35215E-04 .14092E-03 06978




165782 ,33919E-04 .13386E- 0 3 •6919
1.5867 T3?53E.	 - 104 .130211E-9 3 06896
1.250 1.5g92 -t257gE-04 .12669E-93 16878
1.390 1.6065 .31900£-04 .12311E-03 .61866
1.6122 11958E-03 66859
^ 1.41f0 1.6?.411 ."t 9539E-714 11623E-03 .6849
1.450 1.6?9q .29861E-0,4 .11291E-03 ,6645 
1051211 1.6354
.291114 E -04 .10966E-03 06647
1.550 1.6427 .28525E-04 .10648E-03 06554
1.600 1.6-57 .278711E - 94 .10337E" - 13 .6866
10651 1.649' .-;o 7 ??at--714 .10034E-93 06861
1.700 1.6549 .26592E-04 .97222E-04 .6913---
1.750 1.6564 .25971E-04 .94571E-04 06921
1.800 1.6601 .25361E`04 .92007E-04 .6930
105n
 1 .6630 .24765E - 114 .89527F-04 .69%1
i . 9011 1 .£+638 *?4181E -04
 .87129E-04 06953
1.950 106652 *?3611E-04 -84796E-04 .6966




TT c 200.9 K
	 PT
7	 CP/CV	 SV/SVT
RFAL-CA' TSFN'TROPIC EXPANSIONS OF PAPAHyCGOGEN
5 * Q ATM
	 RIOT = of-17E-03 StCM3
	 SVT = i057980R M/StC
0.000 no Iona" 1.7478 1.0004
.050 .L73=+07 1, 0033 1.3475 .999A
0100 .943E+07 100033 1634.'4 09991
0150 .141E+4A 1.0033 1.3+.77 .9473
0200 6196:+r1y 1.09x2 1. '4 471 .996?
.250 .230E+08 1*On3? 1.346 7 .9941
0300 .273E+08 1.0031 1 * 3+62 .9916
.350 .313+08 1.11031 1.3458 .9986
.400 •'F?E+9P 1.4811 1.345.1 a9!15z
.450 .388=+08 1.19 1)9 10447 .941;+
.F00 0422E+08 1.0029 1,344? •9773
0550 .1.5IE+08 1.0027 1.3435 .9'28
.600 .482E+08 1.0026 1934 7 4 .9614
&650 .5108E+48 1.8475 1,34?3 .8628
* 700 .531E+08 1 0 0 fl?4 1 .3x16 .9574
.750 .551E*08 1.0023 1.x410 .9517
6800 .569E+08 1.0422 1.3405 .9457
•85.0 .594E+98 1 0 n n 7 1 1. :7 9 14 .9796
09110 .F46E+0a {.171719 14*=Q5 .9332
0950 ,606+08 1.001° t,3391 .9?66
t * 000 .E13E+08 10an17 143399 19199
16050 .E1 8*+08 1.0016 1 .?3F 7 .913'1
16144 .621E+08 1.0415 t.=367 .9n6n
1115D .E?2i+08 t.0n14 1.33+19 18989
1&200 .620=+OR 1.0013 t.3393 .8917
1&250 .617E+08 1.0012 1.3399 .894'.
10300 *613E+08 I,"11 1174n6
 .8'71
11350 .607E+08 1.0410 16-X416 .8697
1&400 .599E+08 1.0009 103429 .8623
10450 .591E+08 1.00 118 1.3445 085v8
1.500 .5P1,+O8 1.nRn7 1.3464 .8-+73
1.550 .571E+08 t,00117 1.;487 .8398
1,600 .559E+08 1*0006 1.3514 .8323
i0650 .547E+08 1,0005 103545 .8749
10700 .535E+08 1&0004 1.3581 &11174
1.750 .592E+48 1,09n4 1.36?t .0499
1.800 .5119E+08 110003 163667 48025
1,850 .4964+0R 1.0003 1,3717 .7954
10900 .482=+118 1.0002 1.377,4 .7876
16950 .469i+n8 1.0r?I? 1.34-X7 .7An7
2.OI10 .455E+OR 1.09"1 1.3Ql16 .7729
P/FT T/T7 +T 1401PHOT A•/A SV/SVT P/PT T/TT RHO/RHO? Aw/A
------ - i:ELATIV:E TO IDEAL GAS VALUES------ -
1.0000 1,99On 110000 0.0000 1.0000 100000 160000 1.0000 1.0000
* 9993 .99% .9997 .01159 1.0000 1.0000 160001 69999 .99E1
.9932 09983' *99µ9 .1711 1.0001 100002 180003 09999 .9961
.98'8 .9961 .9869 .2548 I 90170 1.000:6 100006 100800 41 9963
.97 T 5 19931 .98n3 . 3 16? 110002 190010 t.OQiO 100000 0996309538 .9893 09693 .4147 100003 1,0014 1000E 09999 .9964
.1414 .9846 .9563 .4897 10005 1.0021 1.0024 .8999 .99.65
.9213 .9792 .9411 •5605 1.11007 1.011?8 110032 09996 09966089F9 .973t .9'>41 06268 1.0009 1.003E 1 * 0042 .9998 09968
.87L3 .966? 09052 0688? 100012 1.0046 140053 09997 09970
.8479 09587 68849 .7443 110015 100058 1.0066 09997 49473
.6198 0950- .96311 47949 1.0018 1.0069 1.0080 •9996 19975
* 79 0 5 0417 *8401 &8398 1.17022 1.0063 100095 •99.95 •9979
.76n0 &9321 .8159 08749 1.0027 160096 100111 99993 09981
*7?90 .9224 .7910 49125 160032 1,0112 140128 &9993 09986669'2 .9121 67653 99407 100038 1.0126 1.0147 09940 09989
.6653 .91313 47394 096?4 1.N1145 1.0147 1.0167 .9967 09992
•6'1t ? .8901 .'1?4 .9793 1.9052 190157 1.0137 •99.113 59995
.EOiF .8785 16A56 09911 1.0059 1.0113 1.0208 09979 09999
.8666 .658,3 09978 1.0068 1.{3185 1&0231 09971 419999
.F31R .8545 .6316 1.0000 1.0077 1.0199 1.€125.4 0,9963 10000005n @3 .84?4 •60+7 09'979 1&01186 1.0210 1,0277 99952 .9999
.4786 &8291 OF 792 09919 1.0{397 1.0220 {00300 09940 09997
.4498 .8164 .5520 •9623 1.0108 160227 1.0324 09926 .99946L.219 .8134 .5262 .9693 1.0120 1.0231 1.0348 .99015 .9913
.39;2 07902 45012 09537 1.0132 149236 1.0371 69991 &99133
,3694 ,7768 04766 .9154 1.11145 1,0235 160393 09669 .9974
.3448 .763-X .4527 09150 1.0159 1.0232 1.0 ,015 .9847 0996463213 07497 .•9295 .6928 100173 1,022E 1*0436 *9822 .9954
* 2'S a 0 .7361 .4072 .8688 1.0188 1.0214 1&0456 .9793 09936
.2777 .7521 ,;855 98434 10020? 1.019E t.0474 .9760 .9920
.2577 .7085 616+7 68171 100219 190175 100490 *9726 0990092387 .6947 ,;446 87400 1.8235 1.0149 100503 0968.6 .9877
.2209 .6808 .32F4 07622 1.0251 1,Oii3 160514 .9646 .9850
.20 1,1 .6668 .3069 .7341 10268 1,00T3 1.0577 69601 .9820
.1 88 1, .6528 .?895 &71262 100285 1.0031 t60527 09557 0979141737 96388 0?727 .6779 I00302 .9979 100528 ,9547 09756
.1599 .6248 .2557 06509 1*0319 .9921 100525 *9456 09715
.1471 .6I07 62416 .6224 1.0336 19857 100517 .9402 09680
.1351 05967 ,2?'? 65951 180353 *9764 1,0504 .9344 .9636
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TAPL=	 IIi.	 Q=AL-GAS ISENTROPIC EX PANSIINS OF PARAHYCFOGEN
F.	 (CONTINUED)
MAC4 LOCAL
	 IS=NTROPIC VISCOSITY THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY PRANCTL
X P ANSION r'OEFF. G/CM-SEC CAL /CM-SEC -K NUMBER
04000 I 066423E-04 031459E-03 .7027	 -
. q 50 10*87 .6828EE-114 ..17403E-0'1 ..7028
,tun 1.3t8R .68225E-04 s37378E-03 .7028
.150 1113591 .611124E-04 .37337E-03 67028
11200 10351? .67983E-04 .37280E-03 .7028
.2 5-1 1.3481 .67803E-114 .372116E-113 07028
.z00 1.351' 4,6758EE-04 .37117E-03 .7028
.359 1.3483 .67331E-04 .37014E-03 .7027
.400 1.31+91 .67040E-94 .36895E-03 .7027
.4513 1.3485 .66716E-04 .36764E-03 .7026
.5Rn 10499 .66359E-114 .366?0E.-q3 .7024
.C58 1.3465 .65969E-04 .36463E-03 07021
.600 1.3482 .65550E-04 .36264E-03 .7024
	 -
4650 1.3455 r65102E-94 .35464E-03 07039
0700 1.3475 .646?PE-04 .35588E-03 47055
li 175 11 1.3445 .64129E-D4 .3537TE-93 117 070
.900 1.3445 .6360PE-04 ,35054E-03 07086
.850 1.3438 a61067E-84 .34718E-03 .7100
09110 103439 .62499E-04 .34371E-93 .7114
.95n t.3409 .61917E-114 .34.014E-03 .7126
t .011'+ 1.3414 .61317E-94 .3364.91-03 07137
1.0513 1.3409 , 607011E-114 0 33275E-03 7146











► 1.250 1.3424 .58097=-04 .31719E-03 07154
1.300 1.3412 .5741EE-04 .31318E-03 .7147
1.350 1.3425 .56725E-04 .30914E-03 67137
1 ,4nn 1.344; .560?SE-04 .30507E-03 .7122
' 1.450 1.3446 .5531FE-04 .30097E-03 .7102
2.500 1.3455 .54597E-04 .296185E-03 07077^
1.550 1.3485 .53670E-04 .29030E-03 97104
1.600 1.3509 .53134E-114 .28370E-03 97129
1.6" q 163529 .52391E-04 .27798E-94 .7149
10 1.3564 .51639E-04 .27045E-03 07165
1.750 1.3E-22 .508811E-04 .26360E-03 .7178-
1.900 1.3641 .50113E-04 .25714E-03 .7186
1 .85'1 1.;'01 . 49338E-04 .25046E-113 .7190
1 . 90'1 1.3753 , 48555E-114 .24378E-03 07190
t.950 1.3800 .47765E-04 .23710E-03 .7185
2.000 1.3874 .46967=-04 .23041E-Q3 .7176




TARL- III.	 4=AL-GAS I 1z cNTP0PIC EXPANSIONS OF PARAHYCROG£N
Tr = 300.0 K	 P T = 500 ATP'	 pwOT = .40Ac-03 G/C143	 SVT =1313.208 141';=-C
MAC H	 PC714	 ?	 CP/ry	 SV/SVT	 PI O T	 7/TT R"HO/ R'HOT	 A •/ A	 5V/SVT	 P/PT	 T/TT RHOIRHOT
	 AF/A
-------FELATIVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES -------
04000 0. 1.0830 1.3702 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 010000.
6050 .798=+17 1.0130 1.38.E .9997 .9gp3 09995 19987 .0863
.10o .595:+07 1.0379 1.3155 .9Q90 .'}932 .9981 .9951 .1720
.1411 .317E+07 11" 1 9 1.34 =13 .997' •OALF .9957 .9849 .25611
.200 .117_ +nR 1.111179 1.x 1 .1 .9959 .9727 .9923 .9802 .3378
.250 .t45=+138 1,0029 1.'1941 .
	
19,936 .9576 .9881 .9693 04165
0300 .172E+08 1.0078 1.3844 19908 .9399 .9830 ,9563 14918
.350 .197-+09 100028 1.3439 09075 .91,14 .9771n .9417 .562.8
.409 .^27=+08 t.nR^7 +1:4x4 .9139 .8965 .9701 .9243 .6?93
0450 045E*08 1.0426 1.38?7 .9798 .8713 .962'K .9055 06906
.500 .?66£.+08 1.0026 i.3'4?0 19'52 .Fvt-4 .954? .8'852 .7467
.550 .286E+011 1.0025 10813 .9702 .81:9 .945? 08636 67972
0600 .3114E + na 1.InP4 1. 'ffSn4 .9644 .78E7 . 9 356 . 806 .8418
.659 .371"+	 0 1. n1 73 103795 .951? .74E1 .925; 48166 08807
.7110 .3?5E+0q 10002? 1.3784 .9G 31 .2235 .4114E .7917 09137
0750 .34AF+98 1.0022 1.3x''3 .9461 0x915 .9033 .7661 .9411
.000 .359E+0° I.n021 1.3'E^ .940'3 .6503 .691E .74Mt .9524
.850 .x69=+08 i.0g?0 1.3747 .9332 .F?72 .8796 .7148 09795
.900 .377E+08 1.0419 1.1733 .9251 05954 .867? .6873 .9910
.950 .383E+Oa 1.0013 1.3718 .9187 .56-1 .8545 466OR .9978
1.000 .388E+08 100017 1.3702 .9112 .5333 .8417 .6344 1.00dn
1.050 .*91:.+n9 1. n Q16 1.301,6 09135 .F1=? .8?8E .64 81 09980
1.1011 .;97E+0A 1.01115 1.3664 .8956 .471.11 .8154 .5822 .9921
1.150 .394: + 08 1111015 1.3651 .8875 •L4 47 .$021 . 5563 .9827
10290 .3934+0B 1.0014 t 35?2 .8795 IF4 .786 .5314 .971!2
1.250 .3427+n1, 1.n1!13 1.x61] .871.7 o39?4 .7754 .51169 09552
1.300 .'1197+08 1,nn17 1.35Q4 .8631 .*675 .76?0 .48,4? 49378
18350 .386;+08 1.0012 1.3574 .8548 .3436 .7486 04584 .9179
1.400 .391E+08 1.0011 113555 .8465 43?10 .7353 9437.3 .8965
1.450 .376=+0H 1.0'1110 113536 9838? .2994 17221 .4t5+ .8734
1.500 .?7QE ► OS 109nn9 1.'15]" .8,19q .7790 .71169 .39¢3 .8491
1.550 064E+08 1.9009 1.3498 .8217 02597 .695q .3740 .8240
1.600 .357E+08 100008 1.34Ft0 .8134 .2416 .6830 .1545 07960
10650 0348-+08 1.0110A 1.3463 .8052 .22+.5 .6702 .3357 .7715
1.700 .347E+08 1. n n97 10446 .79711 .2004 .6576 ON 176 .7444
1.750 . 333_ +00 1.01117 1.;431 67869 .1933 .6451 93003 07173
10900 .3?5-+08 1.11906 1.3418 07809 .1792 .6327 .?839 .6902
1.8513 . 317E +0 8 1.0096 103406
 .7°29 .i660 .6205 .2681 o6632
1.900 .308_+00 110005 1.3394 .7651 61536 .6084 4?531 .6365
1.950 .199E+08 1.09 n5 1.3187 .7573 .14?1 .59164 .2309 .61no
20000 .291E+01, 1.0004 1.;380 .749f, 41313 .5844 .?25? 15839
t.0o0O 100000 160000 160000 L.nnnn
100000 100000 1.0000 100000 140011
1.00OR 16900? 180001 1.0001 1.0012
09999 1.0002 110002 1.0001 1.0011
.9999 1.0002 100003 1.0000 100009
.9998 160002 100004 .9999 100007
09997 100004 1.0007 .9999 160007
29996 100006 1600119 09999 1.0007
09995 1.0010 1.0012 1.n001 i.On07
.°994 1.0012 1.0015 L.00ue 1.0005
.9993 1.0016 1.0019 100001 1.0004
6999? 1.0021 1.0024 180002 i.O004
09990 160025 1.0029 190002 1.0003
.9989 160031 1.OD 35 1.0002 1.0002
.9988 1.0036 1.0042 1.OQOi 140000
0991,.6 1.0042 1.0049. LOOM 19998
4 4 985 1.0049 160057 160001 .9997
.9984 168060 1.00"67 1.0003 69998
0983 L.0070 110077 1.0004 9999a
19982 1.0082 110088 190006 .9999
09981 161095 1.0100 lo000e 1.0008
09981 14;0108 190113 1.0008 190000
09981 100121 150127 'Lou g ee 100000
09981 1.0134 1.0143 140007 .9999
09982 1.0148 1.01559 L.0005 09997
09x3 1.0L65 t.9177 190005 .9996
.99.84 160183 1.0195 160005 1.0000
.998E 1.0197 1.0215 100000 .9997
69981, 1.0214 1.0236 09997 .9996
09990 1.02?7 1.0757 09990 69991
.9994 1.0241 160280 .9962 19987
.4998 1.0255 160303 99975 09963
1. g fl02 1.0268 1.0327 09964 .9977
t.D00T 1.0279 1.0351 .9952 .9969
Lent? 1.0265 1.0376 09935 1995?
L.00ia 1.0291 190401 09917 99945
160025 190295 1.0427 09897 .9932
1.0032 1.0295 t.0452 19874 09916
t.0039 1.0294 1.0477 .9849 69899
1.0 148 160288 1.0502 09821 69879
1.0056 190277 1.0526 09788 .9854
TABLE III.	 REAL-GAS ISENTROPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARAHYCROGEN
G. 1CONTINUF131
t
MACH LOCAL ISENTROPIC VISCOSITY THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY PRANDTL
EXPANSION COEFf. G/CM-SEC CAL/CM-SEC-K NUMBED
11.0040 I .89665E-04 .46i8DE-03 17100
.050 1.3858 *69681E-04 .46167E-03 06699
.190 1.400 6 .89593E-04 .4612SE-03 06900
8150 1.3669 .89448E-04 946064£-03 06900
4200 1.3854 .89245E-0 4 .45975E-43 06901
,250 1.3846 .88987E-04 .45862E-113 .6.902
1300 1.3904 *88673E-04 .45724E-03 .6904
.350 1.3892 .68397£-04 .45564E-03 06905
.400 1.3981 .87990E-04 .45382E-D3 .6907
.450 1.3850 .87424E-04 .45179E- 83 06909
1500 1.3866 .86912E-04 .44957E-03 *6932
0550 103860 .86356E -04 .44716E-03 .6914
.600 1.3836 .85759E-04 .44458E- 03 06917
9650 1.3828 .85123E-04 .44190E-03 96920	 ^-
0700 1.3803 *8445ZE-414 .43918E-83 06922
1.750 1.3811 .83747E-44 .43633E-03 .6924
.800 1.3763 .83014E-04 *43337E-03 .6926
.850 1.3794 .82253E-84 .43G32E-03 06929
0900 113769 •81469E--84 .42719E-03 06932
19510 1.3763
.80662E-04 .4239SE-03 .6935
10000 1.3743 .79838E-04 .42072E-03 *6939
10050 1.3717 .76997E-04 .41741E-03 .6942
1.1013 163699 *76144E-04 941406E-03 96946
1.1543 1.3667 .772796-04 .4106SE-83 66951
11209 1,3652 .76405E-04 .40729E-03 .6955
19250 1.3659 .75524E-04 *40362E-03 06960
10300 1.3639 .74638E- 04 .40003E-13 .6971
103511 1.3585 .73748£-04 «39625E-93 86961
!.4011 1.3587 .72857E-04 .39246E-03 .6991
1.450 !.3548 .71965£-04 .38873E-03 .6999
11.500 1.3535 *71973E-04 .38504E-03 07007
10550 1.3526 .70183£-04 .38131E-03 874113
1.600 1.3502 .692 9SE-84 .37764E-83 07016
10650 1.3453 *68411E-04 .374412£-03 .7021
1.?00 1,3451 *67539E-04 -	 .37043E-03 07023
1.750 1.3446 .66652E-04 .3668SE- 03 *7021
1.84111 1,3439 .657811E -104 936337E-03 17916	 -- °--
1.8541 1.3419
.64911E-84 .35841E-03 17038
18900 1:3419 .64048E-04 .35303E-03 07066
1.950 1.3405 .63i9UE -14 .34771E-03 .7091
Z.00D 103389 . 62336E -04 .34246E-03 0.7112
IV*	 RI-AL-GAS Ii_N T ROPIC EWPANSIONS OF PARAHYCPOGEN
	PT = 8.0 ATM
	 ROOT = .566E-0? G/CM3
	 SVT = 51'1.370 M nEC




-------PELATIVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES-------
:.r
f	 TAPLt
A.	 TT = 40.0 K































0.000 0. .$580 2.0436 100900
0050 .640=+06 .8680 7.0,437 .9995
011ie .128E+ne *857A '.PAT? .9971
.150 •1917+e9 O8F76 7.0437 09053
.200 .252E+09 .8572 2.0437 09918
.250 .313ti+09 .9668 2.0436 .9872
.300 .?712+09 0866? >.943s .9618
0351 .428E+09 08656 '> 0435 .9755
0400 04831:+09 .8650 2.0433 09684
.450 .535E+09 .8642 2.0430 09696
0500 .585E+09 .8635 2.0427 09521
.55n .632E+109 .86?7 7.0427 99431
0600 0676E+09 .8619 ?00417 09334
0650 .718E+09 .8611 2.0412 09234
9700 .757E+09 .8613 2.04115 .9129
1750 .793E+09 OA595 ,.n347 •'912'
.SOD .8T_6E+09 *8587 .n 4e= .8913
.850 .857E+09 .8579 2.0409 48803
0900 .086E+09 .8571 2.0x17 .8691
.950 .912E+09 .8563 201474 .8577
16000 .915£+09 .8556 ?•11429 .0462
1 0 050 .957=+09 91549 2,0433 .8347
16100 .976E+09 .8543 2.0435 *8?31
1.150 .993E+09 18537 700433 48114
142011 O10iF+iii .8531 ?.n4 ?8 .7998
1.?50 .192E+'ln 065'>5 7.0+.29 07881
10300 .103E+10 .8521 2.4409 0776610350 .i94E+10 08516 790394 .7651





6 4 659 491!61 .9694
99473 .9785 09696
* 9 7 55 69697 0568












.51 LY e .7640 96793
.4814 .7453 .655?
.4521 .7267 .6317







* ?6;P *5864 *1.611
SATURAtION 91UNDARV REACHES*
194009 1.0000 100000 100000 1.0000
.9997 09996 .9996 1.0000 180433
09989 69902 .9965 1010000 1.0424
09976 99961 .9966 1.0000 1.0410
09957 09932 099,40 4010002 190392
09g34 .9894 09907 1.0002 19036809906 0.9851 49860 1.0404 1.0'341
09874 69803 19823 16.0008 16031209838 .9750 09772 190013 10026009799 .9693 .9717 1.0020 1.0245
09756 09636 49657 1a0031 LOOM
09712 .9576 .9594 1.0043 100177
.9665 .9516 .9528 100059 i.0144
.9616 69458 .9460 i.0079 1.0114
.9566 09401 99369 160103 1.0085
19515 .9346 .9317 100131 100060
119467 .9293 .09244 1010163 14003969418 .9241 69169 1010198 1.0022
.9368 09194 .90-94 1.60239 1.0010
09319 09152 .9019 1.026E 1.0003
99270 09112' .8943 190336 .9999
.9221 09080 .6669 100395 160003
6903 .9053 08795 1,0459 100011
09124 0903? 06723 100529 160025
09076 09018 *8652 100605 1.0045
09029 *9012 .6583 160690 1010072
08963 *9012 x631.7 160780 1.0105
.8937 09019 .6452 1.0676 1.0143
* 8892 09032 08389 100979 Lantos
* 8849 *905+. 98329 1.1090 100240
s	
^.
TABLE IV * 	REAL-GAS ISENTROPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARA14Y€1ROGEN
A. (CONTINUED$
MACH LOCAL ISENT ROPIC VISCOS ITV 	THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY PRANDTL
EXPANSION COEFF' * GfCM-SEC CALfCM-SEC-K NUMBER
96901) I •22199€ -04 *84287E-04 08278
0050 1.7849 .22131E-04 .83978E-04 06283
0100 (.7431 .22077E-04 .63773E-04 .0264
* 1rs0 1.7537 .21989E-04 083431E-94 *8266
.200 1.7614 .21856E-94 .82953E-04 .8269
* 250 1.7457 .21712E-94 .82331E-04 .6293
0300 1.7497 .21527E-04 .81566E-04 .8301
0350 147521 .2131.2E-04 .80656E-04 .8314
.400 1,.7449 .21069E-94 .79593E-04 .8332
.450 !.7411 .20602E-94 .78765E-04 .8314
0500 1*7444 .20512E-04 .77705E-04 08317
0550 1.7352 020200E-04 .76494E-04 48326
0640 1.7345 .19671E-04 .75157E-04 .6342
* 650 1.7327 .19526E-e4 .73698E-04 .6367
.7.00 1.7279 .19167£-04 .72133E-04 .8399
* 750 1.7246 .10796E-04 .70616E--04 .6423
0800 1.07201 *i6415E-04 .69032E-04 *6452	
-
0850 107173 .18625E-64 .67454E-04 .8471
.90n 167175 .17628E-94 .65976E-04 .8476
0950 1.7159 .,7227E^-94 .64326E-04 08500
10000 1.7094 .161123E-04 .62616E-04 98595
1 * 050 1.7123 *i6W E-04 .61292E-04 06512
11199 1*7071 .16013E-04 *59743£-04 *6524
Ca d 1.150 1*7051 *15610E-04 .58161E-04 .6541
1.200 1.7013 015210E-94 .5661.2E-04 .6563
14250 197007 .14814E-84 *55046E-04 06591
10300 106970 .14423E-94 .53760E-94 *SS77
1 * 350 1.* 6914 .14937E-04 052479E-94 .6575
'!^ ►d 1.400 1.6871 *136550E-04 *51123£-04 .8590
1 * 450 1*6864 *MS EE-04 .49726E-04 *8621
SATURATION 9017N13ARY WACHED*
R-- AL-GAF TS r N'fR()PIC
 EXPANSIONS OF PARAhYCOOGEN
8.11 ATM	 RHOT	 , 481E-02 GICM't	 SVT = 541.451 MISEC
P /PT T/TT RHO/RHOT A*fA 5V/SVT PIPT TITT RHOIRHOT A*IA
--- ----RELATIVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES ------
1.00Oa 1.00011 1.0000 8.0000 .100000 1.Dv0h 100000 1,0000 %.0000
.9979 99491 19988 .0897 09998 09996 09996 110000 L040019913 .996E 99449 01765 09990 49982 69995 69999 100391
.9Rn8 .9922 .9889 02655 09978 09963 .9967 160001 100360
.9661 .986? 49804 .3497 .9962 .9935 .9941 1 * 0001 1.0364
* 9478 09757 69696 .4395 .9941 69699 09909 isalW 100343
.9261 .9696 .9568 *.5070 09916 09856 09870 1,0004 100319
. x+014 .9591 99420 .5789 09887 99511 69826 1.0006 1.0293
.8 7 -1 ,9473 09254 ,6454 .9854 .9760 ,9776 1.0012 1.0263
.8445 .9343 .9072 .71163 .9619 .9795 09721 1 * 0019 1.0233
.111 :; .920ry 68877 .7614 09789 .9548 ,9662 140928 1.0202
.7806 09051 .6668 ,8104 *9738 .9588 ,	 09599 100039 1.0170
.74 7 1 18392 .8458 .8533 .9695 .9529 .9532. 190454 1.0139
071?9 .872E .A223 .8903 ,9650 ,9469 ,9463 190072 1.Oi10
.6706 •8554 67991 *9215 •9603 •9413 .93$2 160495 1.6084
.E4*3 .8377 .7754 .9469 0 9555 .9357 0937.0 1.8122 100060
46134 .8196 67513 •9670 *9507 19304 *9246 1.0153 1x0040
.5770 .801~.1 07271 .9829 09458 092 55 .9111 100189 1.0023
.54L5 .7820 0'028 09922 .9408 09208 69096 140229 i3O01''.
.5t?9 .7641 .1'756 .996E .9359 09167 .9021 1.0274 1600112
. 4 8?3 .7455 .5546 160000 09310 49130 .8945 1.0326 160000
.45?9 ,7268 .6309 09083 ,9263 09097 .6971 100362 1.0003
. c.2^7 .79+12 .6075 .9933 .9216 69069 68796 1.0443 16002.2
*3978 .6896 .5844 99852 49170 .9444 ,8722 100599 1.9024
.??'? .6715 115629 .9747 ,x125 .9026 .8650 160582 100043
.?L A O .6536 .5402 .9619 090130 29013 48576 i,tT6i 1.00690? - a .635!1 .5198 09411 .903E 09006 .8508 1.T.'44 1.0099
.30"44 06195 .49°2 09307, 0.8993 ,9004 .8439 100835 1801:15
0?8'Z ? .E015 .478j .91311 •x3950 .9011 48372 10934 2,0179
12641 .5848 04599 0894? .8999 69023 .8307 1.1037 1.0229
.24E2 .5686 .4402 .8742 ,6868 .9040 .8244 1.1146 1.0282
.2296 05527 .4223 .8538 08829 .9065 06193 1.1264 1.0345
,?140 6537 A . 4059 . 8;27 08790 .9094 .8124 1,1385 1.9410
.1994 .5?2; 01884 88114 .8753 09132 08067 1,1915 1,0465
,1859 05077 .3724 .7897 08717 .9174 ,8012 1,16511 1,0563
.1732 .4936 03571 07680 08681 .9223 07959 141791 190648
.1614 *4791 *;424 .7467 .8647 .9276 07908 1*%938 168730







R.	 TT = ♦5.9 K	 PT =
MACH	 pE/M	 7	 CPit'V
	 SV/SVT
0.000 a. .9087 1.9195 1.0a a 0
00511 .54RF+n8 .9086 1.9186 .9°95
.Ina .108E+09 .90115 ±.8187 .9980
.150 ..161E+09 .9093 1.9188 .9956
.200 .213;+09 .9080 1.9189 09422
.250 .264+09 .9076 109190 .9°?3
.1011 *;13F+09 ,9a7t 1.9101 .98[9
$350 .361E +119 .906E 1,910 3 49769
.400 .4117E+09 .9061 1.9193 .9709
0450 .45 11+09 .9054 1.9193 .9626
4511 11 0493" 09 .9n 48 t*9t47 .9544
.55 P .F3g7+119 .91141 1691911 .9457
.600 .569E+09 .9034 1.9t9 R .97464
0650 .604E+09 .9027 109184 99266
0700 063E =.a
 .9ozo , c t91 .916»
* 7so .666E+09 091113 :74 .9059
0800 .694E+99 09a[17 11*91601 08951
0850 .719'E+09 *g9ao 1.9161 .8940
0900 .743E+n9 .8994 1.9153 68725
.95n .764E+ll9 .A987 1.gt44 08EIL.
1,000 .7832+119 .+9111 1.gt35 .8499
1 * OGa 0879=.109 .89'6 1.9133 .8394
1.104 .816c,+09 11970 1.9131 .8'79
1.159 .8297+09 .1065 10179 .11155
10? 1111 .841E+09 .89611 1.4t;,7 *89411
1.2511 .ah?,:+09 .8956 1.91? = .792E
1.300 0861E+a9 .9952 1„91'0 .701,
1.350 .869E+119 .8945 1.011E •7t 98
2.4119 .876=+09 .8945 1.910 4 .7586
1.450 .851E+a9 .8942 1.9099 .7475
1.500 .1486E+09 .8939 1.9099 47365
1.550 .889E+09 .8936 1. 8 07 7 67256
10690 .@92E+09
.8935 1.9064 .7149
10650 .894E+09 .8931 1.9051 ,711+3
10700 .895E+09 ,8931 1,91136 *6939
10750 0895£+09 *8930 1,9021 06837
10800 .895F+09 .8928 1.90117 .6736




	I11.	 REAL - GAE	 IS- NTROPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARAHYOROGEN
Be (CONTINUED)
MACH LOCAL ISENTROPIC VISCOSITY	 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY PRANDTL
EXPANSION COEFF4 GJCM-SEC CAL/CM-SEC-K NUMBER
96900 I .74137E-04 .91348E-04 97736
0050 167551 .24066E-04 .91029E-04 .7740
.100 1.7157 .24011E-04 .90779E-04 07742
6150 107548 .23.920E-04 .90372E-04 •7747
.200 1.7346 9?37932-04 .89399E-04 67769
F	 ^^ 0250 1.7373 23fi33E-0.4 .88765E-04 07790
0300 1.7341 .23440E-04 .87902E-04 .7794
.350 1.7372 .23216E-04 .87954E-04 .7801
.400 1.7321 .22964E-94 .85961E-04 07612
a	 A .450 1073114 .2?684E-04 .84063E-04 ..7815
1500 1.7307 .22300E-04 .83642E-04 67825
6550 1.7242 .22054E-04 .62238E-04 07837
4600 1.7253 .21708E-04 .00785E-04 .7652
x 0656 1.72fa .21344E-94 .79254E-04 .7669
.700 117231 .70966E-04 .77646E-44 .7869
6750 117176 .20574E-04 .76144E-04 .7894
6840 1.7157 6201TiE-0y .74592E-14 07901
.850 1.7133 .19764E-04 .72974E-04 .7913
6900 1.7069 .19342E-04 .71267E- q4 07930
.950 1971373 .18919E-04 .69553E-04 .7952
1.000 197054 4i8492E-04 .67970E-04 .7968
1.050 1.7038 *16069E-04 .66178E-04 07985
18100 1.7020 .17632E-04 .64538E-04 87992
1.151t 1.6974 .17241E-04 .629558E-04 07992
1.200 1.6994 .16772E-.04 461:. M -04 .7995
1.250 146975 .1634EE-04 .59750E-04 68002
1.300 1.6934 .15923E-04 .58166E-04 08007
1.350 1.6919 .15506E-04 456596E-14 .8014	 -^ ---
1.4R0 196933 .1509 °.E-04 .55034E-44 08026
e 1.450 1.6893 .14689E-04 .53471E-0h 98041
14540 1.6847 .14291E-44 .52043E-04 98042
10550 196871 .13900E-114 .54628E-04 .8046
1.600 1.6809 .13517E-0 4 .49160E-04 .8065
10650 106826 .13142E-04 .47715E-04 .8094
10700 1.6771. .12775E-114 .46237E-04 .8134
1.750 1.6769 .12417E-04 .44758E-04 .8185
1.800 106728 .12068E-04 .43430E-04 .8220
16850 1,.6718 41172eE-04 .42179E-04 08250









































































































































MS OF PARAH YCreOGEN
G/CM3	 SYT = 5766160 M/S}C
A'P /A	 SV/SVT	 P/PT	 T/TT
-------RELATIVE TO IDEAL
0.0000





01780	 .9991	 09985	 .9986
07646
	 09981	 .9964	 .9968
.3487	 09966	 09937	 09943
04293	 09947
	 09903	 09912





07052	 09837	 .9715	 09727
07603





















09981	 .9403	 09176	 09028








	 .9215	 09052	 .8730
09746	 .9169	 .9034	 .8657
04618
	 09t^5	 .9021	 08586








.8934	 .8958	 09019	 08311

















	 .E669	 09293	 .7844








































































































C.	 TT = 50.11 K	 PT =
	MADt	 ^E/M	 7	 CP/CV	 SV/SVT
	
1:0000	 0.	 .9345	 1.8435	 100909
	












1	 .250	 .227E+0?	 .4:435	 1.8450	 .998Ey	 0340	 .270E+09	 .4332
	 10 g 4F5	 .9837
F	 0350	 .311E+09	 .9327	 1.8460	 .9780
r	 0400	 0351E+09	 .9129	 7.A465	 09715






0559	 .USK-0Q9	 09195	 1.8477	 09480
	
.649	 .490c+09
	 .999	 t. g 48 1!	 .9=9'1
f	 0690	 .577=+09	 9.;0	 1.4481	 .9295
	








0$59	 .61 BE+119	 . 9 1 67	 1 . 8 1~75	 . 8978
	0900	 .638E+09	 .9262	 1.8478	 .8767





s	 10050	 ,686E+09	 .9,045	 1.845'	 .8425
	
i.100	 .699E+09	 .9740	 1.8445	 0A317
	
1.150	 .710E+09
	 .9236	 198438	 48175
	











	 .9217	 168412	 ,762?
	
1.450	 .750E+09	 0214	 1.8407	 .7516
	
1.500	 .7134£+09
	 .9?12	 1.840?	 .7446
	





?	 1.650	 .759E+09	 69206
	 168381	 97065
	




















1,950	 .754E+09	 .9*>0n	 1.8323	 .6486
	
2.0013	 .752E+09	 09199	 1.8313	 ,6393
ALP
E




LOCAL ISENTROPIC	 YISCO5ITY	 TH_RMAL CONDUCTIVITY PR NOTL
EXPANSION COEFF. 	 G/CM-SEC	 CAL/CM-SEC-1C	 1tWBEW
11.000 I .26049E-04 .9a655E-04 .7440
0050 i67277 .25975E -e 4 .98342E-04 .7441
Sion 1.734.4 .25918E-04 .98106E-04 *7442
* 150 1.7149 .25924E-104 .97713E-04 97442
* 200 1.7203 .25693E-04 .97165E-04 •7443
.250 1*722? .25527E-04 *9647TE-04 .7445
1301 107196 .2532 7E-94 &95643E-04 *7447
*350 1.7177 .25095E-04 .94674E-04 07450
* 400 1.7249 .24832E-04 .93582E-04 .7454
.450 1.7199 .24542E-1}4 *9?307E-04 .7464
0590 1.7174 *24225E-94 *90899E-94 17477
.550 1.7174 .23884£-0 4 .89381E-04 .7492
.600 1.7162 .23522E-04 .a7781E-04 47508
.650 1.7142 .23141E-04 .65654E-114 07566
1700 1 .7130 .22744E-04 @84008E-04 .7577
0750 197!36 97?333E-124 .82327E-104 .7566
0800 107043 .21909E-04 .80593E-04 07601
0850 107075 .21476E-04 .76817E-04 .7616
0900 1.7039 .21034£-134 .77007E-04 .7632
0950 107075 .22588E-04 .75186E-94 07649
1 4 008
 
16 7015 r 2013 EE-04 .73437E-04 .7657
14050 1*6994 ,19682E-04 .71673E-04 67668
r A 1.100 1.6965 .19228E-44 .69898E-04 .7680
YJ 1.151! 1.6958 918ME-04 .68121E-04 47693
-%- 1 .21] 0 1.69511 018 320 E-114 . 6634 YE-04 117708i.250 1.6930 .17869E-04 .64580E-04 *7724
10301 196907 .17420E-104 .62908E-04 .7728
1.350 1.6912 .16976E-104 .61301E-04 07727
t.410 1.68611 .16537E-04 .59664E-04 .7729
1.450 1.6869 .1610 4E-04 .58067E-04 *7734
1.500 196863 .1567BE-04 .56459E-04 .7742
1.550 1.6854 .15256E-104 .54661E-04 *7753
11600 1.683! .14847£-04 .53281E-04 .7766
1.650 1.6814 .14443E-04 *51725E-104 67782
11700 1.6813 .14047E-04 .50250E-04 .7792
1.750 1.68104 .13661E-04 .48760E-04 .7812
10800 1.6768 .13283E-04 .47368E-04 67822
1.850 1.678? .12914E-04 .46029E-114 67631
1 * 900 1.6757 .12553E-04 .44718E-04 *7842
10950 1.6718 .12202£-04 *43437'F-104 .7855
2.000 1.6741 .1iS60E-104 *4216SE-04 *7671
tI
Qt,
TARL= IV..	 REAL-G4S IS=N'.'ROPTG -= YPANSI^NS OF PARAHYCPnGEN
D.	 TT = 6n.0 K	 PT = 960 ATM
	 RHOT = .340E-02 G/CM3
	 SVT = 634.971 M/SEC
MACH
	 RE/M	 Z	 CP/ry	 SV/3VT	 P/PT	 T/TT RHO/RHOT	 Aw/A	 SV/SVT	 P/ PT	 T/TT RHO/RHOT	 A01A
-------RELATIVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES-------
04000 0. .9642 1.745n 1.0000 1.0000 1.0090 188000 8.8000 100000 1.0000 1400110 100000 1.0000
6050 .363E+08 .9642 1.7407 .9995 .9979 .9992 .9987 .0867 .9998 .9996 .9997 100000 1.0288
6199 .7?3=+08 .9641 1.7462 .'1984 09915 .9967 .9949 .1766 .9994 .9985 09987 09999 1.0?83
.150 .106E+09 096411 1.7470 .9964 .9813 .9976 .9889 .2629 .996E .9968 .9971 180000 1.0276
0200 .143E+09 19538 1.7491 .9936 .91.+71 .9878 .910w .3464 0997£ .9945 .9948 1.0001 160266
0250 .177E:+09 09635 1.7494 .9901 .9493 .9797 09696 .4268 .9962 09915 .9920 1.00D2 1.0254
.300 .210E+09 .9632 1.'519 .985A .9279 19711 .9566 .5930 .9946 .9877 .9685 1.QOD3 1.D237
.350 .242=+09 .9628 1.75?7 .9807 .9n76 .9610 .94t7 .5748 .9977 .9835 .4645 1.0005 1.0219
,4n0 .?73=+nq .96?4 1.7546 .9750 .87EB .9496 99251 .6415 .9904 .9790 19800 1.0009 160201
.450 .302E+09 .9620 117565 .9685 .8+.75 .9369 .9066 97026 69879 .9738 .9749 160012 1.01718
0500 .33fli+119 .9615 1.7584 .9614 .81EE5 .9232 .8669 .7581 09851 .9685 .9694 160020 1.0157
.559 .357E+0e .9611 i.760S -;537 .7639 .9984 .8658 08075 09821 .9628' 69634 1.0027 1.0134
.641 .381E+09 .9686 1.76?4 .9454 .7584 .89?8 .8437 .85111 .9785 .9571 .9571 160038 1.0111
0650 .404;+09 .95*fi 1.1642 .9366 .7112 .6764 .8208 .8885 69753 .9513 .9504 1.0054 100090
.700 .425=+09 .9595 1.7658 .927_? 86815 .8593 .7971 69199 .9716 .9453 .9435 1.0069 160067
6750 .4451+09 09590 1.7673 .9175 .E471 .8416 .7731 .9459 .9677 09398 .9363 169092 1.0050
"	 6860 .463E+09 .9544 1.7605 •91173 6EI78 .8235 .7486 .9662 69636 .9341 .9290 1.0117 160032
0850 .479E+09 .9579 1.7696 18968 .579? .8051 .724? 09816 .9595 .9290 .9215 1.0148 100019
0900 .494E+09 .9574 1.7704 08861 .5463 .7865 .6996 69920 .9552 69239 09139 100182 100006
0950 .507E+09 09569 117711 .8751 .51.3 67677 .6751 09979 69508 09193 69063 1.0221 160000	 •-
14090 •519E+09 09564 167715 .8639 .4P.;6 .7489" .6519 16011110 09464 69153 08967 100269 10000016050 .529[.+09 .9559 107'18 .8526 .45'18 .7301 .6?70 99981 .9419 09116 . 6911 100318 140691.
14100 .538=+09 .9555 167 7 19 .81.12 .42E5 ,7114 .6035 69930 09375 .9084 .8836 160375 160009
19150 .546E+09 .9550 167718 .8297 .3984 96929 .5805 .9949 69330 09057 08762 1.0437 190021
1.200 .553E+09 .9546 1.7717 .8163 .3727 .6745 .5581 .9744 .928E .9037 68688 100507 180040
1.250 a559=+09 .9543 1.7714 .81768 .34?3 66564 05361 .9613 .9243 69021 08616 1.8580 160D63
10300 .564_+09 09539 1 6 7711 .7954 63253 661t86 05148 .9466 .9200 69012 .6545 100661 1.0093
10350 .5685+09 .9536 1.770E .7840 .3035 66211 .4942 .93:00 09156 19008 .8475 1.0747 160128
1.409 .5715+09 .0533 167702 .7727 .283i .6040 .4741 .9128 09117 .9009 .8407 180839 1.0168
1..450 .573E+09 .9530 117697 .7615 92639 0587? .4548 08930 .907E 09017 .6341 100938 1002t6
1.500 .575E+a9 .9;17A 1.7691 .7505 .7459 .5797 .4361 .8729 .9037 09028 .5276 1.1041 100267
1.550 6576E+09 .4525 1.7686 .7395 .2292 .5547 .4182 685?4 .8998 99048 08212 1.1153 1.03?7
1.600 .576E+09 .95?3 14 7 68? .7288 .2134 .5390 .4099 .8311 .8951 .9071 68150 191269 160391
1.650 .576E+09 .9521 1, 7 678 .7181 61987 .5238 .3842 .8094 .8925 09098 '48090 1.1389 1.0459
14700 .576E+09 .9570 1.7674 .71177 •1859 .51(!98 .3682 .7876 6P890 .9132 .803E 1.1516 1.0535
16750 .575E+09 .9518 1.76711 .6974 •1772 .4945 63528 .7656 .8855 69171 67975 161650 16061E
1.800 6574E+09 09517 1 6 7665 .6872 .1604 .4885 .3382 +7438 .882? 09215 67919 161790 160703
14850 .572E+09 .9516 1.7661 .6772 .1493 64669 .3241 47?19 .R 790 .9264 .7866 161935 1.0794
19900 4570=+09 09515 107656 .667Y 41351 .45 iA .X116 07902 .6758 .93LT .7814 1.?084 1.0990
10950 .5685+119 .9^14 117651 ,EwTA .1 ? p 5 .44t^ ,797T .67911 .8778 .9378 .7763 1.2243 100995
"	 2.900 .566 +09 .9114 1.7645 ,61683 .1?n7 .428f .?R54 .6579 .8698 .9442 .7715 1.2404 1611D3
.a-
i 	 .::.,:we



















MACH LOCAL IS:NTROPIC VISCOSITY THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY PRANDTL
c XD ANSION CO-FF9 G/CM-SEC CAL/CM-SEC-K NUMBEP
n 9 [10 0 I 929733E-04 9 116?6E-9 3 67013
9950 1.6656 9?9653E-04 .11583E-03 •7913
.100 196725 .29594E-04 .11559E-03 .7013
.150 1.6946 .29495E-04 911513E-03 07013
.200 1.6917 .29359E-04 .11447E-93 070130>50 1.691 11 .29184E -11 4 .11364E-93 .7014
.300 1.6821 .28974E-04 .11263E-03 97016
.350 106881 9?872@E-04 .11146E-03 .7018
.400 1.6933 .28450E-04 .11013E-03 97022
.450 1.6867 .78140E-134 910865E-03 97027
.500 1.6938 9?T802E-D4 .10486E-03 07180
.550 1.6890 9?7436E-04 .10325E-03 07182
9600 196932 .27046E-04 .10154E-D3 97186
.650 1.6958 .26634E-94 .49753E-114 07191
.700 1.6901 926293E-04 99T911E-94 ,7194
.750 1.6982 .25755E-04 .96006£-04 .7200
.400 196917 .25292E-04 994064E-04 87206
9850 196979 *24617E-04 092094E-04 97212
0900 1069i9 0?43311-04 .90085E-D4 .7220
.951 1.6925 .23841E-04 987952E-94 07237
1.000 1.6968 023344E-04 085819E-04 97255
1.D5O 166995 .22842E-04 983189E-04 .7317r, 1 .10 Q 1.6925 *?7339E -04 9 81 147E - 04 07331
1.151 1.6895 071836E-04 079119E-04 97345
y 1.290 1.6929 .21333E-04 .77085E-04 07360
10250 1.6872 920833E-94 975079E-04 .7376r5
`:! 1.300 1.6995 .?D33E:-Q 4 973116E-94 47390 
Cc;.
s1
1 ,3 159 1.686'1 19843E-04 .71223E-04 .7400
1.4n9 1.6849 .19355E-114 , 69359E-04 .7409
►-^,;^ 1.450 1.6852 918874E-04 .67528E-04 7419	 ..Y_.._
1.508 1.6816 918398E-04 .65732E-04 97426
19550 196849 9179:RIE-04 063976E-04 .7436
!9600 1.6814 .17469E-94 .62257E-94 97443
1.E50 106791 91TO1EE-04 960554E-04 .7451
1. 7 00 1.6799 916571£-04 95866TE-04 .1462
11750 1.6793 .16135E-04 957204E-04 07474	 ^--.
i .917!1 196789 .1570 p E-R4 .556t0E-04 07482
t.850 1.6772 0152911E-04 954065E-04 97"489
1.900 1.6747 91411131E-04 052562E-04 07495
1.950 1.6783 .14481E-04 .51101E-04 .7501
?.000




TAPL^ TV. a;-AL-CAS IS: hITROPIC EXPA 74SIONS OF PARAHYCROGEN
=.	 TT =	 40.0 K	 PT = 8.0	 ATV PHOT = .24RE-32 G/CM3 SYT = 716.788 M/SEC
MACH RE/M 7 CP / CV SV/SVT F, /FT T/TT RHO/PHOT A 0 1A SV/ SVT P/PT T/TT RHOIRHOT A*/A
-------RELATIVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES------ -
0.040 0. .9390 1.5896 1.0000 1.0000 100000 i.0000 0.0080 100000 140000 1.0000 i.0000 100000
.050 0?44E+08 09889 1.59i0 .9997 49981 .9993 19988 60670 1.0000 09999 09998 160001 100090
.i00 0486++0s1 69889 1459'19 .9489 899?? .9972 99951 .1733 .9999 49992 09992 i.01101 1601189
0150 .726=+08 .9A88 105935 .9975 49825 .9937 09889 .2580 09998 .9980 09982 100000 160087
.200 .961E+08 495117 1.5656 09956 09601 .9889 69802 .3403 .9996 .9965 .9968 100800 1.0085
0250 .119E+09 .9845 105983 .9932 09522 99827 .9694 94196 .9993 .9945 .9950 100000 160083
.300
-11.1E+09 89883 10E016 0999? .9321 19757 .9563 .4953 .999.0 .9920 0992? 09999 160079
0 7 50 .163E+09 .9841 i.E154 .9866 .91189 .9664 .9414 .5667 •9986 99692 69901 100003 1.0076	 -
. c.00 .184'+09 89178 1.60 0 7 19825 .8830 .9563 .9244 06334 .9941 49859 09669 1.0001 160972
.450 .203E+09 .4975 1.6146 .9779 .8548 .9'+51 09458 .6949 09975 .9823 .9834 1.0003 100067
1500 .??2£+09 .9872 1.6198 .9727 .82,•6 89328 18A56 07509 09968 49781 .9794 100005 140061
6550 .?39E+09 .9869 IME?55 .9679 07976 .9193 .8640 08011 19959 .9735 .QT49 1.0006 1.0054
9600 .2565`+09 .9865 1.6114 .96OR .7594 69049 .5413 .9455 09948 09686 .3700 1.0010 1.0047
0-650 .271E+09 .9862 106377 .9541 .72x3 .8896 88117 .8841 09936 09635 .9647 100016 1.0040
0700 .265E+09 09858 1x5440 .9468 •69D7 .8734 .7933 09167 .99121 09580 09590 1.0022 190032
0750 .298£+09 .9854 1.6505 69391 66556 98565 .?684 09435 099'15 09523 09528 100031 100024
1 800 .309E+09 098511 1165E9 .9308 16210 68391 .7437
-9646 09886 09466 09464 1.0043 i4D0i7
.850 .3?0E+09 .9846 106632 99221 .5866 98209 07171 «9807 09865 .9407 09396 100057 100010
41900 .3295+09 .9442 106693 .9130 85529 .6025 06923 .9917 ,9841 .9351 .9325 1.0077 1.0005
.950 .338Et09 •9838 1,6750 .9034 .5199 .7837 .6669 69976 09816 .9293 09252 1.-0098 1.0000
1.100 .345E+09 0983•: 1.6805 .8935 .48P? .7648 .6420 100000 09788 .9241 09177 160126 1.0400
1.050 .751E+09 09831 1.695 1• 4843? .+•,7E .7457 66173 69981 .9758 89190 .9101 1.D159 100001
10100 .357e°+09 .9R2? 106899 68727 .42P3 .726E 85932 .9927 .9726 .9144 .9025 1.0197 100006
1.150 .361E+09 .9823 IIE939 .8619 .+.004 .707E 65695
-91443 .9692 .9103 .8948 1.0242 1.0015
1.200 .365=+09 098?9 !.6975 .8509 o7T40 .6889 .5468 09734 09657 69068 .8872 1.0294 140030
1.251 .368E+09 89817 107205 .8398 .31+89 .6707 05245 9601! .9621 .9039 06796 1.0352 1.0049	 ti
1.300 .370E+09 .9813 1070.31 68766 .3254 .6514 .5030 .9447 -9584 .901E 08722 140417 1.0073
1.350 .3?2-+09 .9811 1.7052 .6173 0032 .63-38 94823 19277 .9547 68999 65649 1.0489 i00103
10400 .373E+09 .9808 1.7069 .8060 .2#124 .6162 4462? 69092 09509 68988 68577 100566 100137
t.450 .374E+09 .9805 i07083 .7947 .267r 65989 .4430 48899 .9472 68985 .5507 1.0653 1.0180
12500 .374E+09 .9R93 1.7094 87635 .2448 -5820 .4244 .8695 .9434 n 8988 •8439 1.0745 1.0227
i.550 .374E+09 89800 107i01 .7723 .2279 .5655 .4066 08485 .9397 45998 08373 1.'1844 100261
1.600 .374E+09 697913 1..7107 .7612 .2121 .5495 83895 .8271 69360 .9014 48389 1.0958 1.0341
1.650 .373E+09 697 96 t.7i11 8750? .1974 .5334 -3732 .8054 .93?4 69037 .8246 1.1064 1.0406
1.700 .3 7?E+89 .9794 1.7113 67394 .1837 .5187 63575 .7835 .9288 .9065 08186 141183 loD479
1.751 .370_+09 .9793 107114 .7287 .1709 .5040 .3425 .7614 .9254 49099 88127 101306 160557
10800 .369E+09 .9791 1.7114 .7182 91501 '14697 .3281 07395 19220 .9140 x6070 1x1439 1.'16411.850 .367E+09 .9790 1.7114 .7078 814FL1 .4750 .3143 07176 09187 .9185 08115 1.1576 1.0731
1. 4 80 .765=+09 .9788 16711? .6976 .1378 .4624 .301? .6960 .9534 09?36 .7962 !..1720 160825
10950 .363E+09 -9787 1.7111 . W6 .1283 .4491 67886 .6747 .9123 .9292 .7910 161849 1.0925
	 -"
20000 .360E+09 .9786 1871119 .5777 .li°6 .4367 .2767 .6538 .9093 .9355 .7860 142027 1.1033
TAPLF IV,	 R:AL-CAF 1SE'NTPOPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARAHYDROGEN
E. tCONTINUE-91
MACH LOCAL	 ISENTROPIC VISCO13ITV THEOMAL CONDUCTIVITY PPANOTL
EXPANSION CO=FF a GfCM-SEC CAL/CM-SEC-K NU"BEP
q ."^f1 I .*6541c--04 .15047E-03 .7054
.050 1116075 .36450E-04 .14986E-03 .7054
.100 1.5771 .36392E-04 .14945E -03 .7054
6150 1.5700 .36295E-D4 .14878E-03 07054
.?R0 1.574E .36159E-114 .14785E-03 .7055
025 q 1.5623 935986=-D4 .14665E-03 0057
.300 1,578D 935774E-04 .14521E-03 0'059
6350 105894 .35527E-D4 .14374E-03 ,7050
0400 195891 .35243E-04 .14223E -03 .7035
1145" 1.5945 .34925E-134 .14049E-03 ..7019
1 500 1.5974 .34572E-04 .13859E-03 .7003
,550 166006 ,34188E-04 ,13653E-03 .6987
0600 1.6078 .33773.=_-04 .13430E-03 46972
.65" 166151 .33329E -04 .13194E -03 .6958
.700 1,6189 .32858E -04 .12944E -03 .6946
,750 196239 .32363E-04 .12682E-113 .6937
.900 1.6303 .31845E-04 .12410E-03 06930
.850 1 .6348 a *1311 8E-114 .12143E-03 .6919
1190" 1.6428 6113755E-04 .11874E-03 06908
.959 1064313 .30187E-04 .11599E-03 06902
111004 1.6539 .29608E-04 .11321E-03 .6900
16050 1.6541 , ?9021E -D4 .11039E-03 .6902
10100 1.6586 .?8428E-94 .117755E-03 .6906
1.150 1.6627 .271131E-Ou .10472E -43 ,6916
10200 1.6670 .27233E-04 .10092E-03 17000
10250 1.6678 .?6637E-04 .98333E-04 .7006
1.300 196711 .?604?E-04 .95787E-34 07013
1.350 1.6718 .15452£-0u .93295E-04 .7021
1.4110 1.6712 .24867E-04 .90855E-04 .7430
1.450 1,6766 .24289E-04 .88471E-04 .7040
1.500 196741 .237111E-84 .86101E-04 .7054
1,55 q 1.6748 .73155E-94 .83756E-04 .7072
11600 1.6760 .22601E-04 .81162E-04 .7117
1.650 1.6770 .22051;E-04 .78961E-04 .T131
1.700 1.6755 .21521E-04 .76860E-04 ,7146
1175n 1.6749 .?0996f-04 .74795E-94 .7160
111100 1.6757 ,204811E-04 .721101E-fl4 .7172
16850 1.6739 .19975E-04 .70860E-04 .1184
10900 1.6747 .19480E-04 .66996E-04 .1193
1.950 1,6749 .18996E-84 .67181E-04 .7202
2.90" 1.6767 .1852?E-04 .65422E-04 917210
TA n L= TV. -"4L- GAS rr-NTROPTC -^ % PANSIrOiS (IF	 PARAHVCrCGEN
F.	 TT =	 10+1 . 0	 K PT = 8 . 0	 ATM OHOT = .197F-02 G/CM3 SVT = 777 . 049 M/SEC
MACH PE / M CP/CV SV/SVT F /PT T/TT RHO/ t2HOT A•/ A SV/SVT P/PT T/TT RHOMiOT A+/A
-------RELATIVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES-------
0.11D0 ! ,9932 1.46,71 1.00oil 100000 1.0000 1.0000 11.0000 1.0000 100000 140000 1.0000 100000
.115n .179E+08 .9992 1.46P9 .9998 .99P1 .9994 69987 .0859 1.0080 .9999 09999 9949 .596fl
.in r, .357_+04 09431 1.4586 .9991 .997 .9977 .9951 .1711 I.P001 .9997 .9997 100000 .99620 150 .533E+08 09990 1.L7Pn .9980 .9837 09949 69889 .2548 180003 .9993 .9994 1.0000 .9964
.?00 .705E+08 .9979 1.4''24 .9965 .4713 09909 .9604 .3363 100005 9987 .9989 1.0001 .9966
.?^0 •A'k- tO p 09'a7R 1.'.7+.6 .9gy5 9754 a.985. .9b 4+ .4146 1.11007 .9978 .9982 lounge 09968
.^ n 0 .194=+09 .9777 1.4777 099?? 69363 .9797 .9562 .4899 1.0011 .9967 99973 09998 .99691 350 .119=+"9 .9975 1.4804 1989,& .9146 .9725 .9412 .5609 1.001'. 99955 4.9963 09999 .9973
0400 .1 *4=+09 .9973 1.4940 6996? .8902 0964? 69241 .6274 100018 .9940 09950 49998 .9977
.450 .149E+09 09971 1.4882 .9825 08636 .9548 99054 06890 1.0023 .9923 .9935 .9999 .9982
0500 .162:109 .9969 1.4930 .978: 081 09445 .8849 .7452 1.f n7 7 9901 .4917 19497 .9984
055n .175+P9 .9966 1 1 4983 .9741 . 8n4 .9337 .86?9 07958 1.0032 .9876 .989E 09995 09987
0600 .19EE+09 09Q54 1.51142 .9694 .77?i .9209 08399 .8408 1.0037 .9848 .9873 99993 09990
.650 .197E+D9 .9961 1.5105 09642 .7391 .9078 ,8159 18801 1.0041 .9818 09845 09993 .9995
.70D .297E+09 .9958 1.5176 .9587 .7062 .8938 .7903 .9135 1.0046 09782 .9814 09991 09997
.759 .216E+09 .9955 105?5? .9529 .E7"N .87911 .7652 .9411 1000511 .974? .9779 69988 09998
.9n0 .??4=_+99 .995? 1.5333 .9465 .6361 .8634 07389 09630 1.D453 .9b9b 09739 .9985 .9999
.850 .231=+09 .9458 1,5419 .9399 .6017 .8471 .71?6 .9799 140055 .9650 69695 69986 140001
6900 .237;+09 .9947 1.5509 .9329 .5675 .6302 .686D .9914 1.0056 09599 .9647 09985 1.0002
.950 .2436+09 .99-.4 1.9504 09'55 .5318 ,8177 5594 09979 160056 .9542 .9594
.9984 110090
114011 . ?47= +fl9 .0441 1 .5 711 .9118 05010 .7947 .6330 140000 110054 .9484 .9536 49986 1.11000
1.050 .?51=+D9 .9934 105940 .9097 .4692 .7763 .6071 09961 1.4050 .9424 .9475 .9991 140001
10100 .?5,47+n9 .9935 1.5999 .9012 84385 .7576 .5816 .9923 1.0043 69363 .9409 .9998 1.0002	 --
16150 .257E+09 49932 1.5999 .892- .4091 .7386 95566 .9832 160"35 .9:01 1-9340 100fl48 1.00041.700 .259E+09 49979 1.61196 .883' .7812 .719E 15,595 .9714 1 n 002&. .97.43 .9268 !•0025 1.00091.250 .760--+04 .9927 1.61911 .8737 035•+6 .700E .5090 09569 1.0014 .9186 .9194 1.0046 16001611300 .261=+09 ,9924 1.(-279 .8639 n 3296 .6815 .4664 .9403 .9993 .9132 .9119 !.0073 1.00271.350 .?62F+09 .9922 106363 .8539 .30f-- 6627 .4647 .9220 .9974 .9084 .9042 160107 1*9041
1.400 .2625109 .9919 1.644" 08436 .?i41 .b44i1 .4440 .911?4 .495? .9042 .4965 1.0149 1.00611.45" .?57C,+119 .9917 1.5510 .8331 .26;6 .6257 64241 .8817 99929 .9006 .8869 100198 1.008E1.500 .?F1r+09 .9915 1.6773 .8224 .24'-5 .6078 .4050 .4600 09903 08977 08813 100254 1.0115
11550 .261	 +09 .9913 1065?9 .8117 62259 .5903 .3871 .8381 .9876 .8959 08739 100323 1.015410600 .260F + 1 9 69911 1.6677 .80118 .2105 0573? .3698
-8156 69647 .8946 .86161 10D396 1.11!9710654 058= 09 699 (39 t.6719 .79110 .19x3 .5566 .3535 .7930 .0818 .8943 98597 140479 1.0248
1.7 nri .257L+09 099117 1.6753 .7791 01313 .5405 .3381 67705 .9787 08950 .8529 190572 110306
1.750 .256E+09 .9905 1.6782 07683 .163 .5240 .3232 .7480 ,9756 .8963 .8463 190672 1.0371
1.800 .254p+09 .9904 1.6806 .7575 .15;-4 .5097 .3092 .7256 .9725 48984 .8400 10(3779 1.0441
:."50 .2521+09 099"3 1,.6875 .7469 .1*--^t .495^ .''999 .7n i7 .9694 .9014 .8339 i.?G96 1,0521
'_.911 ? .?5n-:+q9 .9901 t.EA41 .7164 .1;F1 04809 .?831 .6818 .9663 69050 ,6280 1.1018 1.0604
1.950 .?48=+09 .99gtl 196453 .7260 .1250 .4671 .2711 .6605 .9632 .9093 .8224 1.1148 100695






TAPLF	 IV.	 N	 AL-GA'z IS,NTRGPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARAH YDROGEN
F.	 (CONTIN'UE01
MACH LOCAL	 ISENTR OPIC VISCOSITY THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY PRANDTL
EXPAVSTON COEPF. G/CM-SEC CAL/Cl -SEC-K NUMBER
,1.00 n I .4Z737E-04 01963TE-03 4711?
.850 1,4442 .42640E-04 .19539E-03 ,71i5
.100 1.4E+0li *42586E-04
 . 19496E-03 .7114
0150
 1.4687 .42496E-04 .19426E-103 .7111
,211 11 1.4723 .42371E-04 .19328E-03 17108
.250 1.4600 .42211E-04 .19203E-03 07103
,300 104686 .42015E-94 .19050E-03 .7098
.350 1.4778 .41785E-114 018671E-03 97892
	 ----
9400 1.4x91 .4157fl£-114 018666E-93 17085
945 11 104866 .41222E-04 .18436E-03 07078
0500 1*4840 .40891E-04 018181E-03 17070
.550 1.4896 .40527£-04 .17902E-03 .7062
0600 164964 .40131E
-114 ,17600E-03 07053
16511 1.5355 .39705E-114 .17277E-03 .7046	 _--
.700 1.5078 039244E-0 4 .16932E-03 07039
.750 1,5151 .36761E-04 .16576E-03 07028
0890 1.5209 .38247E-04 .16212E-03 07016
0850 1.5331 *37706E-104 01.5829E-03 .7087
0900 105390 ,37140E-04 .15432E-113 07000
0950 105457 ,36550E-04 01-5021E-03 .6996
10000 1.5560 .35939E-64 ,14600E-03 .6996
1.050 105668 .35308E-04 .14175E-113 06996
1.1013 105746 .34661E-04 01362ZE-113 *6966
14150 105839 0340OOE-04 013465E-03 06938
1.200 1. 5960 .333291:-04 .13104E-03 .6914
102513 1.6024 .32649t--04 012743E-03 .6696
10300 1.6115 O'1366E-04 .1230.2E-03 06884
1.350 1.6198 .31280E-04 0i ?026E -03 06876
1,400 1,6282 030595E-04 ,11692E-03 .6865
1.450 1.6336 .29915E-04 011360E-03 .6860
11500 1,6391 079240E- 134 .11034E-03 46861
1.551 116409 078574E-04 .10715E-113 06867	 ^`
1.600 196487 027916E-04 .10402E-03 06878
10650 1,6546 .27269E-04 ,10098E-03 06893
10700 1.6598 .26634E-04 .97667E-04 06937
1.750 106605 .?61311E-04 .95002£-04 06945
1,800 106621 .?540RE-04 09242&E-04 .6954
1,1150 1.6674 .24902E-04 089938E-04 06965
10900 1.6642 .24217E-04 087531E-04 .6976
1.950 1.6673
.?3645E-134 .115183E-n4 06990








,.	 TT =	 P Q0.9 K	 AT = 9.n	 A T M PNpT =
.977E-0.5 ,OCM3 ';VT	 = 2 nEn.481 M/9EC --
MACH -Dc/M 2 CP /CV SV/SVT F/P T T or TT Ar+ p/ RHO T A* if SV/SVT P/RT T/TT O, iO/k+40T A•/A
-------PELATIVE Tt3 IDE AL GAS VALUES -------
a.00Q Q. 1.11953 1.7492 1. 00aQ 10090n 160000 100090 11.00400 1.0400 1.091111 10 0000 10a00411 1.9Qnn
.0511 .757E+07 1.Rnr3 1.:4x9 .9998 .9935 .9996 *9049 .nn6o 10Qna 1.0001 1.00111 180000 09969
.100 .151=+08 I., ^053 1.14A8 .9990 .997? .9983 •9950 01712 1*000o 1.0002 1.9003 1.001111 .9969
	 41150 .??5:+08 1.Oa53 1.3486 .9071 .9 it.1 .9961 .Q819 .2550 1.0001 1.0005 1.0006 110000 .9970
.2011 •297E+11t3 1*0115? I.34A3 .9962 .97,12 .9931 09!101 .3364 140001 100007 1.0010 19999 •9966
.250 .368;+0A 1.0051 1.;4139 .944n S5 1; .9897 .9695 64150 1*nan? 1.0014 1.1101E 1.6..00 .9971
.;110 .436E+nn 1,11059 1.3475 .9914 .041? .984E .955; .4899 1.n OD 3 1.0019 1.0023 09999 09371
.350 .500-7+08 1.0049 1.3471 .9884 .921? .9797 09412 .5609 1.00114 100027 1.0031 09999 .9972
.400 .567E + oP 3 * nO49 1 . 346E 0 9850 . fl. 9A8 .973D 09242 .027? i.0 Doc- 190035 Iolt41 09999 .9974
.450 .620:+08 1.9946 1.3460 .9911 .P 7.1 .9661. .9.054 06886 1.[10111 1.004. 19Q'152 69999 99976
0500 .674F'+D8 t.nl45 1.;454 .9769 .R47E 09585 .8849 .7446 !,pall I10n5* 1.0064 .9997 *9976
.559 . 7?4=+OP 1.0943 1. 34413 .97?4 5194 lq503 08631 67951 1.11023 14006= 1.0078 69497 .99780600 .770E+OR 1.0942 1..3441 .9%274 .79D1 .9415 .8492 .8'601 1.0017 100078 1,0093 .9997 .99826650 .812E+08 1.0040 1.3435 .96?' 1S ?E .9321 .6160 .8792 1.00 ?n 1.0099 1*0l09 .9995. .9984
.700 .849E+08 1.0038 1.3L.P9 .9567 64 1 ) .9?2' .7911 .917E Ito"s 1.0195 1.411?6 .9994 .4957
.750 .881E + 0R 1*nn3t 1 . 34? ? .9Ca9 .E9E-R . 9119 . 7654 . 9403 1.P Dili 1.0119 1 . 0145 . 9992 099904809 .910E+OR 1.0035 1.3416 .9449 066-9 .9911 17393 .962E 1.0035 1.013E 1.016V 09991 .9495
.850 .'1331+OP 1.0033 10411 99386 .E3?9 68899 .7176 .9793 100041 1.0141 1.0184 69986 69996
.9no .953E+08 1.0031 1.34x6 .932? .+:010 .8783 .6858 .9911 1 to s.P I.016.. 1,0?96 *998? 099990950 .9691'+08 101079 1.340? .925{- .F694 .4664 .65048 09977 1*pa5F 1.0177 1 * 0?28 .9574 099991.0110 .980E+0R 1.0077 1.3199 .9187 .F"484 .A54? .5319 1.09119 1.0064 100191 1.0250 .9468 14010016050 .988E+06 1 * 0025 1.3397 .9118 sEOPt .8414 46050 09977 I^DO73 1.0200 1.0274 .9956 09998
LIDO . 993E + 08 1.0924 1,3397 .90+7 . 4783 . 8291 .571<6 .9919 ? 6 0043 I . a212 100297 6 9947 .99983.150 .994E+11P 1.0022 1,3399 68976 .4-95 98162 .5515 .9873 1.Dn93 1.11?2r 1,113?1 .99.3 4 *99Q4	 --"1 * 711 n .9971+08 1.007D 1.34n? .890; .4717 .8031 .5268 *9695 1.01044 1.n2?E 1.0.44 .9918 .9990
14250 .987-+09 1.01119 1,340 48330 .3959 .7894 05017 09538 I.Qil6 2.0229 1.0367 09900 199841.30n .990
	
+OA 1.0917 10415
-8756 93692 .7765 .4772 .9356 1.9128 180230 i.0390 ,9x81 .94761.350 .g7Dr+o8 1.11016 1.3425 .4082 .;446
.7631 .453.3 .9152 i.oS41 1.0227 1*0412 09159 ,99671.40"1 ,968=+118 1.0(114 1.74YA 0869" .3? 1? 7'	 G^9. 4,117 .8929 1.04155 1.0221 1.0433 .9835 .9956
1.451 .945=+n? 1.0913 1.3454 .853? 92988 .7358 .41175 09690 !.0169 1.02aa 160453 .9806 .89411.500 .029=+aA 1.0912 1.3473 .P451 .2777 .7221 .3861 .8437 10018.. 190193 1.0471 .97`76 099241.5 K t! .q1i=+118 Y.OnIR 1.349E .9382 .25'7 .?119* .3653 .8175 1.0199 1.11173 1.0487 .9743 .99051.EOn .1395-+09 1.0!109 1.3522 .839? ,2107 .694- .79n3 1.1'>14 1.0145 1.n500 .97414 *98801.659 .+1711.+(19 1. OnRA 1.,r5a3 ;i'>37 ^^?	 9 .E111?F .3269 .75?7 1.1r"n 1.0112 1.0511 .9164 .995E107nn .81Ec+n8 1.0007 1,3599 .it57 .701.1 .66EE .'176 .7-347 1.o 2+F 1.007E 1.0520 .9621 09828
16760 .935F+oR 1.0006 1.3629 .AO 92 018+4 .6527 .?901 .7067 1.11263 1.003? 1,0524 19577 49798
1.800 .814=+08 100005 1.3674 .8007 .1737 .6387 .7733 .6786 1*0?79 09981 1.0525 99529 .97641.8=n .793E+0A 1.9rt94 1.3'?5 .7"13? .IEnn .6"47 0?57; 06505 l.n?9F . 99 23 11n522 .9477 .9727
1.9na .777E+nA 1.0703 103"1 .7859 .1471 .r10f^ .242? .6229 1.0313 .9859 1.0515 09423 096871.95a .750=+o8 1.0003 l.3A44 .7785 .135? 959b6 .22*6 .5957 1.1!7?9 .9789 1.0502 .9368 ..9646






!V.	 P--AL-6A- T -zNTPOOT r' 
	OF	 PAR4kYGPOGEN
Sm	 (CnNT3NU ; DV
mAf.-4 LOCAL	 ISFNTROP?C, VISCOGITY THF04AL CONDUCTIVITY PRANDTL
EWPANSION C ry =,3' * G/cm-SEC CAL/CM
-SEC-K NUMBER.
0 .000 I .68533E-04 .37545E-03 171332
.050 10369: .68394:-04 .37483E-03 .7032
0100 1.349"' .66333E-04 .37463£-03 .71)32
.150 103591 *E873tE -i14 .37421E-93 1703?
* ?00 1.3+87 .68089E-94 .37363E-03 .7032
.?5x1 103E1? .67907E-04 .37289E-03 .7032
.300 1.3511 .67687E-04 .37199,'-03 07032
.350 143555 .67430E-94 .37094E-03 *7031
.4Q+] 2.354+1 .67137E-flu ..36974E-03 070311
.450 1.35?? .66899E-04 .36841E-03 .7029
.500 1.3499 .66448E-04 .36695E-03 *7027
.559 103513 .6605,E-1)1. .36536E-03 *7925
. 689
.E5633E-04 .36334E-113 .7027
:c,cn 1.3486 .65182E-04 .36051E-03 *7043
.700 1.3498 *6470+4E-04 .35753E-03 07058
n 750 1x3477 •64202E-04 .35441£-03 17073
.800 1.3487 .63677E-04 .3511.5E-03 07088
0851 1.3455 .63129E-04 .3477TE-03 .71!13
* 900 1.3++59 .6?561E-04 .34426E-03 .7116
.950 t. 3,437
.61975E-04 .34069E-03 07129
16000 1.3442 .61372E-0* .33702E-03 .7139
20050 1.34?0 .E0753E-0r .33326E-03 .7148
1 • ton 1. 344 7 .611118E-04 .3294 iE-03 .7154
1.15] 1.34?9 959471= -0 ,# .32554E-03 97158
1.200 1.342? .58810E-0 4 .32160E-03 07150
1 * 259 1.3431 .58138 ► -114 .31761E-03 .7155
1.3PI 1.3439 .57455E-04
.313596'-03 .7149
1050 1.34411 056762E-114 .30952E-03 07138
1.400 1.3454 .56059E-04 .30543E-03 .7123
1.450 1.3460 .55347E-04 .30131E-03 .71113
1.5Rn 1.3477 .54627E-04 .29716E-03 .7078
1 * 55 n 213503 .53898E-04 .29057E-03 17106
1.600 103508 *53161E-04 .28396E - 03 .7130
1.650 1.3551 .52415E-6,# *27732E-03 07150
10700 1.3582 .516621;-04 *210671`-03 *1167
2.757 1.36?5 65090?E - 114 *?6401E- 93 07179
1 * 8R0 1*366.0 .50134E-04 .25733E-03 97187
1.850 1.3698 **9358E-04 .25065E-03 *7191
10900 1.3759 .48574E-04
.24396E-03 *1191
1.951 1.3819 .47782E-fl4 *23 7?6E-03 *7186




N.	 TY In 	 .^. K	 PT -
MACH aF /M 7 Co/11V SV/SVT
0.000 9. 1.7047 1,3705 1.9900
.n50 .477-+n7 1.nn47 1.'951 4949'
.100 .951+n7 1.0n47 1.960 ,9990
.150 .142_+08 1.004" 1.1P58 .997'
0200 .1885+08 1.9046 1.3855E ,9959
.250 .232=+08 1.0096c 1.3	 53 .9935
.3n0 .275E+OR i.On45 1.38x9 .99117
0350 .316E+08 1.0944 1.3944 .9974
.400 .355E+08 t0041 1.3979 .91137
.450 .391E+48 t.90a2 1.314.32 .°.795
059n .4?6F+08 1.1141 1,7975 .9749
.550 .457E+08 1 1941 40 1.1411 49699
0600 .486E+08 148039 1.3809 .9645
.650 .513E+08 1.0037 1.;799 .9567
.700 .536E+08 1.0036 1.T789 .95?6
.759 .557E+06 1.0034 1.T777 .946?
.809 .575E+08 1.0033 1.3785 .9195
9850 .590E+08 1,003? 1.375? .932E
.900 .603E+08 109038 1.3737 .975,+
9950 0613[:+08 1.nQ?g 1.3771 .9t6n
1.000 .E21F+08 1.0027 1.370E .910'.
1.G50 .626E+98 190026 1.3F.90 .9025
16100 .629E+08 I.n025 1.3573 .804'
.:	 10150 .f`30E +n0 1.Q9" 1,x5,4 0186'
102!10 .629E+nR 1.0027 1436;6 .8786
1.2=0 .6277+08 1000?1 103F17 01703
103110 .623= t01 1.0119 1.?5q7 01621
1.350 .617F+01 1.9019 1.31^71t .9539
1.400 .61nc+1yy I.±1n17 1.3 17 G 9 .8455
1.450 .E01F"+n8 1.001E 1.3539 .8371
1.500 059?5+08 1.Ont5 1,35?0 0878A
1.550 .58?F+n8 1.0014 1.3501 .8205
1 .60 0 .571 E+0 8 1. 0 9 1 3 1 .348 : . 81 7,
1.650 .559+98 1.001? 1.741,6 .81141
1,711 0 .547E+08 1.0411 1.3449 .7959
1.75n .534e +OF 1.01?ln 1.'3434 .7877
16800 .c2n;rfnA l.n91n 1634?1 .7797
1.85!1 .5n75+09 1.nl109 I.T4^A .7717
1.9nn .483E+n8 1.0009 193399 .7639
1.950 .479+08 1.0009 t.3-?Q9 .7561
2.000 .465=+OA 1.0107 1.3193 47~93
- bl-fA" TS=N T RO P T r, EX PANSInNS OF PA-AMYCGOGaN
4.0 ATM	 OHOT	 ,c57F-93 G/Ch;
	 SVT = 7315.784 M/SEC
f/vT T/ TT RHO/PHIT AF / A SV/SVT F/PT T/ TT RHO/RHOT A•/A
-------P ELATIVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES-------
1.0000 160000 1.000D 090000 i.00nR 149000 100000 1601100 1.0000
0998* 69995 •9993 .0664 t9000D 160001 100000 160001 160017
099.30 .9981 .9949 .1720 10n00D .9999 140001 .9999 100015
. Q R,4 .9957 .g8l^3 .2561 .9999 160000 1.9401 .9999 100015
.9727 .9923 09803 03379 .999@ 1.0002 1.0093 1.0001 100015
.9576 .9881 09691 .4167 .9997 1.0991 1,0004 .9999 1.0013
.93 08 .9'320 .9563 .4970 49496 100003 10000E .9999 100012
49133 09769 .9413 •5631 .9°195 100005 1,fl088 100000 1.1811
08463 .9701
-9243 46295 09993 1.0006 100011 140001 140010
.871? ,9625 99956 .6909 .999? 1.9019 1.0815 1.0001 100009
.P.441 .9541 .8852 .7469 .9990 1.0013 110018 1.0001 140007
.8155 49451 .81`35 .7913 .9988 100017 1.0023 1+0001 100006
•7357 .9374 09407 .6421 .99116 1.0022 1.Q026 1.0003 100006
.7547 .9252 .9166 .8808 .9994 10002E 1.0034 100002 1.0003
.7? 71 3 .9144 07918 •9140 .99B? 1.0032 1.0044 190003 100002
.E9i2 .9039 6766; .9412 .9980 1.0038 1.0048 140003 190000
.E591 .8915 .7403 99632 .9479 199046 1.0056 190005 198080
06MI .8794 07140 09797 699717 1.0855 1.0065 1.0006 09999
.59 .- 1 08670 06875 .9911 99915 1.0065 100075 1.0007 94899
.56 7 7 .8544 06618 .9876 .9874 1,0076 160066 190909 99999
.53'9 01415 .6346 1.0090 99973 100069 140098 1000ii 100000
05010 ,8285 05914 .9989 .9972 1.0102 1.0111 1.0812 1.0401
. ^ ? T C{ .8153 .5825 .992? .9971 100116 169126 160013 149601
5 .A47n .5569 098?7 .9971 1.0128 1.0141 1.001? 09999
0419? 67886 .5318 .9704 .9971 100144 100157 1.0012 .9999
039('3 .7752 .5071 .9553 09971 1.0161 190175 100013 1601000
.36 7 4 .76115 .4835 69380 .9972 1.0179 1.0194 100013 100002
.3434 ,7,+85 .46n? .4180 .9973 1.0197 l.n?13 160008 09996
.3?08 .7357 .4377 18966 .9975 100209 1.0234 1.0005 .9997
.?4^+3 .7228 ,47 cg ,8736 .9977 1.0224 1.0256 1604109 ,999:4
027 9 9 .7069 .39-67 08493 .9980 1.0236 100278 09993 .999.0
.2597 .695P .3744 .8247. .9984 1.0253 1.0302 99986 .9986
.?415 06829 .=549 .7983 69988 1..9767 1.11326 09977 09981
.27'.5 06701 .3361 .7716 09992 190278 190350 09965 69973
.20 0 4 .6575 .319i 07449 .9997 1.0287 1.0375 .9950 ,9164
.19 7,3 .6450 .1098 07176 1.0003 1.0293 1.0401 99933 09953017 x ? 06327 ,?643 06907 10994'9 100?97 S.n.+26 .9913 .493°
416	 9 0b?05 .?686 16637 1.0916 1.13298 1941452 69891 .8!923
01:77 .6094 .?536 ,6370 1.0024 1.0297 1.0477 .9867 09906
.1422 .596r 0?393 .6106 1.0032 1.0292 1,0502 .9840 .9&87
.1314 .584.0 .2?56 .5644 1.0040 1.0261 t.0576 98n7 69667
ti
TA	 L:	 IV.	 .AL-GA^ I;=N T ROPIG _XPAN;I ON' OF PARAHYCPOGEN
H.	 ccnNTINU,Ol
M ACH LOCAL
	 ISENT R nPIC VTSCOSITY THER4AL CONDUCTIVITY ERANOTL
FX P ArSION CUEFF, G/CM-SEC CAL /CM -SEC -K DUMBER
0.0100 I .89712E-04 *462119E-03 , 7102
.050 1.4197 .89754E-04 .46196E -03 06905
0100 103750 ,89666E-04 .46157E-03 .6905
.150 1.3941 .895r?1E-04 .46093E-03 .6995
.?O4 1.3977 .89316E-II4 .46003E-03 .6946
.256 1.3853 .89056E-04 .45689E-03 .6907
.301 1.3927 .88741E-04 .4 575fE -n3 66909
.350 1.39??. 0883X1-04 .455961E-03 .6910
.400 1.391? .87954E-04 .45407E-03 .6912
.450 1.3895 .87486E-04 045204E-03 .6914
f. .500 1.3x70 .86912E-04 .44960E-03 .6916
.550 1.3983 .86413E-0 ♦ .44739€-03 06919
. e>10 10.188? .858117--A 4 .44499E-03 .6922
.650 1.3B30 .85175E-04 ,44213E-03 •6924
.?00 1.3852 .945021:-04 .43941E-03 ,6926
.750 1.3814 .83795E-04 .43656 ► -33 06927
.9110 1.3825 .839 59E-0 u . 4?1361--113 0693D
95'1 ? .1503 .8229EE-04 .43055E-03 .6932
1.3785 .51509E-04 .42742E -03 .6935
.950 1.37"P6 .90701E-04 .42421E-03 .6938
1.0(10 11,3769 479+174---04 .42094E+113 .6941
a 1.15n 1 .3719 .799 3?_-74 .4175?E-'► 3 .6945
t .10n 1.3717 .'T817EE-04 @4142TE-03 .6949
e 1.150 1.3677 .77310E-04 .4.1089E-U3 06953
1.20.0 1.3679 076435E-04 .40?50E-03 .6977
1 . ? 5 n 1.36611 0'555?E -(14 94l14G IF- R3 .6962
1.390 1.3649 .74665E-04 .40023E-03 .6973C d 1.350 103593 .73774E-04 .39644E-03 .59831.400 1.3596 .72881E-04 .39267E-03 .6992
1.450 1.3564 071988E-04 .3F1	 " !F-13 07001
1.500 1.3546 .711995E-14 .38519E-43 .7008	 -.
1.550 1.3534 ,70204E-04 .36149E -03 .7014
1.600 1.3517 .69315E-04 037762£-03 .7019
10650 1.3488 .68430E-04 .37419E-03 .7022
i07nn 10471 .67549E-04 037059E-03 07023
11750
 1.3455 .6667tE-(14 .36704E-03 97022
10890 193437 .65798E -04 .36353E-03 07017
1.950 1.3430 064929E-04 .35656E-03 07036
1 .900 1.3423 .64065E-04 .3531 8f-03 197066
1.950 1.3416 .63?8EE-04 .34786E -0l .7091
?. g un 1.3392 ,52352--04 .34260E-03 97113
'UJ	 HD-V?L+ AWNM16 N0I11d2101V5
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	 V.	 PEAL-GAS ISENTROPIC EXPANSIINS OF PARAHYCvOGEN
A. (CONTINU£01
MACH LOCAL ISENTROPIC VISCOSITY THTRMAL CONDUCTIVITY PRANDTL
=XPANSION COE£F. G/C!M-SEC CAL/CM -SEC -K NUMBER
0.000 I .24535E-Q4 .93673E-04 .8048	 -	 -
0051 1.6n4s .?4461E-04 .93536E-"4 .8053
.101 1.7541 .?44031 -04 .93271E-04 .8056
.150 1.7747 e2430PE-04 .92836E -04 .8062
.200 1.7649 .2417EE-04 .92326E -04 .8062
.259 1.7657 .24008E-64 .91652E -04 08065
.30 1 107581 .?3806E -"4 .90819E -04 .5070
1350 1.76111 .23573£-04 .89831E-04 08079
.400 1.7613 .23310E-04 .88714E-04 08059
.450 1.7518 .230.19E-04 .67390E-04 08109
0500 1.7556 .??TG41=-04 .86087E-04 .8128
.559 167505 .22366E-04 .84624E-04 08139
.600 1.7443 .22007E-04 .83007E-04 .8165
.650 1.7493 .21633E-D* .81590E -04 98168
0700 1.7378 .21242E -04 .79912E -04 08192
` 0750 1.740fl .20840E-04 .78437E-04 08191
.809 1.7357 .20427E-9µ ,76873E-04 0819T
.850 1.7273 .20005E-04 *75179E-04 .8213
6900 1.7293 .19578:,-0µ .73385E-04 .8241
.950 107?17 .19146E-04 .71648E-94 .8261
v 1.000 1.7195 .18711£-04 •469863E-04 .8289
1.050 1.7133 .1rl272E-04 .68026E-04 .14320
1.1110 167163 .17833E-04 .66269E-04 .8340
1.150 ls?nA5 .17393E -04 .64596E-04 .8348
-+ 1.200 1.712n .16957E-04 ,62993E-04 .8349
1. 1 50 1.7067 .16524E-04 .61369E-94 .8355
1.300 1.7025 .16095E-04 .5973µE-04 .8364
1.350 1.7021 .15671.E-94 58099E-Dµ .8379
s` 1.400 1.70117 .15255E-q4 .56473E-04 08398
1.450 1.6962 .14845E-04 .54877E-04 .8420
1.500 1.6942 .14442E-04 .53507E-04 .6414
1.550 1.6891 .2404PE-04 .52163E -04 .8411
. 19609 1.6881 .13663E-04 .5 077 3E-114 .8423
16651 1.6841 03786E-0µ .49349E-14 .8451
11700 106814 .1291 SE-04 .47903E-04 *8494
r SATUPATION BOUNDARY REACW£7.
t
Li ............... 	 ..........
r !.• L 	 U.	 --AL-'^a" r^, N TP)PTC rXPANSIO ► 7Z Ov PAOA14YCF1aGE+
PT = 16. n ATN	 o wor	 :/CM3	 SVT = 574.794 M/SEC




-------FEL A TIVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES-------
^.	 TT =	 51.0 K
MA(:H	 °c/M	 7	 CP/''V
O.a00 9. .0101 i0gin5 1.00011 1.6701!9 1.00011 1.00110 1.0300
0000 .C44c + a B .91110 1.9 00 8 .999 Q
.9489
.100 .11ff"09 .'x179 1.°(11n .9985 .991' .9965 .9949 *1785.1785
.15 11 .17,0F+"q .917'r 1.91114 .945= .94n' .992' .9849 .?655
021'0 .?3IL+14 .417? 1.9919 .9423 .97Fn .086? .9414 .3498
.75!1 .2156+09 .41Ep 1.9[1?4 .9dQ 00y^5 .9797 •9+95 •4305
.300 .339E+00 .9f 9 1.90131 .9A?9 .9ZC.8 69696 .356R .5072
0350 .1911
	
+9 q .91=0 1.9137 .9709 OaQIn .95791 .9+.71 .5490
.40^ .4. !l:+n .a1 k9 1.9"4i .97n1 .e7fE .94TT .9'5; .6457$ 460 .417=+09 .914? 1.95''^n •9627 •14.0 .934? 0 1172 17066
.500 .x3.7;"
	 0 .9134 1 • g 55e .9z 45 .A1?5 .1201 .8E17F .7616
+09 6011?6 1090Ea .9. 57 .7707 .9050 69668 06105E.
.614" 9 .9117 1.9 1 ia .9,964 074EI .8891 .5451 .8536
EE F) .E:?-+114 .91^19 1.gnEc a9.55 .7114 .8724 a 521 68904
.Ina .ERF9+0? .0100 1.0nE7 .9153 .E 7 1 4 1655? .7992 9216
.750 .719c+09 .4991 169007 69051 .94?9 .8375 .7754
.9470
.1200 .7..R=+119 .9083 1.9nE5 .41449 .6n41 08194 0751-, .96711
.RSQ .775-+139 ,9n7w t.Q^r' .8136 .c7FP .8nin .72'i 098700901 .800E+09 .91165 1 .90 = 7 .+l 722 .5 .,73 .78?-4 .7031 .9923
.°50 .a?2	 +a9 .905d 1.0!!51 .3947' 6 .7630 16790 .9981
16000 .8,4Z_+09 091159 1.9045 08-091 .+-?1? .7451 .6551 1000001.950 .fE,P	 +1'4 .QnL'? I	 q" T " .817.. .-519 .7265 .	 115 0998?
1.1 1!9 .476+09 .9^x5 1x9029 .8?57 .42,t9 .7079 .6093 9933
1.1F0 .891 =+9q .90 in 1.9024 .Oi4a .39'1 .609E 05955 .9851
1.200 .;13?+09 .90?4 1.?nfa .Rn?4 63717 .6715 .5632 .9749
x .250 .914.+119 .901? t.9"ns .7QQq 0,0'5 .653c •5413 •9(-21
103 c!1 .q''i=+10 .4n13 .q1f, 6779~ .3'"7 663711 .5?l?1 094751.350 .931=*114 .9Qa s 1.9nr!2 87681 430:11 .6184 0'49 ^ .9311
1.4110 .939:+09 .gDD3 i.RooQ ,7x6°
.?929 6;z'1^. r4	 41'0 09133140;0 .9•.?= ♦ 	 G0. d.^9,9 uc1.119'- .7451 02637 .5347 .46	 1 .6944
105n1 .q..7r+09
.8995 1 aR9 00) .73.44 .?4:8 .5614
.441,. 68745
1.558 .951:+A9 .894? I.99A,0 . 7?3Q 6??°1 65525 ,4?=.. .8541
1.600 .9537+119 .8949 1 00 977 .713? .213E .5370 .4061 .033110650 .455=+09 .8QRE, 1. A 9 r-9 .7Q?E
.19°.0 .57211 .?t9a5 .8118
1.709 .955:+119 68984 1. 0 9=7 064?? .18^4 .5n71 .371'5 .7907
1.75? .955=+09 .4917 1.A1?	 5 .6w7a .977$
.4931 .35011 .76841, Ann .95F-+0Q .0900 I.p°73 .6719 .ibin .4794 .3414 .7467
1. A= Q .9747 +D0 .991!1 I.R919 .6^29 .1!791 n 4660 0293 47?511. g nI .9t2r,+09 .9977 1. q DF-, .0=?3
.135E .4630 .3159 67"38
1.°.^ n .14Gp"+Rq .497'; l.aac" .F.?q
.IA"5 .44115 13030 .68?7?,5'?5 .'1 4 7-+04 .*9'. 1.RA7q .6335 . 1 717 .4284 .?906 .6619
10Dnno 140000 140000 100000 1.0000
. 0 998 .999E .9996 160000 1.0402
.99911 0998? 09985 .9999 110393
,979 .9967 .9967 1.0001 1.0382.1
.91E2 .9933 099,01 1000QI 1.0366
0942 .989E .9909 100001 1.0344
.991 7 .985E 69870 1«0004 1.0321
.°R a e .9807 .98?6 16004; 100295
.9 g« 097F3 19776 190011 1.0265
.9820 0969F .9721 100019 1.0236
.9781 09638 .9661 1.0028 100204
.9739 .9577 .9598 1.D039 10QtT2
09695 09517 .9531 100D55 1801 42
.8649 49455 .9462 1.0072 100111
.9602 .9396 .9390 100096 1,00985
0553 .9339 69317 1,0123 100081
.9503 .9284 .9?42 100154 1.0039
09x53 ,9234 09167 100192 1,0023
.9402 89188 09092 100234 140011
•9352 .9145 09016 100280 100002
49351 .9i08 08941 1.0.334 1.0000
.9257 .907E 08866 190392 1.0003
.92112 991150 68?93 100451 19DDt1
•4 f54 .9028 48720 t.D527 110025
. g lob 49014 .8648 10604 1.0046
.9060 .9001 08577 1.8683 1,0071
19016 08995 66507 I.D770 100103
0 89 72 08994 x8439 1.0863 100140
.9930 08998 08371 1.0961 160183
08888 09008 08306 1.1064 10231
.8848 1902 .A?_42 1.1174 1.0286
.ARo g .9047 98180 191292 1.0348
.87 7 0 .9737E 68120 101416 1.041E
06732 09112 .8062 101547 1.0490
.e695 .915? .9006 101683 100569
08650 .9199 07952 101825 1.0654
.11.62E ,8251 07900 101973 1.0745
.0592 09310 .7850 102128 1.11642
6 11 568 09376 .78112 1.??91 1.0946
.8579 .9446 .7755 1024509 1.1055
.8499 .9522 07711 1.2632 1.1169
TAaI-
	
U.	 PEAL-GA'7 IS E NTROPTC EXPANSIONS OF PARAHYOFOGEN
So	 (CONTINUcCl
MACH LOCAL ISENTROPIC VISCOSITr THEPMAL CONDUCTIVITY PRAN9TL
EXPANSION COEFF, G/CM-SEC CAL/CM-SEC-K NUMBER.
(1.0110 I .7_6381E-134 .10091E-q3 .?631
1050 1.7651 .?6304E-04 .10058E-03 .7632
.100 1.7184 .26245E-04 .10034E-03 .?632
6150 1.7507 .26148E-04 .99933E-04 .7633
.200 1.7++62 .26012E -04 .99370E-04 .7634
. 1-7 50 1.71;3y .25840E-04 .98652E-04 .7635
130f1 1.7494 .25633E-04 .97789E-04 .7638
.350 1.7428 .25393E-04 .96786E-04 .7641
.400 1.7364 .25121E-04 .9565tF-04 .7645
.45f1 1.7k5? .74821E-04 .94311E-04 07657
.50R 1.7365 .24494E-14 .92829E-04 .7672
A
4550 1.7336 . 24144E-0 f+ . 9124TE- 04 .7690











.750 1.7?64 .22552E-114 .84136E-04 07776
AD
elf all 1.7240 .22119E-04 .82331£-04 .7792
.850 1.7247 .21677E-04 .80475E-04 07a11
.^, 09110 1.7?014 .712?7E•04 .78578E-04 .7632
.95 11 1.7147 .7077?E-04 .76T2?E-04 .7848
3.000 1l7i5t .20313E.-04 .74968E-04 .7854
10050 1.7113 .19852E-04 .73155E-04 07867
1.100 167097 .193901E-04 .T1299£-04 .7885
18150 1.7154 .189294-114 .69450E-04 .7904
1 .200 1.71155 .18471£-04 .67648E-04 .7920
1.250 1.6992 .18013E-04 .65847E-04 .7937
1.300 1.71310 .17559E-04 .64126E-04 97944
t.350 1.69811 .1710QE-04 .62468E-04 .7945
1.400 1.6958 .16664E-04 .60804E-04 .7950
1.++50 1.6928 .16226E-04 .59164E-04 .7954
1..500 i.bg1q .15795E-04 .57556E-04 .7959
1.550 bi.912 .15371E-0* .55954£-04 07968
106PR 1.6998 .149564-04 .54367E-04 07960
1.650 I.6876 .14549E-114 .52800E-04 .7996
1.7010 1.6946 .14150E-04 .51391E-04 07995
1.750 1.6821 .13761E-04 .49949E-04 .8006
1.8[10 166801 .13381E-04 .48487E-04 .8028
11850 1.679P .130111E-{1 4 .47015E-04 .8060
10900 1.6787 .1264AE-04 .45542E-04 .8104
t.953 1 .6 759 *12296E-04 .4 .186E- 04 o8136





1 T AQJ V. =- AL - C A	 ' h'R^ o I -vnAti'^I'IN' ^.F	 PA aGHYC 0 0G; M
TT =	 cn.e	 K F7	 = 1000	 hTU c^ci	 = .^? g F-n' :/rM ; ',:VT	 =	 ^34.108 M/SEC
MACH PE/M 7 CD/CV 5V/SVT o/-'T T/TT Rr1{7/ DHOT A•/A >V/SVT P/PT T/TT ECHO/QHOT A*/A
-------0£LATIVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES----- --
0.000 0. 09557 1.7753 1,0000 1.0000 1.DOOn 1*01100 000000 1.0009 1.0000 160090 180000 i.0000
.^50 .4535+0e .9556 1.7''-0 .9q 96 .99'9 .999? .99(17 .0890 .499(1 .9996 .9997 1.0000 160312
.10n .gn4;+n8 .4(135 1.77(15 .9Q91 .991E .9967 .9951 .17'/0
.9993 .99 PE .9967 1.0001 1.03080159 .135=+99 .9553 1.7771 .9967 .QilI .99?5 .WAR .2633 .Q985 .9966 .9970 1.0000 140298
.200 .1795x09 .Q550 1.71?5 .993» .g0C9 .gAEA .9104 .3471 .9973 .9942 .9947 1.0001 1.0288
.250 .?21- #99 .9=47 1.7196 .9397 .9418 .979E .9696 .*276 Q ^9.	 9_ .9910 .9918 1.0002 1.0274
.300 .203_+09 .9;43 1.7915 .91-5? .9174 .979A .9567 .5039 .99%i .9871 .988? 110003 1.025E0 350 .7R3F+n9 .9538 1.7973 .9909 .90;1! .960E .9411 .5757 09919 .9829 .9842 140006 1.023E
*400 .3,•1F+09 .gr33 1.7853 .9741 .8758 .9491 .9251
-6424 691195 09779 .9795 140008 1.1)214
.450 .3711 +09 .9r. 7 7 1 .7 117 3 .9674 .14 (15 .9364 .9009 .7035 .9868 .9727 697114 1.0014 1.01920500 0b137-+09 .9521 1.'AQ+ .9e01 .91-3 0922(- .'AA-0 .7F49 69838 .9671 9657 1.0021 1.01680350 ...rF^+09 .9514 i.TT17 .9	 ?' .76'7 .9171 .Q660 33083 g8PE 9613 .9627 1.0030 1.01440600 .477E +n0 .1+	 n7 1,7gxF .Q»3'
.74119 .8.3211 e°4:-1 .8515 .0770 .9552 .9563 1.0040 1801180650 .505;+09 .9F 00 1.70^:5 .9343
.71-r .875E .p211 .8890 .9733 .9494 .9495 1.0057 1.009E
.700 .532E+09 .9»9"1 1.7077 .9251 .6801 .8584 .7976 .9205 .9693 .9434 .9425 1.0076 1.0074.
.750 .556E+09 .91.86 :.7167 .9151 .F .8407 .7,736 .9467 .?	 ' .9353 1.0199 1.0053
.HOa .579E+Oq .9479 1.A9n9 ,9047 .E 11 4 .n??E .7493 .9!566 09609
.437E
9320 .9279 160126 1.403E
.850 .599.E+09 .9472 1.1Rif1 .89"1 .=777 .AW .724,3 .4817 99565 .9266 .9204 1.0157 1.00200900 .618E+09 69465 1.8019 *8131 .54-9 .7856 .700-4 .9'121 .9519 .9216
-9128 1.0194 1600090950 06347+09 .9.+58 1.An2= .871q .^131 .7569 46761 09981 .9y 74 19171 *9052 160737 1.000?
	
1
1.000 .649E+D9 .945? S.^n?9 .BERb .»^3'3 .?481 .E5"! I. Oil a m .04517 -9138 .8976 160285 1200001 * 050 .667=+09 .9-44E 1..9031 .8491 .+.5?6 .729? .6282 .9982 *9381 .9091. .(1900 100337 1600021.100 .674=+09 .8440 imAni? .8?76 .4044 *710F .6047 09930 .433E .9062 .8825 1..039E 1400091.150 .E94^+09 .9434 1.R03n .8260 .397= .6921 .:813 09850 .9289 .9037 .8751 1.0461 1400721.200 .693p+99 .9479 1.19?g 98144 .3719 .67;7 .5595 .9745 .8743 09019 .8678 190534 1.0342
1.250 .790=+09 .g4r4 1.8124 .63329 . ZV7E 95557 .5376 .961E 84198 .9004 .A606 100610 10DOE511*0O .706-+1;q .9419 1.R9t . ' 07014 .3247 .6379 05164 .9469 .9154 68997 .8535 160694 1.00971.350 .711E+^1 .0415 1.9914 .7799 .31131 .620E .-40511 .930+4 .9111 .8994 .8466 1.0763 1.0133	
j
1.400 .715E+0q .Q,-11 1.100? .7686 .?170 .6034 .4759 .91?7 .9968
.8998 18199 16088n 1601761 * 450 .71Ar+n4 .Q»97 1.an01 .7574 ,°hTt .556= .45E-5 .8936 .9n?7 19006 ..8333 1.D9811 1002221650 0 .771;+09 .9403 1*79Q5 .7"61 .c",.•=3 05703 .%380 .8738 .8986 09022 .(11269 161089 100278
1.550 .722E+09 .9400 1.7981 .7353 .22110 .554? .4?10 .8532 .ft 947 .9043 .8206 1.1202 1.033810600 .723e+!fa .9397 1.71164 .7246 .2133 .5387 .4027 .8320 .89n9 .9466 .1145 1.1320 1.04021.650 .7735+19 .9,q95 1.7079 07139 .Igr7 .=?35 .3860 .8104 .8873 .91 9E .8085 1.1444 1.0473
14700 .777=+09 .93g3 1.497-i .703 11AFI+ .5087 037+11 .7887 *8837 .9132 .8027 1.1576 1*055014750 .721;+01; *9390 1.1970 .6932 .1723 *444? 63547 07669 .8807 .9173 07970 1.1712 1.0633
10800 .720-+99 .9;49 I.7gE:; .68,;0 .10114 .4A93 .=400 .7450 .67 ES .7915 1.1854 1.07?0	 -^1.850
1 o q ^1
,718E+09 .93387 1.74r.0 .E731 .14114 .4667 .t7 59 7?i3 .173E
•4218
269 .7167 1.200? 1.0x11.
.716(1+n9 ,0sa fi 7 r1.	 1.4 .tiF3s .1jq? .453(-
.7174 71118 *6774 .9377 .7811 1.2158 1.09141.QF0 .713-+09 .13	 A , 1.7g4 A • 6:31 .1707 .4,-08 .P9g5 161105 .167? 9.381 .7761 1.2331 1.10192.0013 .711.+no .0394 1.7947 06 43 .1208 .4785 .78x? r.b.95 .PE4% .945.r ,7713 1.?484 1.1129
T A8L=	 '!.
	 REAL-GAS IS = NT9OPTC EXPANSI7NS	 OF F^=_
C.	 [CnNTINUFO1
MACH LOCAL	 ISENTROPIr ViSCOSIxr THEPMAL GONLUCTIVITY PRAMOTL
EXPANSION COEFF, G1CM-SEC GAL/CM-SEC-K NUMBE'V
I .29990E-fl4 611858E-03 .7077
.1150 1.6896 .29908E-04 .11919E-03 070776100 197151 6298471-04 .11790E-03 07077
.150 1.6881 .29746E-0,+ .1174tE-01 .7076
.?PO 1.7!166 .29606E-114 *11614E-0-* .7076
9?50 1.7055 .?9427E-44 .11589E-03 .7077
.309 1.6982 .292tbE-04 .11486E-03 07078
03r0 1.7046 .28959E-a4 .11365E-113 67080
41-409 t.70t7 .76673E-q4 .11229E-03 .7483
.450 1.7057 .76357E-04 .11077E- 03 .7088
.500 1.7035 280t"'-94 .110641E-03 07276
9550 1.7049 6?7637E-04 6i4476E-03 07279
0600 1070!: .27239E-04 .10300E-03 .7293
.650 1.7105 .76814E-94 .101t7F-03 .7287
.7na 1.7066 .7.6384E-04 .99292E-04 67291
.750 1.1053 .?5923E-04 .97345E-04 .7296
.300 1.7370 .25453E-Q4 695369£-94 .7302
1 95n 1.7027 0?4971E-114 0933621r'-04 67307
.900 1.7153 .74479E-04 .913IIE-04 .7315
0950 t.7049 .23980E-94 .89121E-04 .7334
1.090 1.7025 623477E-04 .86929E-04 .7354
1.050 1.7093 .22969E-04 .84?26E- 04 .7420
1.1 q l 1.698:8
.82143E-04 67434
,^. 1 0150 1.6994 671951E-9 + .80069E-04 .7449	 ----
10200 1.699? .21444E-04 .7801,3F-04 67463t t.251
1.3nry
1.6939 .24939E-04 .75983E-04 .7479
,^^	 ..
-
1.6961 6714371 -94 973977F-f14 67495I	 c p q 1.6924 .19940_-fl4 721141E-0 4 . 7505





1 65" 1 .6,371 .
 lag .64649E -14 .7550
1.C-; 9n 1.6841 617548.E-04 662904E-04 .7557
1.650 1. a 846 . 171192E-94 *61.211E-04 .7560
1. 790 1.6947 616o44E-04 .59547E-04 67566
1.751 1.6934
.16?051-04 .576g7E-P4 .7575
1 1 8n0 S.CE01 .15774E -114 *56257E-04 .7586
1 0 B`!} 1 .fR0q .15154E-114 .54649E- n4 .7598
1. 11 09 1.6,311 91494'^E-04 .53079E-04 .7613
1 0 ri p: 0 10678? .14541E-94 .5157 .7622












































33s/H (16.111 = iAs	Ewj/' ZO-3TTf•	= 10Ha	.rLSr pool = Id	N 0, 40 = it
N250daAHV",V.3 Ij SNGI5Ngdx= ;,id0bliv?^-I	-c	•^	;Ietl
r
TA9L=	 V.	 O-AL-C,4, I-rNTPOOTC	 EXPANSIONS OF PARAHYQROGEN
D0	 (CONi INU=Ci
MACH LOCAL	 IS=NT?OPIC VISCOSITY THEPMAL CONDUCTIVITY PFANCTL
XPANSION COLFF, G/CM-SEC CAL/CM-SEC-K NUMPEP
1 .36723E-04 @1518SE.-93 .7D85
.050 1.5974 .36633E-04 .15126E-03 .7085
.1110 1059111 .36573E-04 .15085E-03 .7085
.IF{i 1.5833 .36474E-114 015916E-03 .1486
.?'1l 1.5P5D .363:EE-04 0149?tF-03 .7087
0?5D 1.5878 .36159E -11* .14799E-03 .7088
0300 1.5S87 .359%4E-04 .14651E-03 .7090
0354 1.59~9 .35692E-04 .14504E-03 07081
.400 1.5976 03540; E -114 .14348E-03 .706to
0459 1060?? .3507ar-a.. .14174E-03 .7049
.500 1.6089 .74721E-R w 013982E-03 .7033
. 5511 1,1,;195 .34331 E-0 4 .1.377,7E-03 .7016
.600 1.617'9 .3T9IgE-04 ,13547E-93 07004
.659 106?ii .33459E-04 .133137E-13 06986
,700 1.6249 .32982E-04 .13054E-03 .6974
.750 1.5303 .32481£-04 .12788E-03 .6964
0840 I,G381 .31957E-04 .12513E-93 06957
.850 1.64?B .31414£-114 .12245E-03 96945	 ------
.999 106453 .30855E -134 . 11975E-03 .6933
.950 106523 .3028?E-04 .11699E-03 .6925










1.150 1.6677 .27907E-04 .10563E-03 96939	 --	 -1.200 1.6720 .273135E-0-+ .111156E-fl3 .7036









1.400 106781 O'492EE-04 .91425E-0.4 87066
0?3 19450 1.6761 .24345£-04 .891125E-n4 07075
105no 1.6788 .
	 4 .8663?E-14 07090
- 1155n
 1 .6845 . 2320 7E-9 4 . 84260 E- X14 071 fl 810600 1.6788 .22651E-fl 4 .81585£-04 .7158
1.650 1.6782 .22104E-0w .79390E- 134 .7173
_ 1.710 1.6785 021567£-94 .77254E-94 07187
i.6An? 0;'ln4nE -114 .75176E-94 07201
1.61785 .70523E-D4 .73157E- 04 .7215
I
 1.6776 .?110164-94 .71204E -04 .7227
11990 1.6767 .1g52DE-04 069306E-04 .7238
1 .950 1 . E 77 1.1 . t gr1 34F-0 ^ , 6747 9E:- n 4 .7747





TT = 190.0 K
7	 cr/ry
V.	 ?"AL-C-A IS = N TD OPIC	 097 PARAHYCrOGEN
P " = 1 0. 0 ATE	 PHIT =	 S/CM3	 SVT = 7 79.515 M/S;^L
SV/SVT
0.000 R. .3°T9 1.4'28 L.00OO
1059 •j74`- +n+3 .997? 1 •L 7 L. A .Q041
.In g .44E:+n9 ,0070 1.L7-:z .9091
.150 +0 ° .9077 1.47E 7 .9980
6200 .991=+Op .9Q 76 I.-_?p3 .9064
.250 .109:+OG .991"4 109.005 •9954
.390 •1 ?0-+0° .g47? 1.+.8x7 •gg?11
.350 .1+.9=+0Q .	 0 70 1.+RF7 .9?91
.400 .1r9	 +0 r- .9?69 t.w9rO .9h5a
.450 .ta5_-+09 .99^5 1.+943 .9°21
.580 .?rt27+n0 .39 E? 1.901 .9"an
.550 0?18=+nq .9^5c 1.^^44 .9715
1600 .233- +Oa .99	 6 1.:3ln3 .9-87
.65 R .246= +04 .9Q52 1 .=if c . 9t ?4
.7nO .2FP-+09 .0g49 1.5?.3n .957°
.750 .?6%+q0 .9045 1.5 7 17 .9=18
seen .290: +1?'4 .99u1 1.=30.6 .9+5-
.850 .2°87+0q .993♦ 1.548'' .5387
17-00 .?9E-+OQ .9934 1 .557 3 . 9 3 1 _
9 c ft .;9 x:+na s g g xn 1.=cEq .9'51
1.OnO .70]9-+9° ,Qqo: 1.=TC5 ,9167
11050 71 LIZ +0 U 00 ?'t 1.`°f .9'191
1.19 0 .318=+9g .0'213 1.° 'I f r .8936
1.150 .321'+09 .901; 1.606.. .8907
1.?PQ .x74.+09 .991? 1.616' .8014
1.260 .3269+Q° .9008 1.F?^E 10'34
1.300 .327:+09 .4005 i.f•34c .AA2D
11350 .321t^'+fl9 .g902 1.64?9 .8519
1.400 .7?R_+r}a .91394 1.6FnE .8-16
1.459 .3?8E+09 .gRgc 1.675 .8310
16F00 .3?7-+a9 ."93 1.EE?9 .0104
1.550 .7299.+Oa .9891 1.EFg7 ,1199E
1.bn0 .325= +n g 89988 1 .6741 , 8987
1.6 6, 11 ,703" +ng ,9A a6 1.5YFl? ,7873
1.70n .322=+09 .9884 1.Fa17 .7770
11750 .320=+09 .9982 1.EP45 .7b62
1.80 1] .318=+09 .g9Rn 1.6Rf•9 .7354
1.P5fl 171[0;"+n- .gR7P t068P8 17:.40
1.9nn .313=+119 .9R 7E 1.69['3 .7142
11950 .311' +09 . 4 .17 1 .6915 47?39
2.n00 .308-+n9 .9473 1.69?t. .7136
F/1'T TOP T RHO/aHn r AF/A 5Y/SVT P/PT T/TT RHO/FHOT AF /A
-------FELATIVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES------ -
!.0090 1.9011r, 1.0D00 O.nflnO 100r,91? 1.0000 1*9000 10011fl0 140019
, g 9n' .9094 .99P,9 0860 t.0999 100000 .9999 1.0001 .9970
. 9 071g .q9?7 139°1 01713 L.n001 09997 69997 1.8001 .9971
. q 'V 7 o .994° .9A89 .2550 1.0002 .9992 .9933 160000 .9971
.9711 .9909 .9803 .3365 1.0004 .998E 69958 14.0001 .9974
.9553 .9859 .9695 .4157 1400139 .9977 .99A1 1.0001 .997E
.93E? .979E ,9563 .491? 1.00P8 .9965 .9972 09999 ,997E
.91-3 .9723 .9-t11 05613 1.P011 49951 .9951 09998 .9979
,RF^G G ,464n
.9242 .5274 1.0015 . 993E .9940 09999 09982
.5531 .954E .90r4 .6893 1.0016 69918 09933 09999 .9986
,q 4 4?
. R RFn .7455 1.0P22 09896 .9914 09998 19989
.HO3E .4329 .peit ,7961 1.002E .9870 .9893 .9996 49991
.7710 .920E .34nD
-6411 1.0029 .9641 69869 09995 09994
•73'3 .9011- 4gIr9 .8801 1.0033 49807 19841 •9993 .9995
.7nuE .093" .7911 .9137' 3.0036 19773 .9899 .9991 .9999
.Er n n .87RF .7653 .9411 1.0139 .9730 .9773 49990 99998
.f 15-4 .8620 .7392 09631 1.0041 .9686 29733 +9989 .9999
. 1=010 .846: .7178 .9798 1.0042 09638 .9689 09989 140001
.5698 . 8?9E .6863 .9913 1.P 942 ,9586 .9640 69989 1.0001
. Uz i .3121 .E5gR .9979 1.0041 .9531 .9586 09991 1. nor I
. = n,L- .79»1 .6+315 i00900 1.0n3P .9072 09529 •9993 100040
.^6 14 .77-E .0071 .9981 1 :093? .9413 .9467 100000 1.0002
.-3Y11 .7760 .5e?? .9924 1.0025 .9352 . 9401 190008 1.0002
.4118E .7380 ,5577 0g83'' 1.n^16 .9?9n 191x? 100fl19 1.01104
.38 n 7 .7180 .5371 .9714 1,0003 .9232 .9260 16003? 1.0009
035-? .5990 .5097 09570 69985 .917E .9186 100060 1.0018
.3?92 .6800 .4972 .9405 .9971 .9123 09110 100088 1.0028
.37=8 .6620 .4655 .9?22 09951 .9075 .9034 100184 1.nn44
.?838 .6w35 .441.7 .9n?5 093?9 09033 .8957 10166 1.0762
.26 ; 4 .6252 .'4249 .BA20 . gg05 .8999 08881 100218 160090
.?444 .607? .4nF9 .8605 0878 *8972 .8806 1.0271 1.0121
.?267 .5999 •3A78 .8384 . 985 1 •5952 .8732 1.0344 1.015Lt
? 1 ^4 .57?p .77n7 *816' .9871 .8944 .6660 1104?2 1.0204
.1953 5 .7937 49791 .8942 08590 1a  0507 1.025E
.1813 .5501 .3389 67711 .9760 .&948 .8522 100600 1.0314
.10 0 3 .524= .3?41 .7486 .4729 .8962 .8457 1.0702 1.0360
.15^a .5n94 03101 . 7 ?64 •969P .1198G .8344 100811 1.0452
.1403 .4947 .°.967 .71;4? .G66E *9019 ,0314 140920 1.0531
.1301 .4806 . ?841 .6827 .9635 . 90 54 .8275 1.1054 1-0618
.1257 .4660 .?720 .b614 .9604 .9098 .8719 1.118E 1.0710








	 V.	 REAL-GAS ISENTROPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARAHYOROG£N
E. (CONTINUED)
MACH LOCAL _ ISENTROPIC VISCOSITY THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY PRANDTL
EXPANSION COEFF. G/CM-SEC CAL/CM -SEC - K NUMBER
01000 I .42882E-04 .19757E-03 07126
.850 1.5067 .42784E-04 .19652E-03 x7130
.100 1.4764 .4.2730E-04 .19619E-03 07128
.150 1.4666 .4263!1£-04 .19538E-03 07126
12011 1.4778 .47511E-04 .19439E-03 .7123
.250 1.4787 .4234SE-04 .19311E-03 .7118
0300 114730 .42150E-04 .19157E-03 .7113
.350 1.481' ,41.916E-04 .18975E-13 .7107
•400 1.4867 .41648E-04 .18767E-03 07100
.450 1.4901 .41345E-04 .18533E-03 07092
.500 1.4917 .41009E-04 .18275E-03 •7084
.550 1.4958 .40641E-04 .17992£-03 .7076
.6A1? 195020 *4024'RE-64 .17686E-03 07068
1550 1.5059 .39808E-04 .17358E-03 .7060
.700 1.5170 .39346E-04 .1700 9E-03 07053
.750 1.5170 .38854E-04 .16652E-03 .7043
.800 1.5283 .38335€-04 .16283E-03 .7031
.850 1.5365 .17789E-04 .15696E-03 07021
0900 1.5436 07217E-04 .15495E-03 .7014
0950 1.5519 .36622E-04 .15061E-03 .7011
16000 1.56113 .3600EE-04 .14656E-03 .7011
1..050 1.5717 935371£-134 .14231E-93 .7012
1.100 105787 .34720E-134 .13877E-03 46979
1.150 1.5872 .34055E-04 .13518E-03 .6950
1.200 115989 .33380E-04 .13155E-03 .6927
1.250 1.6078 .12697E-Q4 .12792E-03 06909
1.300 1.6143 .32010E-94 .12430E-03 .6896
1.350 1.67.35 .31322E-04 .12075E-03 .6887
1.400 1.6287 .30635E-04 .11739E-03 .6876
1,450 1.63 95 .29953E-a 4 *11407E-03 .6870
1.500 1.6425 .2927EE-04 ,11083E-03 .6871
1.550 1.6471 .28607E-04 .10760£-03 ,6876
1.600 1.6562 .27948E-04 .10447E-03 .6887
1.650 1.6574 .27300E-04 .10141E-113 x6902
10700 1.6597 .?6663E-14 .97967E-04 06954
1 .750
+
1.6633 . 2 60 39E-04 .95294E-114 .6962
10 800 1. 6652 .25+2 ?E- 9 4 *92714E-04 .6971
10850 1.6665 .2482SE-04 .90217E-04 .6981
18900 1.6791 .24242E-04 .87804E-04 .6992
t .958 1., 6693 .73669E -04 .85447E-114 97006







	 t	 f	 . ,
v
V^) t. ^ T
rFl
^C,,^ T A P L -z
F.	 TT = 200.n K
MAC4 of/M Z CP/CV
06000 as 1.0067 1139;n1
0050 .945EtO7 1.1067 1.34°8
.100 .188E+08 1.0066 1.3497
.1.50 .281E+fl 8 1.0066 1 .3495
1200 .371E+08 1.01!65 1.3492
.250 .459E+0 8 I. 1064 10 4C.  8
.390 .544E+08 1.a 061 1,3484
0350 .625E+OA 100061 1.3479
.400 .792E+08 160060 1.3474
4450 .7757+08 1.0058 1.3468
.590 .84?-+n8 1.(1956 1.145?
8550 .905E+08 1.1305 &+ 1.3456
.600 19620+08 1.n052 1.63449
0650 .101E+09 1.0050 i.3442
,7110 41065+09 1.0948 i.3436
.750 .110E+09 !.01146 1.3429
.800 .114E+09 1.0043 1634?3
0850 .117E+09 1.OR41 1.7418
4900 .119E+119 1.0039 163413
.950 .1911:+n9 1.0 1136 1. 34n9
10000 .122E+09 1.0434 103406
16050 .123=+09 1.0037 1.3404
10100 .124`+419 1.00? r 1.349+.
1 0150 .1?4-*119 1 . on ,, - I 63405
!.?n4 .t?4;+Og i.nn?5 t93409
1.250 .1?3^+09 1.0023 1,3414
1.300 .122;+09 1.0021 t.3421
1.350 .121E+09 i.OR2n 163431
1.400 .1?OE*p9 1 .0 018 1.3444
1.450 .118E+09 1.0016 1.3460
1.500 .116=+09 1.0014 1.3479
1.550 .1145+09 1.0013 1.35{11
1.6rtn .11?E+09 1.09111 1.'1578
1.650 .109'r+09 1.0010 1.35_9
1.700 .107E+09 160009 1.35104
14750 .104' +n9 1.0407 1..36.34
19800 .102-+r.9 10nRn6 1.36Pn
1.850 .99?« +9 9 I . R(105 1.3770
11900 .965E+09 100004 1.3787
10950 .938E+08 1.0103 1.3849
20000 .911+08 1.0002 1139114
V.	 R=AL-G45 ISENTROPTC EXPANSTONS OF PAr2AHYC17OGEN
PT = 10. 11	 ATM RHOT = G/CM3 5VT =1067.?77 M/SEC
SV/SY T P /PT T/TT 4h0/4HOT A•/A SV/SVT P/P'T T/TT RHO/RHOT A*/A
-------RELATIVE_ TO IDEAL GAS VALUES------ -
Ion 1117 1.0 li p n 1. oion 1.00no O.flnne i.nno0 1.0000 1.0000 100000 110000
.999 0 19982 49996 09987 .0860 1.0000 100000 100001 09999 .9973
.9990 .993? 1998'R .9950 61713 120000 1601001 !.0003 .9999 .9973
09978 49848 09961 09887 .2550 1.0000 1.0004 10006 .9999 09973
.9961 .9733 .9931 .9802 .3365 i.flOni 100008 i.R0io 160000 .9974
.9914 .9586 .9892 .9693 .4151 160001 1.0012 1.0016 09999 99974
.9913 .9412 69846 .9564 04902 160082 190019 1.0023 100000 09976
.9Aet .9211 69741 .9413 .5611 1.0003 1.0025 1.0031 1.0000 09976
.9848 08985 .9724 .9241 .6274 160004 1.0032 1.0041 .9995 99976
. g an g •8739 .9660 .9054 06888 1.R096 1.0041 101051 •9999 •9978
.9767 .8473 .9584 088x0 .7448 t.flao8 100051 1.0064 99998 09979
.9720 08192 09502 .A632 07953 1.0010 1+0062 190077 09997 69981
19671 .7899 .9414 .8403 .5403 100013 100075 190092 09999 99964
09618 07594 .9320 08162 .8794 100016 100088 160196 49997 09986
.956'> .77112 .92?1 47912 99127 1.00?Q 1.0101 1.0125 19995 09968
.9504 06966 .9117 .7656 .9405 1.4024 100116 100143 .9994 09992
.9443 06645 .90.09 .7393 99626 180029 100130 190162 •9991 .9994
.9360 .6325 .8897 .7123 .9794 100435 100144 140183 19988 .9996
09315 .6Rn7 .8781 .6361 09911 1.4+14i 1.0159 1.0204 09964 99999
.9?4R 05691 .866? 065913 .9979 1.n04t1 1.0173 1,0226 09979 160000
491x9 .53P1 .8540 05321 110000 1.0056 1.0186 160248 09971 160000
.9I1fl .5076 .841E .6053 09978 110964 1.019E 1.0271 09961 09998
.9473 .1.780 .8289 65789 .9919 1.0173 1.11707 160295 .9951 .9997
.89°7 .41.9? .8161 95527 69822 1.0083 1.0214 1.0315 9.9938 19993
.8891+ .4215 .8030 85271 .9696 1.0094 1.0222 1.0342 .9424 09991
.8820 .3948 17997 .5020 .9539 180105 1.0225 1.0365 19908 .9985
.8746 .3690 .7764 .4775 99356 1.0117 110225 1.0388 09688 .9977
.8671 .3445 .7670 .4517 .9153 1.0179 S.o??3 1.0410 .9567 .9968
.8597 .1711 .7494 .4TO6 08931 140143 1.0218 1.0431 .9844 .9958
.8521 12988 .7357 .4082 .8692 190156 1.0207 1.0451 .9816 .9943
.8446 .277E .722P .3865 .8439 1.0170 1.0191 1.0469 .9755 .9926
.8371 1?576 4708? .3657 014177 1.4185 1.9170 1.0485 09757 .9907
.8796 .?3P7 .6940 .j457 67907 1.02110 1.0145 1.0499 .9717 99885
.8220 .2208 .W15 .3264 .7629 1.0216 1.0111 1.0510 .9675 09858
.8145 .2041 .6665 .3080 .7351 100232 100075 1.0518 .9635 .9832
08070 .1884 .652E .?995 .7071 t.0248 1.0033 1.0523 09592 .9804
17996 .1718
.618E 62737 .6790 16rt?64 .9984 1.10524 .9544 09771
.7921 .1611n .624E .2577 16509 t.n2Ri .9925 1.0521 •9492 .9733
.7847 01472 .610E .2426 06?34 1.0?97 09863 100513 .9440 .9645
.7773 .1353 ,5965 .?292 .x961 1.0314 19793 100501 .9385 .9663
.7699 .121.2 .5874 4?1 146 -695 1 .P 33n 49716 1.0484 .9Y ?a .9610
M1':
l:
TA9LEE	 U.	 REAL-GAS ISENTQOPIC =XPANSIONS OF PARAHYCPOGEN
F. (CnNTINUEDI
MACH LCCAL ISENTROPIC VMASITY THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FFANCTL
EXPANSION COEFF. G/CM-SEC CAL/CM-SEC- 9 NUMPEP
00000 1 .68606E-04 .37602E-03 ,7034
0050 1.3451 .68467E-04 .37545E-03 ,7035
sin g 1.1579 ,58405£-04 .37519E-n3 .7035
0150 1.3571 ,68311?E-04 .37477E-03 .7035
.200 1.3602 .68159E-04 .37418E-03 .7034
.250 1.3568 .67976E-04 .37343E-03 .7034
.300 163598 .67755E-04 .37253E-03 .7034
.35n 1.3567 .5749EE-94 .37147E-03 .7034
0400 113531 .6r21%1E-04 .37027E-03 .7033
.450 1.3562 .66671E-04 .36892E-03 .7032
.500 1.3538 .6650B£-04 .36745F-03 .7029
0554 1.3533 ,66113E-04 .36585E-113 07027
.60!1 1.3550 .65688E-04 .36380E-03 97030
0659 1.3518 .65235E-04 .36096E-03 .7045
41700 1.3505 ,6475FE-04 .35797E-03 .7060
.750 1.3511 ,64251E-04 ,354143E-03 •7075
.9nn 1.3481 .63723=-04 .35156E-03 .7090
.850 1.3485 .63173E-114 .34817E-03 07105
.900 1.34811 .62603E -04 .34466E-03 .71115
.950 1.31+63 .62015E-04 .34106E-03 .7130
,^ 1 .non 1.3449 .61410E-04 .33737E-113 .7141
1.050 1.3440 .611788E-04 .33360E-113 ,7149
'^d5 1.100 1.3453 .60151E-04 .32975E-03 .7155
10150 1.3431 ,59502E-04 .32565E-03 .7159
1.200 1.3449 .588411E-04 .;?190E-03 .7159
'to 1.27n 1.34•x8 .50165E-04 .31789E-03 .7156
1.309 103440 .57460E-04 .31385E-03 .7149
1.350 1.3454 .56786E-04 .30977E-03 07139
1.400 1,3469 ,56062E-01+ ,30567E-03 oT123
1.459 103472 .55169E-04 .30154E-93 07103
1.501 1.34811 , 54647E-0-+ .29735E-03 67079
1.550 1.3508 .53917E-04 ,29075E-03 .7107
14600 1.3533 .53179E-04 .28413E-03 •7131
1.650 1.3543 95?432E-R4 .77748E-1a3 .7151
t,70R 113 601 95167PE-14 .27082E -03 .7168
1.759 1.363.+ ,50917E-04 ,26415E-03 .7180
1.900 1.366Pt .50148E-0w .257.7E-03 .7188
1.85il 1.3701 .49371E-04 .25077E-03 .7192
t.9n0 1.3777. .48587x".-04 .24409E-113 .7192
1.951 1.392? .47794E-04 .23737E-03 .7187
?.0011 1.3x9:1 -04 .23067E-03 .7178
w{ TAPL-	 v.
	
REAL-GAS Tl;E^JTROPTC	 EXPANSIONS	 O P 	PARAF4VCPOGEN
G,	 (CONTI Nu= D1
MAC L4 LOCAL	 IS=MTROPIC VISCOSITY T4EOMAL CONDUCTIVITY G'"At,DTL
EX PANSION CO:FF, WeM-5EC CAI./CM-SE"-K NUVEIEW
0.000 I .90743E-134 ..6229E-03 .7104
.151 1.3499 .398n"^E-04 .46215E-03 06908
1101 1.;8?'R .99715E-94 .46176- 06908
.159 1.393N .P9562;-04 .46112E-03 06909
.200 1.3916 . F 0367£-04 .46022,E-03 .6910
.250 1. 3 5+83 62918?--04. .1+590 8E-n 3 .6921
. 3^+? 1. j91'7 .98787E-94 .45769E-03 ., 6112
.350 1.3944 .^itt^rl^'--n4 .45603F-03 .6913
.400 1.3914 . M?99''E-04 .45424E-03 .6935
.450 1.3909 .47527E .45220E-33 .6917
8510 1.3919 .RM tE-14 .44996E-n'1 16920
1 ;51 1.'W4 ,96451E-04 .4475~•4-R3 .6922
.5111 1.3884 . 85850E -94 .44494'E-03 .6925
.6 1; 0 1.3972 .85210E-04 .44229E-03 .6927
.700 1.3846 .84535E-D4 .43957E-n3 46928
.750 !.3841 .83326=-Q4 .43672'E-03 .6930
.90(1 1.383E .93089E -134 .43376E-03 .6932
.850 1.381; .92324E-04 .43070E-03 .6934
8914 1.3814 *42757E-03 .6937
.^5n 1.'x'91 .9n7?EE-9,. .4?436E -^3 .6940
1.1P1 n 1.;768 .748997-fly+ .42109E-03 .6943
E:	 ! 1.050 1.3757 ,7905r-E-134 .41777E-03 .6947
1.1011 1.37134 .78197=-04 *41441E-03 .6950
1.150 1.3'0? .77331E -n4 .L11^1sE-9 .6955
a^ t.'n^ 1.369^ .76454_-n4 .40764E-03 06958
1.?97 1.3665 .75571=-OL .40415E-83 .6964
I	 ini 1.3	 5-. .74f 83=-©+, .40036:-93 .6974
^^-+ 1.3511 1.361'k . 13791 c- q 4 39657E-03 6984
1 1 40x1 1.3:99 .'?392-7w .39280E-03 .6993
1.45'! 1	 7 .7002
1.51'7 1.355+ .'!1106-04 .39531E-1x3 .7009
i . 5 57 1.3536 38161E-03 .7015
I.Fn1 1.3511 n^ .?7793F-03 .7020
1 .65 q 1.1593 . E844":-04 01 74;1 - 1 3 .7023
t."10 1.3.87 .F756?^-fly .37071E-03 07024
1.;511 1.3.5E .66683:-Oy .3FTl5.^-n3 .7022
ft. 11Rt1'1 .36363=.-03 67018
1 . a"q 1.3 «zz .64943. E-04 , 35865--'1 z 17839
` t .911 181:'7 1r- 407+- =- l4 .35327r - 03 .70E7
i. g Fq 1.3µ1f .43?17-E-04 .34799=-33 0709?
















TABLE V. R;AL-GAS ISEN TROPIC EXPANSIONS OF PARAHYCP OGE N
TT =	 300.11 K	 PT = tO . 0	 ATM RHOT = . 814E-03 G/CM3 SVT =1317.507 f1/SEC
MACH RE/M 7 CPICV SV/SVT P/pT T/TT RHO/RHOT A+/A SV/'SVT P/PT T/TT RHO/RHOT Af/A
-------F£LATIVE TO IDEAL GAS VALUES-------
Q.000 a, 1.0059 1.3709 1.0000 110000 1.0000 1.0400 040000 1,0000 160000 160000 1.0000 160900
,050 .596E+07 1.0059 113865 49997 .9982 .9995 19987 ,0864 1.0000 1.0008 140000 160000 180919
61139 ,119E+08 1,0059 1.3964 69989 .9930 .9981 .9949 41721 .9999 69999 1.0001 •9999 locals
'E-	 .150 .177E+08 1.0058 1.3862 .9976 .9844 .9957 .9887 6256? .9999 160000 1.11001 9499 1.0017r'	
* 200 •734E+08 1,0058 163859 .9958 ,97?5 .99?3 69801 63380 .9998 1.0000 140003 49999 1.0016
.250 .?90E+08 110057 1,3556 .9935 .9576 69881 ,9694 •41b9 .9997 loOD02 160004 1#4000 160016
6300 .343E+08 1.0056 1.38F2 .9907 .9307 .9829 .9563 .4921 89995 1.0002 1.0006 69999 160014
F,	 .350 .395£+08 110055 1.3847 .9873 69192 .976° .9413 .5632 .9994 1.0004 1.0008 1#91100 160013
'	 6400 .443E+08 1.0054 1.:{84? .9836 48961 .970" 69243 •6296 69992 1.9006 160011 160000 1*QOilF	
.450 .489E+08 110053 1.3836 .9794 .8709 .9624 .9955 .6909 69990 100008 160014 140000 1,0009
s . $00 .572E+08 1.0051 1.3829 .9747 .8440 89541 .8853 67470 ,9988 160011 1#0018 160002 160909
* 550 .571E+08 1.0050 1.3+421 69697 48153 .9450 .8635 67973 .9986 1.0014 160422 1,0001 1,0006
.600 .608E+08 1.0048 1,3812 .9642 .7854 .9354 .8406 .8420 69983 16f;!118 loan?? 1.0002 1.0004
.650 .640E+08 1.0046 16380? 69584 .7545 .9251 .8167 . Wa 89981 160023 160033 160002 160003
,700 .670E+08 1.01145 16379? .9523 ,7229 .9143 .7918 69138 69979 1.0027 1,0039 1,0042 1.0001
r	 6759 .695E+08 140043 163780 ,9459 .6909 .9031 .7663 69412 *9977 16OD34 160047 160003 49999
.800 .718E+98 1.0041 1.3768 .9391 ,6588 .8914 .7404 .9630 .9914 1.0042 1,0055 1 * 0 at) 5 29949
•950 ,717E+98 1.11039 10755 69121 .6766 .8793 .7140 .9795 .9972 1.0050 1,0064 160006 19998
1900 .753E+08 1.0038 1,3740 .9249 65949 .8669 66877 .9911 69970 1.0062 1.0074 180009 69999
,950 .766E+118 1.0036 1,3725 63175 .5636 .8543 ,6612 69978 ,9968 1. 0074 1.0085 1.0012 1.0000
F	 16000 .775E+08 140034 1.3709 69998 .5328 .8414 .6348 1aaan ! .9967 1.0086 160097 1.0014 140000
1.050 .782E+08 1.0032 163693 69020 .50?8 88284 .6187 59981 69966 1.0100 180110 1.0016 1.0001
d	 1.100 .786E+08 1.0031 163675 *8941 .47'85 .8152 .5816 69928 .9964 1.0111 i3O124 160015 69999
1.150 .787E+08 1.0029 163657 .8861 64453 68019 65570 .9827 .9964 160125 160140 locals .9999
1.200 .786E+08 1.0027 113638 .8779 .k182 .7885 65320 .9704 .9963 1.0141 160156 160017 9949
16250 .783E+08 1.00?6 1.3619 .8697 .3971 .7752 65075 .9553 69963 160157 1.0174 tonal? 69999
i.	 1.3n0 .778E+08 1.11074 1.3640 .8614 .3677 .761£ 14837 69,479 69964 1,(1175 1.9193 160917 110001
1.350 .771E+08 1.00?3 1.;580 8531 .3434 .7484 .4605 .9182 .9965 160191 1.0212 160015 49999
1.400 .762E+08 100621 3.3561 .6447 63207 67351 .4379 .8967 .9967 110207 1.0233 1.0012 69998
1.450 6752E+08 1.0020 1,3541 ,8364 .2992 .7219 .4161 .8737 69969 160222 1.0255 l,fl007 .9995
1.500 .740E+08 1.0019 1.3522 6828! .?799 67088 *11950 ,8495 69971 1,fl237 1.0278 160001 69991
10550 .727E+08 1,110,47 1.3504 .8198 .2596 66958 .3747 .8243 .9974 1,0251 1.0301 .9993 69967
i.f^n0 .713E+08 1.0016 1.3485 48115 .2415 .5829 43551 17983 99978 1.0263 1.0325 *9963 69981
1.650 .699E*08 1.0015 163469 .8113? .2244 .6701 .3364 .1719 19982 1.0276 1.0350 *9973 .9974
1 * 700 .683---t08 1.0014 1.3451 .7951 .20P4 ,6575 .3184 .?451 49987 160287 160375 69960 49967
.	 1.750 .667E+08 1.0013 1.-3436 67369 .19V3 66450 .3811 .7180 .9993 1.0293 1.0400 .9943 .9955
1 * 800 .650E+08 1.0012 1042? .7789 .1792 .632E .2846 .6909 69999 160298 1*0426 *9924 .9942
1,850 .633E+08 16aat1 1.3410 67709 .1660 .6204 ,?689 ,6639 1.0006 1*0299 1.0451 .9902 .9927	 - ---
1.900 .616E+118 1.0010 t034DO *7630 .1537 .6084 .2539 ,6312 1,0013 1.0298 1,0471 .9876 69910
r'	 1 * 950 .598E+08 1.09rj- 1.3391 .7557 .1477 .5965 .?395 66107 1.0021 1*n293 110501 19850 49690
?.000 .581E+08 t.0an9 1.3384 ,7475 .1314 15848 *2?59 ,5847 1.0029 1*0283 160526 *9819 *9867
